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1111
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1983

IS. Hous OF REPRESENTATIVES, -
SE ECT COMMITTEE ON AGING,

SUBC MMITTEE ON HUMAN SERVICES,
'Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:15 p.m., , in room
2257, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Marie) Biaggi (chairman,
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Biaggi of New York, Rinaldo)
of New Jersey, Snowe of Maine, Schneider of Rhode Island, and
Bilirakis of Florida.

Staff present: Robert B. Blancato, staff director; Teresa S. Kara-
manos, director of research; Caroleen Williams, minority staff di-
rector; and Allison Bell, minority staff assistant of the Subcommit-
tee on Human Services. Moya Beinoit, staff assistant; and Bente
Cooney, staff assistant, of Representative Biaggi's office.

Ms. SNOWE [presiding]. The hearing will come to order, please.
We would like to begin with opening statements frOm the members
of the committee. I might just add that the chairman of the sub-
committee will be here shortly. He is attempting to offer an
amendment on the floor to the Labor and Health and Human Serv-
ices appropriations bill. In the meantime, if there are no objections,
I will Submit the prepared statement of Chairman iliaggi to be in-
cluded at this point in the hearing record.

Hearing no objections, so ordered.
[The prepared statement of Chairman Mario Biaggi follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE MARIO BIAGGI
11

Today we convene this hearing of the Hunan Services Subcommittee of the
House Select Committee on Aging to specifically examine the impact of proposed
client eligibility regulations upon the elderly. We are conducting this hearing on
these August 29 rules for the purpose of receiving public input prior to the endirof
the comment eriod on September 28.

As Chai take the position that these proposals, if adopted, will stifle group
and indivi a legal efforts on behalf of the poor elderly of this Nation. I do not
want to be witness to the spectre of over one:half and perhaps as many as two-
thirds of th eligible elderly being turned away from the local legal aid offices.

My comme s on these proposed regulations will call for their withdrawal. I will
solicit other m bens of this Committee to join with me in this effort. For the skep-
tical among us;,I elieve that today's hearing will justify this position.

I take a speci interest in this issue as the author of the 1977 amendment to the
LSC reauthorization bill which charged the Corporation with the mission of provid-
ing legal services tithe elderly and handicapped on a priority basis. Prior to this
mandate, legal services to the elderly were virtually non-existent, despite the fact
poverty was more common to this age group than any other.

(1)
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Since 1977, legal services have grown and the elderly now'represent about 14 per-
cent of total LSC clientele. Since 1978, Title III of the Olden Americans became a
supplement for these services and t ay they remain one of three "priority" services

. provided under the Act. Eighty perce t of the counties in this Nation are covered by
an LSC-funded program, either in co unction with local ea agencies on aging, or
independently through law schools; ar associations anf cerfunded social pro-
grams. ' '

The national network of legal se ices for the elderly stands as a monument to
the commitment that Congress has lade to protecting the Constitutional rights.of
the elderly to an adequate standard of living. The poor are equally entitled to jus-
tice as tire the rich. In many cases, justice can only be achieved through litigatidn.
Without the LSC, we deny thefn their right to public benefits, such as Social.Secu-
rity, SSI and Disability, in the event their right to these benefits is challenged., We
deny them protection against scam and con games as well as consumer fraud, inthe
event they are duped into signing away their homes, their cars, or their assets. Our .

public witnesses today will give first-hand accounts of how legal services' helped
tl)em from becoming homeless and penniless. ti. I

A1980 report by the Corporation outlined thirteen barriers which the elderly and I.

adopted,
handicapped face in obtaining legal services. I contend that if these regulations are
dopted, we will be putting up additional barriers, instead of breaking down existing

ones. re

It is with these points in mind that we approach the tightened eligibility crjteria
in the proposed regulations. They are a shortsighted squeeze play in the most basic
sense. More importantly, the specific proposals are inconsistent with the other two
major means-tested income support programs which serve seniorsSSI and Food
Stamps. I believe that in the eyes of this Committee, these inconsistencies are para-
mount to heresy for they gut the essence of the program for the very people we
want to serve.

The most onerous aspects of the proposed eligibility criteria include: A limit of
$15,000 in home equity; automobile equity not to exceed $4,500; a cap of $30,000
equity in farmland; and counting income from IRA's and Keogh's. .

To dramatize the home equity issue, the 1981 Annual Housing Survey showed -
that 88 percent of homes owned by the poor were valued above $15,000. For the el-
derly, this translates into 3.1 million homeowners who would be denied services
under this proposed rule.

With respect to IRA's and Keogh plans, 1.048 millinkhouseholds below poverty-
3.27 million seniorswould be denied access to legal se' ices based on this criteria.

These are a mere piece of the total picture. PerhapiThe most significant impact of
these proposed regula ions will be upon the i stitutionalized 'elderly. Legal services
would be denied to nu sing home residents y groups whose primary purpose is to
protect the rights of 1.5 million of our most ulnerable seniors.' These residents, by
definition, are poor. To take direct aim at th s defenseless population, is to furthex
imprison people behind nursing horfle walls.

Section 1001 of the Legal Services Corporation Act charges the Corporation with
the responsibility "to provide high-quality legal assistance to those who would other-
wise be unable to afford adequate legal counsel." We should remember these words
as we examine the proposed regulations today. I contend that at a minimum, these
regulations violate the spirit, if not the direct intent, of the mission of the Corpora-
tion. e

importantEqually as mportant is the fact that this past Monday, 'the House went squarely
on record in support of increased funding forthe Legal Services Corporation from
the current $241 illion to $296 million. I believe this increase presents convincing
evidence that Con ess intends to continue these services to the poor of this Nation.

I call upon the orporation to withdraw these regulations for the simple reason
that they do not reflect Congressional intent or do they reflect the. 1977 mandate
for the elderly and the handicapped to insure access to legal services.

We cannot forget thatlacross the street from this building, emblazoned on the
facade of the Supreme Court, the highest court in our land, are the words "Equal
Justice Under Law." Lei us not forget that we are here today to ensure that this
phrase retains its meaning, tbr all.

I Sok forward to the testimony we will receive today, including the testimony
from the LSC. which I lope will further elucidate my position in this matter.

Ms. SNowE: I will first yield to the ranking minority member of
the Select Committee on Aging for his statement. I yield to Repre-
sentative Rinaldo.

110
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STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE IVIAITHEW J. RINALDO **.

...,
Mr. RINALDO. T ank you. , 4I would like t start by pointing out that Senator Heihz, who was

N scheduled to our first witness had to leave because of a rollcall
vote`on th enate floor, and I would like tp request unanimous
consent t ntroduce his statement in Rs ereti

r
ty into the record.

Ms. S OWE. Without objection, so ordered.
II

[See p.V for the statement of Senator Heinz.]
Mr. RINALDO. Asa constant supporter of legal services for--the

`1!)oor, want to certainly take this opportunity to commend Con-
d gressm n Biaggi for calling this hearing on proposed Federal regu-

lations overning the Legal Services Corporation client eligibility.
In m judgment, these -proposed regulations are fundamentally

flawe and should be withdrawn. I have studied them carefully. I
notic , in fact, in reading Senator Heinz's statement that he feels
prim rily the same way, that the regulations should be withdrawn
because they are bad news.

They are bad news, not just for the elderly who are the concern
of this committee, but for citizens of any age needing legal assist-
ance.

There is no question that.we should prevent fraud and abuse in
legal services as in any other Federal program, but these proposals
are different. In fact, they are most disturbing to me because they
would severely hurt persons seeking equal access to justice.

One particularly damaging provision would deny legal help to
virtually anyone who has more than $15,000 worth of equity in a
home and $15,000, in my district you can't--I guess you would
spend about $15,000 for a garage nowadays, and this rule would'
impact especially hard on the elderly. 70 percent of older Ameri-
cans own their own home, and 80 percent of older Americans own
their 'own home free and clear of any mortgage, yet many of these
same homeowners exist month to month on social security or per-
haps SSI as their major and in many cases only source-o, *ncome.

In my own State of New Jersey, officials estimate that/ ov r half
of all low-income elderly clients would be disqualified from 1 al as-
sistance if these regulations go through. With alternative funding
sources of legal aid, including the Older Americans Act an the
social service block grant remaining static and facing increased
competition for other needs, it is imperative, in my opinion, that
the Legal Services Corporation not slam the door in the faces of
thousands of low-income Americans who may exercise their rights
under the law in no other manner.

Once again, I want to conclude by applauding Chairman Biaggi
and stating that this is a hearing that certainly ranks in my opin-
ion as one of the more important hearings that we have heltr4o far
this year, in fact one of the hearings at which'.I just made an egre-

. gious error by saying that Senator Heinz was not going to testify,
and I just put your statement in its entirety into the record.

Senator HEINZ. I can take the hint.
Mr. RINALDO. We are glad that you were able to make it back

from. yotir rollcall vote and personally participate in the hearing.
Thank you.

7
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STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE_OLYMPIA J. SNOWE

Ms. I1/4,,TowE.' Thank you.
I doW$'ant to thank Chairman Biaggi ,for initiating and conduct-

ng these hearings today in an effort to 'better evaluate the pro-
sed Legal SerVices Corporation's eligibility regulations.
I am espe pleased to greet as one of our many witnesses Mr.

l viol Kenne' , director of the Pine Tree Legal Assistance in Port-
land, Maine me Tree Legal Assistance and another legal assist-
ance orgy ation, Legal Services for the Elderly, are two outstand-
ing organ ations that provide legal services for the poor, and often
elderly, in cur State. Over 5 percent of Mr. Kennedy's clientele are
poor and derly. This past year, Pine Tree Legal Assistance aided
approximately '711 elderly persons who requested help.

Legal service programs are essential to the elderly in our State
because a large number of senior citizens cannot afford to purchase
legal representation privately. Legal services help these individuals
to obtain basic necessities, such. as health care, in-home support
services, protective services, and benefits from programs like social
security and 4SI. The poor elderly can also call LSC contractual
groups such as Pine Tree Legal Assistance to check possible physi-
cal and material abuses in institutions or in their own homes.

I understand that one of the Most controversial of the LSC eligi-
bility propcoals makes no provision for elderly persons who pur-
chased their homes many years ago, homes which have appreciated
in market Value through intervening inflation. A 1977 survey
found that 42 percent of older persons receiving public assistance
and who owned homes had a net, equity value in excess of $15,000.
Thus, a person whose only income is from SSI, but whose home is
valued at ,sassiooa home probably bought several ,years ago at a
much lower price and a modest home by any standard todaybe-
comes ineligible for legal assistance.

I am very interested in Mr. Kennedy's critique of the LSC pro-
posals, a...Avell as the comments of the other witnesses today.

With that, I Would like to recognize Representative Bilirakis.

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE MICHAEL BILIRAKIS

. Mr. BILIRAKIS. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I have no prepared remarks. I would like to thank the chairman

for calling this hearing. It is a very important hearing; of course,
with very important subject matter. I come from the Ni Con-

.' gressional District, along the gulf coast of Florida, and mnistrict
consists of approXimately 50 percent senior citizens. '

That makes this subject even more significant, Ifthink. I would
like to enter into the record a letter from the Secretary of the Flor-
ida Association of Area Agencies on Aging regarding this subject
matter. )

In addition, I would like to merely place into the record the fact
that I called my Bay Area Legal Services, as we call it in that area,
to get some statistics and in 1982 in Hillsborough and Pasco Coun-
tiesI have three counties in my districtthey closed 3,729 cases,
approximately 40 percent of which Ware for people over the age of
60.

8
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In 1983, those two coutitieg up to August 31 of this year, closed
2,655, 36 percent were for those over age 60. In Pinellas County, for
Clearwater and St. Petersburg, they closed something like 2,600
total in °1983 through August 31, and between 35 and 38 percent of
those were for people over age 60.

So I am greatly concerned about this area and plan to attend as
much of'this hearing as I can this afternoon.

FLORIDA ASSOCIATION OF AREA AGENCIES ON AGING,
September 20, 1933.

Re Proposed rule change contained in the Federal Register, Monday, Ae.igust 29,
1983, Paragraph: 1611.6, C.1.

OFFICE OF GENERAL
LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION;
WASHINGTON, D.C.

To WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: The Flovicfa Association of Area Agencies on Aging,
which represents the interest of over two million people aged 60 and over in Florida,
would like to register our opposition to the proposed change in eligibility require-
ments for services provided by Legal,Services Corporation. According to information
contained in the Federal Register of Monday, August 29, 1983, Paragraph 16116, C.1.,
a person having equity in a home and surrounding property which exceeds $15,000
would no longer be eligible for services provided by Legal Services Corp-vation. This
proposed change would have a significant negative impact on elderly persons who
may own even a modest home, but have few if any, other resources, and are in need
of legal services. In essence they would have to lose their home in order to be eligi-
ble to receive such services. It is inconceivable that this was the intent of the pro-
posed change; however, it would in fact be the consequence. The alternative, while
not as devastating, may be that those individuals would simply. do without needed
legal help.

It is also important to point out that legal services offered under the Older Ameri-
cans Act have not been expanding and are at best being maintained at current
levels. With ever increasing demands for services, maintenance levels are simply
not good enough.

Based upon the foregoig, the Florida Association of Area Agencies urges that
this proposed change be Withdrawn. .

Sincerely,
PAT ROBINSON,

Secretary.
Ms. SNOWE. I thank the gentleman for his remarks.
Representative Craig?

STATEMENT OE REPRESENTATIVE LARRY E. CRAIG
Mr. CRAIG. Thank you very much.
I, too, want to add my note of appreciation to the chairman for

conducting these hearings and'bringing this to the attention of the
Congress. I would say very openly that I have not always and in
some cases do not remain a friend of the legal services organiza-
tions, but I do recognize the importance of the service they offer to
the elderly,' and file equity, that it is important that we maintain
this organization for 'the seniors of the Ornmunities and the Dis-
trict we represent.

There is an illusion in large pait about a good many of our elder-
ly. If-you simply look at the statistics of home ownership, percent-
age of home ownership and a variety, of the things that, we use to
equate wealth in our Nation, and that I think has been clearly
stated by some of my colleaguas here this afternoon, that although
the home may be owned and may be free and clear, that we find
many of our seniors nearly unable to meet the taies levied against
that home, to heat that home and in large part to maintain it as
one of their assets;'that in fact they are homeowners living at the
very edge of poverty.

.9.
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think in recognizing that the importance, of maintaining the
balance and an equity for our elderly through the Legal Services
Corporation is critically important, and that is what I hope we can
establiak_here this afternoon.

Ms. SprowE. I thank the gentleman.
Representative Schneider?

STATEMENT1W REPRESENTATIVE CLAUDINE SCHNEIDER

Mrs. SCHNEIDER: I, too, share the enthusiasm and support for the
chairman in calling the hearing, but also for the Congresswoman

icurrently chairing for her support in enthusiastic investigation intci
the Legal Services Corporation. .

As we all know, thLegal Services Corporation has been riddled
with controversy; with accusations and abuse surfacing from time
to time over the years. I therefore support all efforts to tighten to
some extent the eligibility requirements to insure that those de-
serving benefit,Trom the program receive it.

The changes on .August 2, 1983, proposed by the Corporation,,
however, in my estimation go beyond what I consider necessary. .I
am troubled, for instance, by the proposal to limit clients to $15,000
in home equity and $4,500 in automobile equity.

I feel that such a limitation will adversely affect the likelihood of

many deserving citizens, especially the elderly, from obtaining
needed legal services.

I am concerned about the impact on those elderly citizens who

own homes which' exceed this amount. Statistics prove that many
seniors live hand to mouth and under generally.impoverished cir-
cumstances, yet refuse to sell their homes because of nostalgic and
sentimental reasons, or strictly .out of necessity.

Surely; access to needed legal services should not be judged solely
upon such choices of an elderly person.

Again, I thank the chairman for his timely consideration of these
proposals which will no doubt have an impact on the poor and el-
derly citizens of the Na4On, and I look forward to the testimony by
my Colleagues, which I feel confident will clarify the extent to
which elderly individuals will be affected.

While some changes in the regulations are very- necessary, I,
think that our first priority must be to work with an eye toward
fairness and equity for all citizens and allow them equal access and
full opportunity to those legal services which they ,so rightly de-

serve.
Thank you.
Ms. SNOWE. If there are no objections, I will submit the prepared

statement of Congressman Boucher for the record at this 'point.
Hearing none, so ordered.

[The prepared statement of Representative ,Rick Boucher fol-
lows:]

PREPARED STAtEMENT OF $EP:NENTATIVE FREDERICK C. BOUCHER

Mr. Chairman, I wood like iaieke this opportunity to commend you for holding
these hearings in order jo examine the impaft of the proposed eligibility guidelines

published in the Federal Register on August IP, 1983 by the Legal Services Corpora-

tion. By providitig this public forum to hear the concerns of supporters of legal serv-
ices, you have once again demonstrated your sensitivity and responsiveness to the
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needs of the elderly poor, the handicapped, and the unemployed for whom this pro-
gram was originetly established. -

I also appreciate this opportunity to share with you and the meipbers of tile sub-
committee, my particular concerns regarding the effect pf the propOsed guidelines on
the people of .Southwest Virginia. As a former, membe, Of the board of directors.of
Client ('entered Legal Services of Solithwest Virginia, I have had the opportunity:to. .

obs(Ame how important this program is to the people of the area.
chairman, we are all aware that for three years, the Administration has tried

to eliminate federal funding for legaNservices kr the poor, the elderly, and the dis- .

advantaged by abolishing the Legal Services Corportion. And for three years, Con-
gress has tenaciously fought to maintain this effective program which provides legal
representation to so many of our disadvantaged citizens for whom representation
would be otherwise unavailable.'

As a result of the President's persistent efforts, however, funding for the Legal
Services Corporation ILSCI has been, cut more than 25 percent over the past three
years. The LSC contends that more Stringent eligibility requirements are, needed to
"focus resources on those in most need." I recognize this concern; however, the-re-
posed eligibility guidelines Misconstrue the nature of the need which legal services
is supposed to address and the context in which the need arises. As a result, the
proposed regulations will make jt extremely difficult for legal services programs to
meet the legal needs ofejndigents.
'It is important to note that existing regulations already require local legal serv-

ices programs to carefully allocate resources according to the local perception of the
. severity of need for legal assistance (45 C.F.R. Section 1620). The proposed new

guidelines impose on local programs a rigid interpretation of the need for legal serv-
ices which /ails to take into account specific local factors of need. A

I am particularly disturbed by Section 1611.6zhich dramatically alters the test
for determining a potential client's assets. Currfritly, any person who receives
public benefits is autotnatically eligible for legal services?epresentation. The pro-
posed regulations would subject those who have already proven- their'financial need ,

to the same verification requirements as other potential clients. The.additional doc-
umentation would be superfluous and a cdstly burden of proof on potential clients.

Section 1611.6 also establishes new restrictive limits on non-liquid assets which
clearly. discriminate against the elderly, th unemployed and. all rural residents.
The proposed guidelines establish for potenti 1 clients an assets test even more re-
strictive than the major means-tested Mcom6 support programs, such as Food
Stamps, Aid to Families with -Depen,dent:-Children, and' Supplemental. Security
Income. For example, this section reqiiires that the value of an applicant's home
above $15,000 be included in the computation of total assets. In addition, the value
of family vehicles exceeding $4,500 must be considered part of the total assets.
These limits fail to take into account the characteristics of life in rural areas such
as Southwest Virginia.

.

In Southwest Virginia, the tradition of homeownership is important; few residents
rent their homes, and feW apartments are available. The asset limits specifically pe-
nalizes elderly citizens who may haVe paid for their homes years ago or may have
inherited a family home. Equally important, is the disadvantage that this restriction
represents for unemployed individuals who"may own their home, but do not have
enough money to pay for food, clothing or utility bills. .,

Homeownership does not necessarily reflect ap individual's ability to pay for pri-
vate legal representation. Equity in a home cannot be easily converted into cash,
particularly in the midst of an economic recession. More importantly, eligibility re-
strictions for legal services should not necessitate the sale of one's home in order to
pay for legal representation.

The proposed limit of $4,500 for motor vehicles also discriminates against rural-
residents..In Southwest Virginia, where public transportation is virtually non-exist-
ent, motor vehicles are a necessity. Moreover, in mountainous areas, many residents
must purchase vehicles equipped with four -wheel drive in order to negotiate their
driveways in the winter months. These specially-equipped cars and trucks cost more

' than the average vehicle.
. fFor the people of Southwest Virginia', the impact of these guidelines will be

severe. The disproportionately high percentage of elderly and unemployed individ-
uals in this area demonstrates a tremendous need for legal services. In the coal pro-
ducing counties, for example, more than one out of every four adults are out of
work.- Yet, in these counties, it is estimated that the proposed regulations will pee-
clude the rapresentration of more than half and perhaps as many as two-thirds of
the elderly poor and unemployed. in this time of rising need, we should not unnec-

,,,
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essarily restrict access to legal services solely according to a standardized measure
.of "need".

The proposed regulations represent a fundamental change in the nature of the
provision of legal services. Section 1001 of the Legal Services Act expresses the
intent of Congress that the Legal Services Corporation "provide high quality legal
assistance to those who, would be otherwiseunable to afford adequate legal counsel

" The importance of legal need should therefore be a function of the nature of
the legal problem and the impact of its resolution on the individual in need.

Under the'proposed guidelines, the legal services programs will come to represent
yet another welfare agency, not a prdgram to provide fair legal represenilation. In-
creased doCumentation requirements will divert substantial staff and timeiresources
to the verification of.the eligibility of indigent clients who seek, and need its serv-
ices, The ability of legal services programs to uphold the original purtposes of the
-Legal SArvices Corporation and to meet...the legal needs of indigent clients will be
hampered,

Its is evident that the proposed eligibility guidelines will severely restrict the
access of poor people to legal services and violate the basic foundations of the Legal
Services Corporation. For three years; we' have successfully closed the door to the
Administration's attempts toleliminate funding for. this important program. Let us
work just as hard to resist this latest attempt to close the door's of legal services to
the thbusands of indigent Americans who need and depend on legal assistance.

therefore join my colleagues iiNtrging that these ill-conceived eligibility guide;
lines be withdrawit.

.Thank you.

Ms. SNOWE. I would like to make some announcements.
The chairman's) instructions for the'procedures in this:hearing

are, because we,-do have an extensive list of witnesses here today
scheduled to testify, we are asking that all witnesses confine their
statement to 5 minutes. We regret this time limitation, but we
ha e to leave this room'approximately at 5 o'clock, so I would ask

u for your indulg,ence in confining your remarks to 5 minutes a
wee. Thank you..

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN HEINZ, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE.
< STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA

Senator ,HEINZ. I commend you and the chairman foi. holding
this hearing. j just want to make two points to this committee. '

I think we all know that these rules could have some very pro-
found effects on senior citizens. I am wearing my hat today as
chairman of the Senate Special Committee on Aging. I note that
many -have already singled out the home equity rule aa having 'a
disproportionate impact on the elderly; and so it would.

Neacly two-thirds studies of those who world be disqualified
would be elderly'person, and it looks as if as mapy as a third to a
half of the elderly persons now eligible to receiVe legal services
would be disqualified.

Those are statistics that the committee can get from many other
sources. I want to make the point that that peoposal runs counter
to everything we in Congress have done for the last two decades.

Prior to 1976, when it came to determining SSI eligibility, the
law was that you would ignore any value of a house that was
under $25,000 and only count, for resource determination purposes,
that portion of the fair market value-in excess of $25,000.

That .was in 1976, before the great real estate boom of the late
seventies and early eighties. Were we to adjust that for inflation,
we would be saying today that one should not count anything
below $40,000 or $50,000.

12
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In 1976, we went even ft. irther than that and we amended the
law to totally exclude the home as a resource. I would like to sug-
gest that there were two very fundamental reasons, having to do
with the cultural aspects of the deep values of our society, going
beyond the notion that a home is every man's castle.

First, that it is highly desirable to encourage independent living
for the elderly, and that independent livingis best fostered through
the ability to live in one's own home. It/is better to have a home
than to be a renter; and it is better to be renter than a resident of
subsidized Federal housing.

On a more basic level, the very generation that would be affected
by these rules is the generation we_have to thank most sincerely
for preserving the notion-that-saving is good, that thrift is good,
and that it, is a bad idea to spend as if there is no tomorrow.

Frankly, what these rules really say, 4t bottom, is th2t you are
better off if you spent everything and have nothing, blause then
you would get legal services. And were we to allow the legal serv-
ices members, whO I fear have modest qualifications for promWgat-
ing these rules, to move forward, I fear we would undermine this
very basic tenet.

My last point regards the other rule .that demands specific atten-
tion, as far as senior citizens are concerned; the rule that provides
that the assets of all members of the applicant's household will be
counted toward the limit.

Two-thirds of the elderly live in a family setting. Many of them
live with unrelated individuals. They often maintain separate
budgets. According to our studies, this proposal alone could disqual-
ify 4 million poor elderly.

It would be just one more measure which acts to fragment the
family, to fragment people who care, and to throw the burdens of
caring on society, and not on the friends and family who want to
help.

We follow the lead of the House Select Committee on Aging.
About 2 weeks ago, we held a hearing on Alzheimer's disease in
New York. It is a fact that over half the people with Alzheimer's
disease, because they do not qualify for any kind of assistance for
nursing home institutionalization, must rely on members of their
family for care.

It is proposals like these that I believe make it more and more
difficult for us to do what is not only humane, but what is right.

Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Ms. SNOWE. Thank you; Senator Heinz.
[The prepared statement of Senator Heinz follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF' SENATOR JOHN HEINZ, CHAIRMAN, U.S. SENATE SPECIAL
COMMITTF:E ON AGING

I want to thank Congressman Biaggi and the other members of the Committee for
holding this important hearing. I am greatful for the opportunity to address and
issue of great concern to methe continuing ability of older persons who are poor
and in need of legal assistance to receive the legal help they need.

The' elderly, because of difficulties of access and unique legal problems, have a
special need for legal assistance. This special need was explicitly recognized by Con-
gress in 1977 amendments to the Legal Services Corporation Act, which incorporat-
ed priorities for the provision of legal services. This need is greater today than ever,
when the elderly are faced with a burgeoning array of legal problems, due in part,
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to rapidly changing pt4blic benefit programs. The fulfillment of that need is now
threatened by regulations recently proposed by the Legal Services Corporation.

These new propossils would unfairly tighten current eligibility criteria, sharply
narrowing access to/legal services. Elderly persons would be especially hard hit.
Stringent new asset limits will make it much more difficult for elderly persons, the
vast majority of whom own their homes and who often live in family settings, to
obtain legal aid.

I have asked experts at the University of Michigan to simulate the effect of the
assets test on the elderly population now eligible for legal services. What they found
was startling. If both the home equity test and the liquid assets test are Vit into
effect, it could eliminate nearly half (45 percent) of the currently eligible population.

The home eqUity rule, in particular, will have a disproportionate impact on the
elderly. There are close to 3 million elderly homeowners now living below the pover-
-ty line. A Special Committee on Aging, staff analysis reveals that a%third of those
persons over 65 with no other tangible resources may be barred from receiving free
legal assistance solely because they own a home valued at more than $15,000.
Nearly two-thirds of those disqualified have homes valued between $15,000 and
$40,000modest homes by any standard.

This proposal runs directly counter to every recent expression of Congressional
policy on the same questionthe use of home equity as a measure of eligibility for
entitlement programs. Amendments to the Social Security Act are instructive. Prior
to 1976, the Social Security regulations provided that the value of a home would
only be excluded from SSI resource determinations to the extent that its current
fair market value did not exceed $25,000. In 1976, the law was amended to totally
exclude the home as a resource. The legislative history indicates Congressional con-
cern that those blind, disabled, and aged persons who had managed to save and pur-
chase a home, not penalized and forced to sell or move out of their home in order
to be eligible.

We have recognized the desirability of assisting as many people as possible to live
independently and o remain in their communities. Our commitment to the well
being and care of onT elderly has included the provision of adequate housing and
the prevention or reduction of inappropriate institutional care. These regulations, if
implemented, will impose upon the elderly a cruel dilemma; either live independ-
ently in adequate housing or sell your home in order to be able to purchase needed
legal services.

Because of its potential disproportionate harm to senior citizens, another proposed
rule demands our attention. That rule provides that the assets of all members of the
applicant's household will be counted toward the limit. Two-thirds of all elderly per-
sons live in a family setting. They, and those who live with unrelated individuals,
would most often be blocked from obtaining legal help, even though they maintain
separate budgets. This provision alone could disqualify 4 million poor elderly. It
would also act as a further disincentive for families who try to assume the burdens
of care for theirblder members. 4'

Let me use an example to illustrate what these regulations mean in real, human
terms, based on an actual caseam elderly widow, receiving SSI benefits, residing
in downtown Pittsburgh, in a home she and her husband bought and paid for
through hard work and sacrifice over many years. The value of her modest home
has climbed, in recent years, to $35,000. A person appointed to receive her monthly
benefits on her behalf and to manage her financial affairs, diverted the widow's
monthly benefit payments and spent the money on herself. Her Social Security
office helped her to stop payments to her representative payee, but the only way
that she could retrieve her money was through her local legal services program.
They helped her regain her benefits. Under the proposed regulations she would not
be able to get the legal help she so clearly needed.

I question whether the LSC is fully cognizant of the extent of negative impact
that these proposals will have on older Americans. Our analysis indicates how
devastating these new criteria will be on their ability to receive legal help. I call
upon the Legal Services Corporation to withdraw these ill-advised proposals as pa-
tently discriminatory against older Americans.

Ms. SNOWE. Congressman Morrison?

STATEMENT OF HON. BRUCE A. MORRISON, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT

Mr. MORRISON. Thank you, Madam Chairman.

14
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I would like to congratulate the select' committee for convening
this hearing. I am currently a member of the Committee-on the Ju-
diciary and of the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Libertieg and the
Administration of Justice, which has jurisdiction over the authori-
zation of the legal services program, so I am especially happy to be
able to appear before you today. c.

Before being elected to Congress 'last fall, I served for 10 years as
a legal services attorney and staff member in New Haven, Conn.,
for the last 5 years as executive director of the association, so I
have experience with the administration of the eligibility rules as
they have existed heretofore.

I believe that the changes that are proposed are going to be very_
damaging to the effectiveness of _local programs in serving the el-
derly, as well as some other groups. To focus first on the questions
of how assets are treated,, you h,,Ave heaid, you will continue to
hear, especially about the elderly, that they have assets 'which they
have accumulated Etver a lifetime, which are not liquid in nature,
such as automobiles and homes and which cannot be turned into
resokrces for the purchase of legal services.

ThNtreatment of assets in these -regulations violates what should
be the basic standard for any means test, and that is whether the
person can actually, because of the particular assets to be counted,
afford to purchase the service.

People cannot borrow on their home when they are elde4, and
they cannot borrow on their home if they don't have substantial
income to pay back a loan, so as a practical matter, we are talking
about assets that are not available. This is not a rule to test wheth-
er somebofly can afford legal services, but a rule to take services
away from the elderly,

Another group that will be affected is the unemployed, people
who are for a short period of time without income, but who may
have nonliquid assets. Taking away legal services eligibility from
those people can mean taking away their ability to get back on
their feet.

I would like to move to anoth& aspect of this regulation, and
that is the squeal rule, as it could properly be called, that requires
that legal services attorneys divulge confidential information about
their clients to the Legal Services Corporation.

One of the strengths of the legal services program has been the
confidence that it has in the client community, elderly, and nonel-
derly alike. That confidence is based on a trust and a belief that
these people will represent the client in the best traditions of an
advocate and in a confidential relationship.

There is no need for this breach of confidentiality to enforce eli-
gibility rules. Using all of the principles of client confidentiality in
our program and other programs like it around the country, we
were always able to investigate claims of ineligible clients. The pro-:`
gram had the responsibility to terminate services if, it were found
that a person was ineligible who was thought to be eligible when
the representation began.

This is the way to handle this problem consistent with client con-
fidentiality. To undermine the strength of the lawyer-client rela-
tionship is to really do violence to one of the real strengths of this
program.
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Let me say something about the centralization of control of the
eligibility process which this regulation represents. The legal sbrv-
ices program is a locally controlled program. Boards of directors of
nonprofit agencies at a local level make decisions.

There are strictures at a national level, guidelines, but the deci-
sions about priorities and who is to be served and how to apply eli-
gibility standards at a local level are decided locally.

With all the rhetoric about local control, it is ironic that appoint-
ees of the Reagan administration are the ones. who are looking for
an eligibility rule that is much less respectful of local decisionmak-
ing with respect to who in fact can afford legal services and who
should be given the highest briorities for those services.

I would suggest that the committee should take note of the com-
position and status of the Board of Directors which has proposed
this regulation. Despite the concern of this Congress that the Legal
Services Corporation be an independent agency with directors con-
firmed by the Senate, we have had now for a period -of .2 years'"
board, not 11 members confirmed by the Senate, but 4 members
confirmed by no one, people who have not shown any commitment
to the preservation of this program.

I think that that should give this committee special reason to
comment and take action and not to defer to that body.

Mr. FRANK [presiding]. Thank you.
Mr. Wyden?

STATEMENT OF HON. RON WYDEN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN.
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OREGON

Or. WYDEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I listened very carefully to the fine statements of my colleagues.

I think we have a bipartisan consensus for putting these cruel pro-
posals into the legislative ashcan, Mr. Chairman, and I am going to
be brief.

My particular interest in these issues stems from my work with
the elderly during the 7 years before I cafne to Congress. During
that time, I organized several programs, coordinated by legal serv-
ices offices, where lawyers from the private bar volunteered their
time representing low-income seniors with legal problems. These
programs operated in both Eugene and Portland, Oreg. Several
hundred lawyers from around the State were involved, and both
programs were coordinated by local legal services offices. In addi-
tion, for 2 years I served as the full-time director of Oregon Legal
Services for the Elderly.

I think rpy colleagues focused well on the absurd requirement
that there be $15,000 as the eligibility criteria. For all practical
purposes, that would lock the doors to legal services for the major-

, ity of low-income senior citizens in this country.
In 1981, the White House Conference on Aging, for example, re-

ported that 70 percent of the seniors in this country live in their
own homes, and 84 percent of those own them outright, and there
is just no question that the vast majority of those homes are worth
more than $15,000.

I think it would just be grotesque to ask the senior citizens of
this country, who have scrimped throughout their lifetime, to now

16
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go out and sell their home in order :t4o be able to secure justice ,
under our laws.

I think it is also worth noting that Congress has rejected home
equity as a means test in both the food stamp and th SSI program
for the very reason that we are talking about, that any seniors
with a low income may nonetheless own -their own ho .

Let me touch for a second on the concept of requiring seniors to
count the income of the family With whom they are living when
calculating eligibility.

First, it would make it even more difficult for sons and daugh;
ters who want to bring their older 'parexats into their own home,
rather than having them in a nursin home, to foot the bill.

Because they older parent might no\ longer qualify for legal- assist-
ance if they live in that home, the sOn'or daughter would be forced
to ,pick up the cost of legal assistance for the parent, thus increas-
ing their cost Often beyond their ability to pay.

Moreover, if the son or daughter is unable to foot the bill, the
senior, citizen might have no choice but to accept institutional care
where there is no such legal services eligibility requirement.

If that were to happen, not only would the senior citizens lose
their independence, the taxpayer would end up paying more be-
cause we all know that the taxpayer is paying for the bulk of insti-
tutional care in this country.

The last point I want to make, Mr. Chairman, deals with the eli-
gibility change which would deny funds to groups which represent
eligible -persons, but which are not composed of eligible persons
themselves.

This is a flagrant discrimination, Mr. Chairman, against nursing
hpme patients. Nursing home patients' are often much too frail to
take care of legal matters themselves. As a result, concerned citi-
zens, often the children of the patients, form groups to protect the
interests of the patients.

Under current regulations, these groups have access to legal
services funds based on the eligibility of the poor, elderly nursing
home patient.
) The proposed regulations would make it impossible for these
kinds of advocacy efforts to qualify for legal assistatice and in
effect, what we would be doing is denying nirsing home patients
from around this country access to equal justrce.

One last point, and that is that the administration has consist-
ently said that human services programs ought be controlled at
the local level. In my estimation, there is no hrman services pro-
gram that better embodies the concept of local control than legal
services.

Every legal services office is administered by a local nonprofit
board of directors, and they can tailor what they are doing to the
needs of their community.

These proposals place the heavy hand of the Federal Govern-
ment even more directly on the day-to-day operations of legal serv-
ices programs. New eligibility requirements clearly stifle local con-
trol, and I think it is pretty clear.

Mr. Chairman, instead of trying once again to kill the program -
in one fell swoop, these proposals try to inflict death by 1,000 cuts,
a change in a rule here, a cut in a service there. It all flies in the
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face of Congress' clearcut desire to provide legal servic to low-
income seniors.

My colleague Mr: Morrison, and Senator .Heinz, said it o well
that I will conclude, but I very much appreciate your lead ship in
this area on a terribly important subject.

[The prepared statement of Representative Wyden follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE RON WYDEN

Mr. Chairman, thank ypu for allowing me to testify before you today on the new
client eligibility requirements for the Legal Services Corporation.

My particular interest in these issues stems from my work with the elderly
during the seven years before I came to the Congress. During that time, I organized
several programs, coordinated by legal services offices, where lawyers from the pri-
vate bar volunteered their time representing low income seniors with legal prob-
lems. Th rograms operated in both Eugene and Portland, Oregon. Several hun-
dred lawyers around the State were involved,-and both programs were coordi-
nated by local legal services offices. In addition, for two years I served as the full-
time director of Oregon Legal Services for the Elderly.

Mr. Chairman, I have seen firsthand the value of legal services prqgrams to the
elderly and, on the basis of this direct, firsthand experience, I believe the new eligi-
bility rules promulgated by the board of directors of the corporation are a serious
mistake.

v., These rules threaten the future of legal services for the elderly and reflect a basic
misunderstanding of how ihis program operates and of its significant contribution
to the network of services for the aging.

I would like to fetus today on those proposed regulations which I think are poten-
tially most harmful\ The 'first of these is the stipulation that an otherwise eligible
individual" may be 4enie4 aid if he or she has more than $15,000 equity in a home.
If this rule were adopted,, Mr. Chairman, it would, for all practical purposes, lock
the doors to legal services for the majority of the low-income senior citizens in this
country.

The 1981 White House Conference on Aging reported that 70 percent of the elder-
ly in this country live in 'their own homes and 84' percent of those own them out-
right, There's no question that, at present, the vast majority of those homes are
worth more than $15,000. \That's true of my Congressional districtand virtually
any other in the country. \

Mr. Chairman, most senior citizens have toiled a lifetime to buy these homes
have scrimped and saved to get to the point where they own them outright. In most
instances, the current value of the house is several times the price they originally
paid for it. All of us understand that with the current inflated price of housing,
that's just the way things are.

I think it would be grotesque to ask the senior citizens of this country who have
worked so hard to get their own home to now sell it in order to be able to secure
justice under our laws.

The Congress has already rejected home equity as a means test in both the food
stamp and supplemental security income program because many senior citizens who
otherwise have a very low income nevertheless own a home. It should do likewise in
the case of legal assistancethat is, it should ash-can the proposal as soon as possi-
ble. To do otherwiseto deny legal assistance to seniors if they have more than
$15,000 equity in a homeis too cruel to contemplate.

The second proposed eligibility change with which I take exception would require
seniors to count the income of the family with whom they are living when calculat-
ing eligibility. To do so, Mr. Chairman, would defeat all our efforts to help senior
citizens maintain as much independence as possible.

First, it would make it even more difficult for sons and daughters who wish to
bring their older parents into their own home (rather than having them enter a
nursing home) to foot the bill for doing so. Because the older parent might no longer
qualify for legal assistance if they live in that home, the son or daughter would be
forced to pick up the cost of any legal aid for their parentthus increasing their
own costs, perhaps beyond their ability to pay.

If the son or daughter is enable to foot the bill, the senior citizen may have no
choice but the accept institutional care where there is not such legal services eligi-
bility requirement. And should that happen, the senibr will not only have lost their
independence, but the taxpayer will incur more expense.
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The third proposed eligibility change which concerns, me would deny funds to
groups which represent eligible persons. but which are nit composed of eligible per-
sons themselves.

This aegulation clearly discriminates against nursing home patients who are often
much to frail to take care of legal matters themselves, As a result, concerned citi-
zens or children of these nursing home patients will form groups to protect the in-
terests of the elderly patients. Under current regulations, these groups have access
to legal services funds based on the eligibility of the poor. elderly nursing home ka-
tient. The proposed regulations would make'it impossible for these kinds of advo
cy efforts to qualify for legal assistance, and thu$, in essence..4eny the intended re-
cipientthe nursing home patientaccess to equal justice.

Before I-wrap this up, Mr. Chairman, I would like to make one additional point.
This Administration has consistently said that it wants to see human services pro-

grams controlled at the local level. There is no human services program that better
.

embodies the concept of local control than legal services.
Each legal services office is administered bya local, non-profit board of directOrs,

which can tailor their prograth to the needs of the local community. By placing the
heavyk hand of the Iederal government even. more directly on the day-to-day Oper-
ations of legal se /ices programs, these nett eligibility requirements would clearly
stifle such local controla result which it would seem the Administration would not
support.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would urge the Members of the Committee to recog-
nize these proposed changes in eligibility requirements for what they are: a back-
door attempt to kill Legal Services.

Instead of 'filling the program ir one fell swoop, this new policy would kill it with
ii thousand cuts. One change in a rule here, a*cut in service thereall of which flies
in the face of Congress' desire to provide legal service to the poor and elderly of this
country.

The need for a strong Legal Stivices program has been documented time and
time again. One-quarter of the elderly population,is poor or near-podr. Like other
citizens, the elderly need legal assistance with housing issues, consumer problems,
estate planning and drawing up of wills.

But the argument that the services performed by the Legal Services Corporation
could be picked up by the private bar on a gratis or sliding-fee basis just simply
won't hold water.

As I mentioned earlier, over the years, I set up two volunteer legal programs for
the elderly in Oregon using the private bar. The response of the private bar was
tremendousthey !Tall., came through. These attorneys willinglyand competent-
lyhandled wills. estates, transfers of property and many routiike matters. But,
there were many cases they simply couldn't handleincluding SSI, Social Security,
nursing home cases and the like-typical kinds of cases our elderly fact everyday.
The result was that the private bar had to give those cases back to legal services.

In other words, Mr. Chairman, legal services is a lifeline without which many
senior citizens cannot survive. However good-intentioned the private bar might be,
they simply cannot meet all the legal needs of the poormore because they are not
trained in these areaslhan anything else.

If Congress does not believe that Legal Services should be killed outrightas it
has indicated ealst time the issue has come before itthen it must not stand by
while it is slowly sNangled to death.

The proposed regulations before use would precipitate that kind of slow death
and, as such, should be withdrawn immediately by the Legal Services Corporation's
board.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. FRANK. Thank you.
You say it seems to be clear as one dealing with the legal serv-

ices for 2V years that this is the third phase in the administra-
tion's approach.

F'ist, they wanted to abolish the program. When they couldn't
abolish it, they decided not to fund it. Then they couldn't abolish it
and they couldn't get away with not funding it.

Now, they just don't want anybody to be eligible for it. It seems
to me we will be in the ironic position of them telling us that we
are trying to give more money than is needed while they them turn

9
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around and say, we must,ut people who are now eligible because
there isn't enough money.

It is a self-fulfilling catch-22 with which we ought not, I think, to
spend excessive time. Let me ask, because both of ypu have done
great leadership work in legal services, rough percentages of the

_kinds of people you served when you were involved in running
legal services programs, what order of magnitude of effect would
these reguiltions have, in yoLir judgment?

Mr. MORRISON. About 20 percent of our program's client caseload
was elderly people, and I-would say that at least half to three-quar-
ters of those people would have been ineligible under the proposed
regulations. -

Among thenonelderly the percentage would probably be about a
third of the remaifiing 80 pe5cent.

Mr. WYDEN. I worked specifically in the area of legal services to
the elderly. The evidence shows that one-quarter of the elderly pop-
ulation is poor or near-poor, and these are people that are walking
on an economic tightrope. They are balancing their food costs
against their fuel cost, and their fuel cost against the cost of medi-
cal care.

These proposals just push them off the tightfope. As I said, if
that $15,000 requirement went through, we woNki just be locking
the doors to equal justice in this country for the elderly.

Mr. FRANK. It occurred to me as we were talking about what
happens with .people in nursing homes that if someone was in a
nursing home that was inappropriate and in fact, the resident of
the nursing home was injured by the nursing home and was indi-
gent and legal services wanted to sue on that person's behalf, they
would have to stay, in the nursing home that they were suing be-
cause if they went home and lived with the kids, they wouldn t be
eligible.

That seems to me an example of the kind of attack on the fun_ da-

mentals of the program we have. I will call on Mrs. Snowe at
point.

Ms. SNOWE. I thank the chairman and thank both members for
Aheir contribution to this hearing today, because I know of your ex-
perience,. Congressman Morison, with legal Services and Congress-
man Wyden with the elderfy.

To your knowledge, have you ever known the Legal Services Cor-
poration to make proposed changes that had wide ramifications
with fewer than the full contingency on the board? I understand
Legal Services Corporation now has four members on the board
who have not been confirmed and the total contingency on the
board approximates 11 members.

Have you known this to be unusual?
Mr. WYDEN. The procedures that have been used with this ad-

ministration are unprecedented in the area of legal services. I have
been associated with this program since early in my law school
career, anfl I have never seen the kind of situation that you de-
scribedrecess appointments, less than a full complement of mem-
bers on the board--this is an unprecedented way to run a program
which, as I said, operated on the principle of local control:

It is exactly what the administration said they wanted. It is not
run from Washington, D.C., it is run at the grassroots level by local
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boards and' thes dejscisionmaking processes are unprecedented. And
I have been inv ved with this program for 10 years.

Mr. MORRISON. The Legal Services Corporation was formed by
Act of Congress in 1974, and throughout its entire life, up until
1981, always had a full 11-member board of directors, and always
had process of issuing regulations that was highly consultative in
nature, that would involve the local programs and the AB and
other groups in ongoing open dialog, and changes wereoften ade
to accommodate the realities of the program."'

That has changed completely. The absence.of a confirmed oard
for this extended period of time, the absence of a full boar ' is a
new situation. Indeed,last rear, in t e continuing resolution, the
Congress saw fit to deny certain po ers to This board in term of
reshuffling dollars around the county , which they had intended to
do.

So I think this is another examkle ora-boadiaexceeding what its
authority ought to be, given its circumstan nd it hadn't hap-
pened before 1981. . . %

MS. SNOWE. Given your experience with legal services in the
past, to your knoWledge have trey ever proposed changes of such
magnitude that have, imposed as tremendous ramifications on its
clientele?

Mr. MORRISON. No.Jhe last time thqt regulations made this
, much difference was at the very beginniAg when the Corporation
was writing its first regulations. iMs. SNOWE. Thank you both very much.

Mr. FRANK. Mrs. Schneider?
Mrs. SCHNEIDER. I would like to direct my question to my col-

league from Connecticut. With your experience as a lawyer with
the Legal Services Corporation, is it true that the Legal Services
Corporation Act does not provide statutory authority for the Corpo-
ration to establish an asset test?

Mr. MORRISON. As I recollect, there is no asset test authorized by
the act. It is not precisely forbidden, but on the other hand, it has
come to be generally understoodand in fact in testimony before
our subcommittee of the Judiciary Committee, the president of the
Corporation agreed with Mr. Frankthat the rule that ought to
govern is that if Congress does not authorize a particular kind of
restriction, that restriction ought not to be considered available.

Mrs. SCHNEIDER. So that the authority that we are talking about
now to impose these proposed national requirements really is
rather arbitrayy? .

Mr. MomugoN. As they are proposed, yes. There was an authori-
zation that assets could be lookpd at by a local program in conjunc-
tion with other things, and I think that at that level it js not con-
trary to the act, but I think that pinning down precise national
asset limits when those have not been prescribed in the act is not
appropriate.

Mr. FRANK. Thank you both.
Our next panel consists of Edna Sansone and Claudia McNeil. I

would just like to introduce these witnesses. These are two public
witnesses, actual real-life, bonafide citizens of the United States of
America who have been involved with this program and have in
fact been forced by circumstances beyond their control, and cer-
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tainly beyond their choice to avail themselves of the legal services
program and we want to hear from them, because we will get a
sense from them'of how these new restrictions will be affecting a
previously eligible population.

To the Chair's right is Mrs. Sansone who was, we understand,
victimized by a real estate swindle; and Mrs. McNeil, who had an
experience involving an application for a Federal home improve-
ment loan and some negative experiences with contractors; and in
both cases legal services was an essential 'part of their effort to
defend themselves.

We have been joined by Mr. Wyden, who in addition to having
been a member of legal services, is also a member of this commit-
tee.

Mr. WYDEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FRANK. Mrs. Sansone, let's begin with you.

PANEL 1: PUBLIC WITNESSES, CONSISTING OF EDNA SANSONE,
ANNANDALE, VA.; AND CLAUDIA McNEIL, ALEXANDRIA, VA.

STATEMENT OF EDNA SANSONE

Mrs. SANSONE. Thank you for letting me be here, Mr. Chairman.
I have a story to tell. I was at my home one morning, and I saw a
car drive up into my driveway. The gentleman got oat and came to
my door, and introduced himself. He said, "Can I come in?"

I said, 'I don't really know you, but OK." He kept talking until
he got in. He was a real estate man. He let himself in and he
asked, did I want to sell my property and I said, I wasn't sure, I
didn't know.

We kept talking. So I said, "I wfill have to ask my daughters first,
before I sell." There wasn't anyone there, but him and myself. He
kept talking and I said, "I can't make up my mind today, I will let
you know." .

So he came back; he'came back for 3 weeks. He jest pressured
me andi,he talked and talked and I said, "Well, I am not .sure yet,
becaue I won't have any place to go. I have been at this place for
20 years now." I said, "I am scared to sign without an attorney in
the house because I don't know who you are." I said, "I don't knOw
yeV I can't make up my mind."

So, finally, he got me to sign and I signed this trust for $32,000,
and he went away and promised me he would give me $50,000 cash
for my home. I thought I was going to be rich. Instead, when he
came back in a couple of days, he said the first one didn't go
through, so he.-pt another one.

He said, "I din only bring you $9,850." I said, "That is not
$50,000 like you promised me." I got disgusted but I took the check.

He said, "I will bring more back." He went away, and he was
sending me checks every month $400 a month, but the checks were
no good, they were just paper. But I kept those' where they
wouldn't get lost. I said "I am going to ask somebody:

I called my friend, Mrs. Penny, and she told me what to do. I
said, well, this man left and he didn't return to tell me anything
about what he was going to do, but I heard he had sold out and
gone and left me the $32,000 to pay.
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I didn't have any money whatsoever in the bank to pay this
mortgage, so I said, "Well, I don't know what. I am going to do. I
am going to lose my home." I didn't have any money.

So he went and didn't return to tell .me anything. So I asked
Mrs. Penny and she told me about legal aid and legal aid today is
the one that helped me, and only through aid, I would be on the
road with no home or anything. -

Mr. Arrington left town with the $32,000, which he was going to
use to bpilt1 around my home and he didn't, he left with the
money, so I didn't even see him any more until someone notified
me that he had left.

I didn't know what to do or what to say, an accountant told me
what to do, and his wife called legal aid and legal aid brought me
through. Tomorrow I will get my house back through legal aid
help.

They got him. He was gone for about 16' months, and I never
heard from him, and I had to pay thimoritgage, and I didn't have
any money whatsoever, because I liveThn- social security. Without
legal aid, I don't know what I would have done.

They are the ones who brought me through to get my house badk
to him, and I am grateful for it. I didn't have any money in the
bank whatsoever, any stocks or bonds or anything. But they have
got this gentleman, he is paying the mortgage now, and I tim glad,
through legal aid, only through their help, and I am glad today

Ithat. someone told m%about it.
I didn't even kridW there was such. I am glad. I am getting my

home back because I wouldn't have had any place. to go, and no
money. I live on social security. That is what I live on, other than
just the home.

Mr. FRANK. Thank you, Mrs. Sansone.
Ms. Claudia McNeil?

STATEMENT OF CLAUDIA McNEIL

Ms. McNEm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for asking me to be
here. I came in contact with the Fairfax County Housing Authority
Redevelopment, and in 1981, they had in the newsletter art adver-
tisement for a grant, and I, being retired and on disability, I
thought I would ask for the grant to help me do some work on my
house.

And the grant was approved for $5,000 I think the grant was
for $5,000. And of course, after the grant was approved, the special-
ist, Mr. Martel he was the coordinator on thiscame out and saw
the work that had to be' done, I wanted gutters put on and, of
course, there were some cracks on the outside existing walls of the
house: The house was built in 1947.

And, of course, we were the first ones that lived in this house.
And so, the house needed some work done, and I was not working.
I-was all for the grant, and he came out and said I could get the
grant and that would fix the house up.

We carne inside and fie wanted to do other things like putting in
cupboards and cabinets and adding on an additional room, and that
was running way up into money, and I turned that down.
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So he came back witci another proposal, and I admit, my house

did need some work done on it. So he came back and they took up
the floors, they 'knocked out the walls and ^put on a roof and
patched up the existing cracks that were on the walls and went
away and left me with a temporary floor. He had taken up all my
floors and put down just a thin plywood floor. .

That is all there is between me and the ground. Underneath my
house, the heat ducts are laying on the ground in one area of the.--N

# house when they took up the floors in the living room, kitchen, and '
in the dining room, Of 44urse, I had to get out of the house, and I
couldn't get back there to ee what was going on.

I know nothing about building. Everything was turned around;
my house is in a mess, it is uncomfortable to live there, and I have
been trying to get them back there, to correct these things, and I
just couldn't do anything about it, so I went over to the community,
center, and they told me about legal aid. I contacted Mr. Fleury
with legal aid, and he has been working with them and.with me to
try to get them back there.

My back door has been open since June 1982, and I cannot close
it.4 can't lock it and it is just uneomfortable. I can't live there.

Mr. BIAGGI [presiding]. Is the matter in court?
Ms. McNEIL. No. We are working with them to try to ge"them

back, sir, to correct these things. And Mi., Fleury is working with
the specialist. ,

.

Mr. BIAGGI. I-want to thank you .very much, Mts. McNeil.
First, I would like to take this opportunity to thank my col-

lea ues, Mr. Frank and Mrs. 'Snowe, for chairing in my absence,
and apologize to all assembled because of my absence.

was on the House floor dealing with an amendment that would
pr duce additional funding for the elderly in the home-delivered
m als program_ It was just an inordinate and unexpected delay,
b t we had the advantage, I understand, of three witnesses, Meth-
b rs of the Congress, as well as these two ladies who obviously

ould have been left estitute and frustrated, and, to say the least,
eartbrokan without e services of legal aid.
The purpose of this h ring is to urge the administration to with-

rat/ its proposed regulations. We are 5 days away from the end of
the comment period, and we are looking at the possibility of a dras-
ic reduction in service to the heedy, especially the elderly, by es-

tablishing a means test which I am adviged Will reduce t e amount
of individuals eligible by almost 50 percent. Rather than decreasing
the service, it would seem to me in the light of its effectl eness and
its klitiman impact that it should be incre d. I am hoping that
after this hearing is over that I will be join by other.members of
this committee as well as other Members the HouSe in urging
that these promises that these propoSals be withdrawn Or to spy
the very least, modified substantially.

As someone said, you can't live with bread alone, but here is a
service that has been established and proved to be very effective,
'find I want to thank you Mrs. Sansone for your testimony, and Ms.

....
MtNeil.

Any questions?
Mr. FRANK. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
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I very much appreciate your, point about the peed for these to be
withdrawn. For fundamental policy Changes like this to be made by
a board not confiimedthis is not a partisan issue.

Legal Services came. under the Fordadministratign first, and it
is the Republican Senate that hardeclined cOnfirrhations.

I would hope that if we can't get Legal Services to withdraw
these, that we would take action witty a continuing resoluticieWe
might sicpply have'to enact an opiendment 'that says they can do
no changes in the regulations dealing with eligibility' or in certain
other areas unless we can -get an agreement that these be with-
drawn. ,

Mrs. Sansone, I just wanted to ask you, given your situation, you
had been cheated out of your house. Ironically, you'Werecheated
out of the asset, the possession of which, under thesei rules, would
keep you frOm defending yourself, but if someone had come to you
and said, "That fellow is a crook and helms done something to you
that the law will step," go to a lawyer and a lawyef will make him
give you back your house or your money, and therk was no Legal
Services. Corporation, what would you have done?

Mrs. SANSONE. I couldn't have done it because I had no money.
Mr. FRANK. Your sole asset was this house worth approximately

$50,000 after years of your career?
Mrs. SANSONE. Right.
Mr. FRANK.Jf it weren't for legal services, and a situation, in

which this person came and tried to swindle you of of your house
by taking unfair advantage of you, if it weren't for legal services,

. he would have gotten away with it, becatse ybu would not have
been able to take legal action to defend yourself?

Mrs. SANSONk That is right. Mrs. Galloway helped me through
this.

Mr. FRANK. They would have said, under the regulations,'you are
much too wealthy for us to help, so we ca 't do anything for you,
and you go to Hogan & Hartson and see what they can do for you..

Mr. BIAGGI. MS. Snowe?
Ms. SNOWE. I. have no questions of thlwitnesses. I would like to

thank the witnesses for sharing their experiences with the commit-
tee today. Thank you.

Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Wyden? ,

YDEN.' One very quick question. I think my colleague,-Mr.
Fr , said it very well about hOw absurd these regulations are.
Let's set aside the regulations, because I think the administration
knows they can't kill this program in one fell swoop. There are too
many friends on this committee and elsewhere. So they are really
trying to kill it by a thousand cuts, one here, one there, by the
time they are done, they have been able to kill it. t

Say., that the program was completel killed, would anybody in
the privIite" bar every take something like this on, Mrs. Sansone?

I feel that in a case like this where there is no evidenCe that
there would be'a significant monetary reward or a significant sum
of money, that-uobody in theprivate bar would take that on.

If there wasn't .legal aid at all, would anybody in the private
bar have picked up oh this?.

Mrs. SANSONE. I don't know about that, but withOur moneyyou
got to pay, right? You have 'got to pay when youlii,e'these attor
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ney's and I didn't' Have it. My house would have been gone. That is
all I have. Nobody else, no money in the bank or anything to help
me.

Mr. WYDEN. How about you, Ms. McNeil?
Ir you didn't have your legal aid office at all, not just Ikese regu-

lations,-would-an-y-private-your_town_have picked up on
your case? ,

Ms. McNEm. No, sir; not anyone; and I certainly couldn't afford
a lawyer. 4 ,

Mr. WYDEN. YOL1 both were very good witnesses. Thank you.
Thank..you, Mr. Chairmap.
Mr. BIAGGI. Clearly, there are some pro bono cases that the law-

yers handle, but certainly, not sufficient to accommodate the deluge
that will follow if these proposals are enacted.

I would also like to thank the gentlelady from Maine, Ms. Snowe,
for chairing this committee while I waSlaway. But for that coopera-
tion, I am afraid. there would have been even a greater delay and I
can't apologize sufficiently.

In any event, I am surewe will have enough of a record to sus-
tain our original belief. The gentleman from Florida indicated he
had no questions.

Thank you. Thank you very much for your presence and your
testimony.

Mr. BIAGGI. Now, we talk to the President of the Legal Services
Corporation, Donald P. Bogard.

STATEMENT OF DONALD P. BOGARD, PREgr6ENT, LEG L SERV-
ICES CORPORATION, ACCOMPANIED BY DENNLS DAU TY
AND GREGG HARTLEY

,

Mr. BOGARD. Thank y9t.i, Mr. chairman.
It is a pleasure to be here today. I think I can now appreciate

how Mr. Custer may have felt when he woke up and -saw all those
Indians. We have a problem. I have a prepared testimony which I
have presented to you, and with your approval, I would like it
placed in the record.

Mr. BIAGGI. Without objection, so ordered. On the basis of your
prepared testimony, we have a littany of questions. They tell me
you respond briefly, so we will be able to run through most of
them, but in the event we don't complete the questions in the in-
terest of time, we would appreciate it if you would follow up, we
will give you a list of questions and submit the responses in writ-
ing.

M r. BOGARD. We would be delighted to do that: Our problem is a
very real problem that we don't have enough' money, and the pro-
gram has had some problems in the last few years.

Mr. Frank well knows about those problems, an I have had the
opportunity to discuss them with him on a couple of occasions. The
program is not going to be killed. Congress is not oing to allow the
program to be killed. The President has not ask d me to kill the
program.

The President has not asked the Board of Directors to kill the
progra . Legal Services is going to be functioning on into the
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future. Our problem is that we have approximately 46 million
people that are eligible for our services.

Now, Congress has seen fit to continue our funding at $241 mil-
lion for 2 years. You may very well do that again. We have asked
for a slight increase. I know the House has talked about $296 mil-
lion, but the last bill that was talked about on Monday had no
funding in it for us.

So we cannot estimate the amount of money that you are going
,to give us. With that limited amount of funding, we have to do
whatever we can to try to serve those people that we feel are the
most needy.

It is not our intent by these proposed regulations, and I simply
want to reaffirm that they are proposed regulationsit is not our
intent by these proposed regulations to deny services to any partic-
ular group or to any individual people, but we have to make sure
that the limited amount of funding that yousgive us is put to use in
the best possible ways.

Now, there is a provision in the statute which has been appar-
ently not brought to your attention that requires that the Corpora-
tion will establish guidelinesthe Corporation will establish guide-
lines for our recipients to use as the basis of eligibility for their
services.

Those guidelines have to include the liquid assets of the individu-
al, fixed debts, medical expenses, cost of living, and other factors
that relate to the financial inability to afford legal assistance.

It is a requirement of the Corporation to de that. In fact, there
have been eligibility guidelines since 1977. These proposed guide-
lines are quite similar to those. There are differencesI am not
going to say that there arerft.,There are differences Which we put,
in as a starting point to try to determine what would be the best
use of our resources.

By and large, the regulations, themselves are very similar to
those utilized in .the past. Now, I would like to point out, if I may,
just a few of the things that these regulations will do.

In addition to what you have talked about as far as the assets
test, the proposed regulations would require that group clients be
primarily compose&of persons individually eligible for free legal
services.

They would require that income from welfare programs be con-
sidered in determining whether the family income exceeds 125 per-
cent Of the ceiling. They would clarify that gross, income, rather
than net income, is to be considered in determining whether house-
hold income exceeds the 125-perCent ceiling.

They would continue to permit persons with higher incomes to
be served if justified, on the basis of medical, expenses, fixed debts,
or expenses associated with age or physical. infirmity.

They would prevent free services to anyone whose income ex-
ceeds 150 percent of the local program's income ceiling. Now, we
have established that the standard should be 125 percent of the
poverty threshold for services.

That means, then, by using a 150-percent ceiling, that up to 187
percent of the poverty threshold could be considered as far as
income. For a family of four, that is approximately, I think, $12,375
for the 125 percent.
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So, you could add another 50 percent on top of that, and we are
talking an income of approximately $18,000. We do establish asset
requirements that will have to be met for purposes of free legal
services. We would set a limit of $1,500 for a household or $3,000
for a household with a member over age 60.

Excluded from that limit would be asset equity in a residence of
up to $15,000, household goods, one burial plot per household
member, cash value of life insurance, equity in vehicles not to
exceed $4,500, equity in farm land not to exceed $30,000 and equity
in work-related equipment not to exceed $10,000.

Now, these are starting points. We are receiving a number of
comments. I think the last count I heard, there were in excess of
100 comments. We still have, I believe, 6 days in the comment
period.

We expect to receive a substantial amount. We will thoroughly
evaluate those comments. We will make adjustments as we think
necessary, based on those comments.

We are not cast in stone on any of these regulations, but we feel
we have a Very strong fiduciary responsibility to make sure the
program works. I told Mr. Frank in his subcommittee of Judiciary,
Appropriations Committee's, and the Sedate authorization commit-
tee that our purpose here is to make this program as effective and
as efficient aspossible, and that is all we are trying to do.

Mr. BIAGGI. If I may interject at this point. I. understand your
responsibility, it is a very serious one, and two, I 'am pleased by the
comment that you are not cast in concrete, and that you are flexi-
ble and will respond in realistic fashion to the comments that are
being made.

Somehow, it kind of differs from ordinary practice in the com-
ment period, and we appreciate the variance, and hopefully it will
be more productive.

Thank you, Mr. Bogard. ( ,

Mr. BOGARD. I will be pleased to respond to any questions that
the members of the committee might have.qf I might, Mr. Chair-
man, I failed to introduce the people I have with me.

On my left is the Vice President of Operations, Mr. Dennis
Daugherty, and on my right, Gregg Hartley, the Director of our
Office of Field Services, which is the program area of our corpora-
tion.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Bogard follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF DONALD P. BOGARD, PRESIDENT, LEGAL SERVICES

CORPORATION

Thank you for inviting me to testify on the proposed changes to the regulations
which govern eligibility for Legal Services. I am pleased to have this opportunity to
present the views of the Legal Services Corporatiion and I look forward to hearing
the suggestions and comments of the members of this Committee and the other wit-
nesseswho may be called.

I cannot leTthis opportunity go by without asking for your help in strengthening
the LSC. We have been operating for three years without an authorization bill. For
the last two years our budget has been $241 million, 25 percent less than our fiscal
year 1981 budget. Monday, the House passed an appropriation bill which contained
no funds for LSC. The Continuing Resolution undet.which we now operate prohibits
us from altering the funding level of 'our grantees. This prevents us from making
any correction in the maldistribution of funds which currently exists. Some pro-
grams receive less than $5 per poor person while others get over $15. Despite the
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enormous changes in the location of the poverty population duping the last 13 years,
we are required by this year's Continuing Resolution to continue to distribute funds
based on the Imo census. The House Judiciary Committee has included in its reau-
thorization proposal language that would guarantea,that any increase in our appro-
priation is allocated in direct proportion to present grant levels, meaning the pro-
grams witch receive $15 per poor person would receive a $3 increase for every $1 in
new funds received by a program such as Ocean-Monmouth Legal Services of New
Jersey that is now funded at $5.16 per poor person.

1 seek your assistance in obtaining House consideration of reauthorization legisla-
tion and the removal of restrictions on my ability to reform the funding formula
that the Continuing Resolution requires that I follow until the White House and
Senate are able to agree upon a Board of Directors. The task of obtaining new legis-
lation will no doubt be more difficult in light of this week's GAO report of wide-
spread violations by former Corporation officials of Congressional restrictions on the
use of LSC funds for political activity and grassroots lobbying. We need strong pro-
visions in reauthorization legislation that prevent the diversion of resources from
legal representation of individuals to the promotion of political philosophies.

Given the limited funds that Congress has made available to the Corporation to
serve poor persons across the nation, we must take steps to insure that those funds
are spent on those least able to afford to pay for services of an attorney. Current
regulations which were promulgated in 1977 set an income ceiling equal to 125 per-
cent of the official poverty threshold. In 1980, there were 30 million Americans with
income below the poverty threshold and another 10 million with income below 125
percent-61 that poverty line. By 1982, the number had grown to 46.5 million below
125 percent.

Federal law requires the Corporation to set a limit on the maximum income an
individual may receive and still qualify for LSC funded legal services. Our enabling
legislation also requires the Corporation to establish guidelines to insure that eligi-
bility determinations made by local legal services organizations take into account
liquid assets, fixed debts, medical expenses and other factors that relate to financial
inability to afford legal assistance.

Regulations implementing that statute make many exceptions to the income ceil-
ing. For example, income from public assistance programs is not counted in deter-
mining whether one's income exceeds 125 percent. Organizations may be represent-
ed by legal services attorneys regardless of whether their members are poor if the
group has as its primary purpose 'furtherance of the interests of eligible clients". A
few creative legal services attorneys have read our current regulations to permit
service to individuals whose net income after taxes falls below 125 percent of the
poverty line, while others have read them to permit serving individuals of virtually
any income level whatsoever if the individual is elderly or has substantial debts.
These interpretations are incorrect, but it is advisable to clarify any ambiguity that
some may feel exists in our present r6gulationst Therefore, we have proposed revi-
sions to our eligibility regulations to insure that every dollar of our appropriations
is spent serving people with income below 125 percent of the poverty line, or those
very few others who can demonstrate extraordinary circumstances making it more
difficult for them to afford legal counsel than lower income persons.

In explaining their purpose, I want to stress that the proposals before you are
merely proposals and may undergo revision in light of public comment before being
adopted, if, in fact, our Board chooses to adopt new regulations.

The proposed regulations that have been put forward for public comment, which
are quite similar to current regulations, would do the following:

Require group,clients to be primarily composed of persons individually eligible for
free legal services;

Provide that income from welfare programs would be considered along with
earned income in determining whether family income exceeds the 125 percent ceil-
ing;

Clarify that gross income rather than net income is to be considered in determin-
ing whether houshold income exceeds the 125 percent ceiling;

Continue to permit persons with higher income to be served if justified on the
basis of medical expenses, fixed debts or expenses associated with age or physical
infirmity, but prevent free services to anyone whose income exceeds 150 percent of
the local program's income ceiling. This could be as high as 187.5 percent of the
poverty threshold if the local program uses the Corporation's national ceiling of 125
percent of the poverty line.

Set a ceiling on the assets one may have yet still qualify for free legal services.
The proposal would set a limit'of $1,500 for a household, or $3,000 for a household
with a member over 60, excluding:
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(1) Equity in a residence up to $15,000 (Equity being defined as the difference be-
tween fair market value and encumbrances).

(2) Household goods,
(3) One burial plot per household member,
(4) The cash value of life insurance,
(5) Equity in vehicles, not to exceed $4,500,
(6) Equity in farmland, not to exceed $30,000; and
(7) Equity in work-related equipment, not to exceed $10,000.
The proposal would clarify that the Corporation is authorized to review the

income information submitted by a client in qualifying for service if the individual's
eligibility was drawn into question.

Under the proposed regulations, a recipierg is still permitted to make exceptions
to the usual maximum income ceiling of 125 percent of poverty guidelines. However,
no exception may be made for any one whose income exceeds 150 percent of the
recipient's maximum income guidelines. Thus, no client with more than 187.5 per-
cent of the poverty guideline income can be served under the proposed rule.

All dollars received are counted as income in the proposed rule. In the current
rule, section 1611.3(c) which is deleted from the proposed rule, allows benefits re-
ceived from a governmental income maintance program to be disregarded. Our logic
is that a welfare dollar is just as good as an earned doll en- as the pe on receiving it
is no more 'n need than the person earning the same income. In f t, that dollar
may be bette in that no taxes are deducted from it.

There is a ange in allowable group representation in section 161 .5(c). The cur-
rent rule allo s representation of groups if they either are primarily composed of
eligible clients or have as their primary purpose furtherance of the interests of the
poor and show that they lack resources to retain legal counsel. the proposed rule
eliminates this second category and requires groups primarily composed of poor
people to show that they lack resources to retain counsel. This change is designed to
insure that resources are focused more on individual eligible clientsGroaps primar-
ily composed of eligible clients are presumably controlled by such clients, while the
other category involves groups that may not be so controlled. In addition, futher-
ance of the interests of the poor is a subjective standard open to variant interpreta-
tions. Finally, there is a philosophical difference between providing resources so
poor people can have their own lawyer to assert their interests, as defined by them,
as clients, and providing resources so a non-poor group can have a lawyer to further
its notions of what is in the interest of poor people.

Finally, there is an addition to section 1611.7(c) which sets forth very limited cir-
cumstances in which the Corporation may receive financial eligibility inf7mation
pertaining to a particular client. The client must:

(11 Be already identified;
(2) The information must relate to a challengto eligibility;
(3) The information must be necessary to confirm or deny that client's eliibility;

and
(4) The information must be such as is not rotected by the attorney-client privi-

lege.
In no case may such information be rele to anyone else by the Corporation

nor can it be used for any purpose except determining eligibility. The Corporation
cannot fulfill its obligation to the Congress of assuring that legal service appropri-
ations are used solely for those unable to afford legal assistance if it is unable to
investigate allegations that a LSC-funded attorney'is representing a person of high
income, or substantial resources.

The proposal which has drawn the most criticism relates to the definition of maxi-
mum allowable-assets. We knew it would be difficult to arrive at a consensus as to
how many assets a person could have and still be poor enough to need publiclfi-
nancial legal services. At the same time it was clear that some people wffilow
income but substantial assets were better able to afford lawyers than some other
people with no assets and income several hundred dollars over the official poverty
threshhold.

We do share the concerns that you may hear expressed today by others about the
economic hardship that unexpected medical expenses, for example, may cause an
elderly person on fixed income. You will note our proposed Section 1611.5(bX1XE)
would expressly allow our recipients to serve clients over the maximum income
level on the basis of "expenses associated with age or physical infirmity of resident
family members". This obviously is a counterbalancing factor that the recipient
should also, consider before denying service to anyone on the basis of assets. Legal
Services is designed to represent poor people. Other programs such as the legal as-
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sistance provided to the elderly through Title III do not have a means test and are
unaffected by these regulations.

The stated purpose in the proposed regulations is identical to that in the current
. regul tions:

' " to ensure that a recipient will determine eligibility according to criteria
at give preference to the legal needs of those least able to obtain legal assist-

ance ' "
These proposed regulations attempt to achieve that purpose, but the comment

od will allow the Corporation to evaluate suggestions for improvement an to
present a refind set of regulations to the Board with a complete analysis of the com-
ments received. The Board will then make an informed decision designed to assure
access to the judicial system for our most needy citizens. le

Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
With respect to the new assets test in your regulation, maximum

allowable assets of $1,500 for all members of an applicant's house-
hold, except where the household has two or -more; at least one of
whom is 60 or less, a maximum asset of $6,000.

How did you arrive at these figures, and did you perform any
studies that led you to arrive at those limitations?

Mr. BOGARD. We discussed those for a great period of time among
staff. We have also taken quick studies from our recipients to see
how they themselves react, if they established any guidelines. It is
a matter that has been subject to consideration for some time.

For example, I have a memorandum that one of the people in the
Corporation wrote to Gerry Singen in December of 1980. Mrr Sing-
sen was Vice President of the Legal Services Corporation.

In 1980, he says that:
Eligibility criteria employed*y the programs limit assets so severely that anyone

with virtually any land, machinery or livestock, no matter how heavily encumbered,
is ineligible.

Programs seem to count equity and such assets toward the general asset limita-
tion of the program. It is very easy for a farmer to be mortgaged to the hilt, have a
low income and still retain $2,500 in equity, thus rendering him ineligible in many
programs.

So we tried to go beyond something like that. As I said, we were
trying to get a starting point. We had a lot of internal discussion
about those requirements, and we attempted to borrow very heav-
ily upon the food stamp regulations which establish some of these
figures that you see in the proposed regulations.

Mr. BIAGGI. You made a statementthe opening comments in
your statement, about Congress not providing enough money, and I
agree with you on that score, but let me ask you, have you made a
budget request gli additional money?

And what has been the response?
Mr. BOGARD. We requested an increase of 6.7 percent this year,

which would have taken us from $241 million to $257 million. That
was the recommendation of my predecessor, Clint Ryons to the
Board of Directors in November of last year, and the Board adopt-

,' ed that recommendation and instructed .me to do that, so I have
asked for $257 million.

That is what we presented in January to the ngress.
Mr. BIAGGI. What kind of reaction have you r ceived?
Mr. BOGARD. Well, the Senate has taken t at figure and the

House wanted to give us more money than that. I told both groups
that I would spend anything in addition to that they wanted to
give me. /
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Mr. BIAGGI. How about OMB?
Mr. BOGARD. We don't go directly to OMB. We submit our budget

to Congress directly.
Mr. BIAGGI. That sounds a little more promising.
Mr. BOGARD. Perhaps it is, yes, sir.
Mr, BIAGGI. How do you compare these limitations with tgbse of

public benefit programs such as SSI and food sumps?
Mr. BOGARD. They are more strict in some ways and quite simi-

lar to food stamps in others.
Mr. BIAGGI. Why would you make them more strict? What is the

justification for that?
Mr. BOGARD. I think the justification is simply that we have so

many people to serve and so little money to do it. There are so
many people out there that don't have anything that need our
services. If v,e concentrate on those folks even though some other
folks may not get served, we are still doing what we have to do.

I don't think that these proposed regulations would reduce the
number of people that we are going to sere d by one person.

Mr. BIAGGI. Really?
Mr. BOGARD. Really. We closed 1,141,000 cases last year in our

program with 3,000 lawyers, and I don't think there is anyone that
thinks we are meeting more than 50 percent of the need.

We are going to have 1.2 million people coming through those
doors regardless of what restrictions we put on. I don't mean to
sound callous about it.

There is so much need out there that we are going to be able titN)
keep handling clients and handling clients.

Mr. BIAGGI. I agree. We know the need, but how do you reconcile
a virtually stable income appropriations for your operation with a
burgeorling population that needs to be served, and tell me that no
matter what happens, there won't be a reduction?

Mr. BOGARD. I think the main point to consider there is that
there has been no definitive study anywhere in the history of this
corporation as to what the need is. When I got here 9 months ago,
that was one of the first things I tried to find out, how much need
is out there, how much are we accomplishing, and people said, "I
don't know."

It may be 20 percent, it may be 50 percent. So one of the things
,.we are trying to do is to come up with foundation funding which
will enable us to do a very thorough scientific study to show what
the need is, so that when I come back here before the Congress
next year with my budget request, I can tell you why I need that
amount of money.

Right now, we can ask for $257 million or $241 or $296 and we
can't justify any of those three amounts based upon any informa-
tion we have in front of us.

Mr. BIAGGI. I am afraid I am going to have to go. Congressman
Frank will be here shortly. We will have a temporary recess until
he gets here.

[Recess.]
Mr. BIAGGI. The hearing is called to order.
Mr. BOGARD. Mr. Chairman, if I may, we took a few minutes to

look at some figures while you were out. The asset test for food
stamps is $1,500, and $3,000 for elderly. Fbr SSI it is '$1,500 and
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$2,250 for two people. That is inchiding the caih:value of life insur-
ance over $1,500. And for AFDC the asset figur;is,a thdusand dol-
lars, and they, disallow anything in. excess :.of.' ,500 on an auto-
mobile. as opposed to our $4,500 and ,$2,1500 on.the asset test,.

Mr.; BIAGGI. What about this $15,000 difference with-relation tO;,.
thenot the difference, but the Congress deterinined the appli-
cant's home will be totally excluded when determinin SSI.And
food stamps, and according to your proposal only $15,000 of, the
home equity will be excluded.

Mr. BOGARD. That was simply put in to start the discuSiOn.
There was no--

Mr. BIAGGI. I understand, we are going to have a long discussion,
that is all.

Mr. BOGARD. That is right. As I have 'indicated, wear perfectly
willing to consider all of these comments. We ,felt that we have to
do something to make sure that we serve the neediest of the needy.,
and if we can do that, then that is what we should be doing.

MrN31AGGi. Da you know how many SSI individuals would be in- ,.
eligible for these services under the new regulatiOn?

Mr. BOGARD. I do not. We could attempt to find out, but I do not ,
know.

Mr. BIAGGI. You said there would be no reduction of sersrices,0
and that flies in the fact of reality. You have a limited amount of
money, I think you said 47 million people would be eligible, and
you are only dealing, with about 50 percent of them, and with the
increased costs there would be less money to go around, there
would have to be some reduction, would' there not? What you are.
telling me, telling this committee is that because of appropriations
limitations you are confronted with a real problem and these pro-
posals are being put in place so that in the end you will be able to
serve the most needy, is that what you said?

Mr. BOGARD. That is correct. With 5,000 lawyers, those lawyers
can only serves° many clients. No* they may be able to serve 100
Clients a year or 200 or 250, but they can only serve so many and
expanding the number of eligible people is not going to increase
the number of people they can serve, and there are so many out
there that when you put people on top of people and you expand
the outer limits that is not going to do anything to increase the
servicejor those numbers of attorneys that are out there.

Mr. BIAGGI. I note .that a person that has a- vehicle with an
11- equity value of $4,500 would be ineligible. Are there any exceptions

to that rule?
Mr. BOGARD. Well, there is the $1,500 initial cap, so there would

be $1,500 plus equity in excess of $4,500.
Mr. BIAGGI. Well, the reason I am asking is that you have some

individuals with low income and they own their own -vehicles
which operate as taxis. Would these individuals lose their eligibil-
ity? Some taxi drivers make a lot of money, but there 'are others

- that do not make very much at all. .

Mr. BOGARD. If that were the situation, that could very well be in
work-related equipment. We give a $10,000 exemption for work -re-
lated equipment used in the production of income, so I would think'
that would fall within that category.
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Mr. Bia Cci. The proposed regulation will.also count as assets or-
dinary Keogh plans and IRA's. Why do you contradict the Federal
policy of encouraging people with tax benefits to invest in these
things for retirement income?

Mr. BOGARD. We felt we just had to establish a line somewhere
and friertain things have to be excluded.

MillIAGGI. What I get from your original statements and your
responses to these questions is that you are confronted with a seri-
ous financial problem.

Mr. BOGARD. That is right.
Mr. BIAGGI. Unless Congress responds with more appropriation,

you are simply going to have to find ways to function. In the end,
you have to be, by adopting some of these proposals, you will be
required to deny service to some people. That is an inevitable con-
clusion.

Mr. BOGARD. Some individuals will be denied service; that is cor-
rect.

Mr. BIAGGI. But not the most needy, is that what you are saying?
Mr. BOGARD. That is correct, and I just do not believe that the

number of people that we service will be decreased at all by adop-
tion of regulations like these.

Mr. BIAGGI. That is what puzzles me. How can you say that?
Mr.' BOGARD. Again there are only so many people that our pro-

grams lawyers can serve and there is only so much need that they
can cover.

. Mr. BIAGGI. You need tnore money for more lawyers to deal with
more people.

Mr. FRANK. For the record, could Mr. Bogard not nod but enter
that one orally?'

Mr. BOGARD. That is correct, Mr. Frank.
Mr. FRANK. I understand that and I want to say I appreciate,

given the entire context what I have heard before and now, what
seems to be a very strong argument .for the $296 million you are

.--.'seeking. I think it is clear from your testimony that if we do not
Mass That, there would be a lot of elderly people and others, victim-
ized. I understand that we will probably do the same number of
people, although in some cases, the eligibility requirements being
as Complicated as they are, and the additional paperwork and the
additional involvement of lawyers in eligibility, will probably take
away from their time in which they could servicesiclients. But
beyond that, we have a class of people who are poor. Tt is conceiv-
able that we could take as our selection for cases the criterion of
absolute poverty and everybody applied and they filled out their
form and whoever were poorest, we took them.

I do not think any of us would think that was a sensible way for
legal services to behave, because a relatively trivial offense to a
person with $10 then takes precedence over a very serious offense
to an individual or group of individuals with $30 or $40. That is
-what I think we hi:We here. If we tvere talking about wealthy indi-
viduals, I agree- they should not be included. But when you- talk
about someone who has for example $15,000 equity in a home, I be-
lieve there is -a vast number of older Americans, in particular, but
some others in America who most of us would consider poor, who
live like poor people, who would in fact be hurt by that. I do not
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think it makes sense to say that because you have an equity in a
. home of $20,000 or $30,000, because you have an equity ina home
of $20,000 or $30,000 we are not going to deal with this very terri-
ble wrong that has been irtflicted by you.

Instead we are gbing to go to the person living in public ho sing
whohas a much more minor dispute, and I think that is a mis
So that even within this argumentI have three points, one, weZ90
not disagree, obviously, if there is not enough money people will
get hurt. But two, the increased paperwork will,"1 think, mean less
people to the extent that they have to do more checking of eligibil-
ity and pass that on to Legal Services Corporation; that takes time
away from practice. But beyond that, as within, a class of people
who are poor, does it make sense to say that absolute poverty to
the Occlusion of the merits of the case and the gravity of the wrong
will 1St the selection process, and I think that is the actual issue
that these things raise.

Mr. BOGARD. I thihk the local programs have to consider other
factors like that, and that is included within the guidelines.

Mr. FRANK. In other words, you are saying that given the tough
casesI take it you would agree that someone who had after a life-
time of work $20,000 or $30,000 of equity in a home and who lives
on the minimum $450 a month' in social securityI think that is
poor. I think that person-would live poor, particularly, by the wayi,
if the individual is in an area, as he or she is likely to be, where he
or she could not get into public,housing if she wanted to. There is a
long waiting list, et cetera. I think, to say to them, we exclude you
.regardless of the merits of your case is wrong. I think we ought to r"

say yes, we cannot service everybody, but within the group of
people .who are poor, we will pick cases based on the me/its, i.e. the
gravity of they impact; the likelihood of success, whatever would be
logical criteria, and I think you impinge on their ability to do that
by an excessively 'restrictive description of who is no longer poor,
certainly with $15,000 equity.

Mr. BOGRD. That is very possible. I am not sure that I accept
that, but that is very possible.

Mr. FRANK. I will settle for not sure.
I will yield back, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BIA I. Ms. Snowe.
Ms. SNOW Thank y6u, Mr. Chairman. I too have concerns, obvi: ,

ously, about e proposed changes in the regulations. I think we
are trying-TO" a line between the neediest and the neediest. I
just wonder whe the Board made these proposed regulations, did
you analyze the implications on the number of people in this coun-
try that would be affected by these changes? For example, the
Legal Services Corporation does serve the poor where there are
many that were denied in the neediest category because there were
not sufficient funds provided for Legal Services Corporation.,

Mr. BOGARD. Could you repeat that, please?
Ms. SNOWE. You are drawing a line between the neediest and the

neediest, and that is why you are proposing these regulations, to
insure that the neediest in this country have the ability to obtain
legal services. So, therefore, I. am asking that if you are trying to
insure that the neediest in this country get legal services, have you
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ascertained how manfjwere denied legal services last year because
there were not sufficient funds in the budget?

Mr. Bowen. That information doe'S not exist. If it does exist it
would be with the local programs. We have tried to get such fie
ures from them and have been unable to do so. They do not main-
tain records in that fashion. Let me Correct something that you in
dicated before and on which I do not want you to have a miscon-
ception. These proposed regulations are staff-proposed regulations.
They have been presented to a committee of the Board simply for
discussion purposes. They have, not been before the Board nor did
the Board itself implement them.

Ms. SNOWE. That is An interest* point.
Mr. BOGARD. They will go before the Board in October.
Ms. SNOWE. Is that the usual procedpre of' the Board in the way

they propose changes?
Mr. BOGARD. The Board will suggest that we look at something,

staff members may suggest something if we have a problem as far
as compliance or something like that and we look at various areas.

Ms. SNOWE. Would it not have been more appropriate for the
staff to propose the changes to the Board members, discuss those
changes and what they implied, and then decide whether or not
you propose them in the form of regulations so that we did not '
have this enormous upheaval and concern and apprehension about
these changes?

Mr. BOGARD. The proposed regulations were before a committee
of the Board.

Ms. SNOWE. Who is the committee?
Mr. BOGARD. The Operations and Regulation Committee, a three-

member committee. They were there twige. The first time they
were discussed there were a number of cOmments from the audi-
ence. They were sent back to staff for reevaluation, some changes
were made, they went again before the committee and the commit-
tee ordered us to propose them in the Federal Register, publish
them for comment, and that is the stage at which we are now. So
comments ,will come in, be analyzed changes made, and then be
sent back to,the Board for either, adoPtion, dismissal, sending them
back, redrafting.

Ms. SNOWE. So this committee is comprised of board members?
Mr. BOGARD. That is correct.

No Ms. SNOWE. So there were three of the four board members none
of which have been confirmed; am I correct ?.

Mr. BOGARD. That is correct.
Ms. SNOWE. And they approved these regulations?
Mr. BOGARD. For comment.
Ms. SNOWE. For comment?
Mr. BOGARD. For comments.
Ms. SNOWE. What did the committee feel *bout these changes?

They must have approved them Lin order to allow them to bee pro-
posed for a comment period?

Mr. BOGARD. They published them:They didn't give any particu-
lar comments into the record as to whether they favored the provi-
sion or did not. They listened to a number of comments from
people at the public hearings, and simply

MS. SNOWE. Where were these public hearings held?
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Mr. BOGARD. There was one in Phoenix in July, I believe, and a
second one here in Washington lagt month, at the end of August, I
believe.

Ms. SliowE. And what was the feeling of those who testifiet
who coffmented on the proposed changes?

Mr: BOGAR,D. Much the same as what we are hearing here to ay,
that we are being overly restrictive. There were a numb r of
people who didn't understand the provisions because they hadn't
had time to analyze them and they were confused about some of
the provisions.

Ms. SNOWE. I guess what I am trying to ascertain is, givecAlle
nature of these regulations, I gather this committee did not -really
determine the effect it would have on a number of people in ,this'
country. I understand you said earlier how many millions received
services under the Legal Services. 7 ,

Mr. BOGARD. We closed 1,141,000 cas last year. There are 415.4
million people below the 125 percent of the poverty threshold
which are theoretical clients of Legal Ser ices, potential, clients.

MI. SNOWE. And of those clients that ou served last year, how
many would be affected by these proposed changes?

Mr. BOGARD. Well, 14 percent of our cases involve people over
-the age of 60.

Ms. SNOWE. And at what income level?
Mr. BOGARD. They involve levels established and published back

in 1977, which would be the figure of $12,375 for a family of four.
Ms. SNOWE. Now we are adding these additional restrictions by

including non-liquid assets, including home equity assets with the
limit being no, more than $15,000.

Mr. BOGARD. That is correct. The programs wexii supposed to
hage guidelines for considering assets. We found, however, that
most of those we surveyed in the last week or'so did not have such '
guidelines. .

Ms. SNOWE. Finally, Chairman Biaggi was discussing some of the'
other programs and their assets testand maybe I am correct in
saying this; correct me if I am wrong-7that all other tests do not
includ a 'home. All other programs do not include a home as part ,
of the needs test, such as SSI? .,

Mr BOGARD. I believe that is correct.
Ms. SNOWE. Medicaid, food stamps. So this would be an unusu-

alor this would be a deviation from the standard means test as
far as a home is concerned?

Mr. BOGARD. It is different. I don't know if it is a deviation.
Ms. SNOWE. It appears obVious that it is, looking at all other

income maintenance programs and services for low-income people.
I am just trying to get to the bottom as to the reason for these

changes, these unusual changes, and to what extent they will
impact on low-income individuals in this country and particularly
the elderly. .

Mr. BOGARD. ,It is very straightforward what we are doing. We
have just aei limited amount of money and we: have got t6 serve
those people. /

Ms. SNOWE. I am not convinced. That may be true, but I don't
think that you have provided sufficient'information to this commit-
tee that would substantiate the changes that you are proposing,
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and I guess that is my concern. If you came ibrtJwith informati n
in terms or the implications that would be one thinf, what you a e
actually doing is drawing a line between the needy and,the need ,
and therefore I-do have concerns with respect to that.

Mr. BOGARD. If you, would like to give us any guidelines, w
would be glad to consider them. IS

Ms. SNOWE We definitely will, I can assure you. So I gather that,
after the proposed comment period that it encle.on September 28,\
the Board meets on the 4th of October to diktiss the comments \
that have been submitted?

Mr. BOGARD. That is correct.
Ms. SNo0,' So you will be open to changes to those guidelines? \ ,(
Mr. BOGARD. That is correct. ..s,

Ms. SNOW E. Thank you very'much.
Mr. FRANK. Mr. Wyden. ,

Mr. WYngN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. r4

Mr. Bogard, I am particularly concerned about the eligibili
changes that would deny funds to groups which represent eligible \
persons which aren't composed of :eligible persons themselves. It
seems to me this regulation clearly discriminates against nursing
home patien They are very. often too frail to take care of them-
selves as fir legal matters

/kg' a result, oncerned..leitizens, children of these patients, will
."

form groups to protect t ifiterests of the elderly patients. Under
the current regulationsjilese groups 'do ha* access to Legal Serv-
ices funds' based on t14; eligibility of the poor elderly patient.
Under the changes, there would no more be these 'kinds of services
to nursing home patients.

Now; youliave said you want to protect the truly needy, andthat L
is what the' safety' net wens all about. How+ are you going to protect
nursing home patients under thi's' proposal which would very clear-
ly deny them access to justice, access to the Program?

Mr. BOGARD. The change that we made relating to groups was
elimination of the provision in the current: regulations which pro- '

vides that groups whose purpose is to further the interests of eligi-
ble clients may be represented. That has been eliminated, but .
groups primarily composed of eligible clients can still be represent-,
ed. That is not' precluded by these regulations. The only thing that
has been denied was simply representation of groups which are
formed for the purpose of furthering the interest. There may not
be eligible clients within that group, but there would be eligible cli-
ents within groups composed of eligible clients.

Mr. WYDEN. But, sir, all over this country, friends and relatives
olhursing home patients, seeing that it is difficult for the patients
to secure their rights on their own, are forming these groups for
the very express purpose, it seems to me, which you have said they
ought to be denied. They are going out expressly to set up organiza-
tions to represent the patients, and I just find it shocking, even
after all we have., watched with this administration's proposals on
the area of legal'services, that now we are actually going to tell the
patients, the nursing home patients, that the door to the court-
house is closed. ,

'

Mr. BOGARD. Couldn't they be members of that group, Mr. ., .,

Wyden?
f,

.;:
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WYDEN. It is possible, but the fact is that There may be
others involved; I gather, under your proposal and your answers
here today it would mean that they couldn't get any services.

Mr. BOGARD. Couldn't they be served indiVidually, Mr. Wyden?
Mr. WYDEN. It is possible that they coulk but around the coun-

try what we are seeingand this has been part of senior advocacy
through various' kinds of organizationsthey are getting together
with friends and relatives simply because they haven't been 'Ole to
secure their rights as individuals. What you are doing ignored the
fact that they haven't been able to get adequate representation in
the past.

Mr. Boc.An.o. Well, I think that at our regulataons,as proposed will
have more of an impact on getting direct delArery of legal services
to those individuals,,,th,an simply allowing groups to be represented
which have a vague purpose of furthering the interest without
having .control by those individuals, afid, I am hopeful, that that is
what we can do with these regulations.

When those comments are presented, and we will present your
comments to the board, they may very well feel that your position
is correct.

Mr. WYDFiN. I am sorry to see that you are calling the purposes
of these organizations, that' are set up' expressly to represent the

4'rights of patients, vague. Because there is nothing vague about
them at all. I can assure you, having worked with those groups,
what they have found is that group efforts in this area, where pa-
tients are frail, work a lot better than individual cases.

I would just like to ask you whether you can name a specific
case, even just one, in which a group represented by a Legal Serv-
ices program did not try to further the interests of the clients.

Mr. BOGARD. I believe there was an organization in Hawaii that
was composed of several people including doctors that had some eli-
gible clients, and the doctors had retained private counsel, and
Legal Services lawyers were brought in to represent the group,
even though counsel was being provided individually by doctors.

Mr. WYDEN. We have found one case, and I am pleased to hear
we found one case. Did you examine the cases in which a group
client did further the interests of eligible clients? Did you even
look, because I am glad you have been able to find one case where
there was an abuse, and I am concerned about that too. But I know
of many, many cases where the group client did further the inter-
ests of eligible clients. Do you have any idea how many cases there
were like that?

Mr. BOGARD. No, sir, I don't. I dgn't know how many: such groups
like that are being served by Legal Services lawyers. It could be
just the one that was -brought' to us by a Member of Congress, the
Hawaiian incident. There could be more, but we don't have any
records that would indicate that.

Mr. WYDEN. Given the fact, then, that we need to balance all the
factors in these kinds of cases, you have cited one,abuse, and there
have been all over this country many instances of very successful
group representation, why didn't you look at the second category?
You looked at the abuses. It just seems to me that we are only
looking at one side of the scale, and that is my job, and that is your
job, to always Wan& what we are getting for our money against
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what we are not getting, contributions against abuses. Why didn't
you look in the area of successsful group representation?

Mr. BOGARD. We felt that there were a lot of.people within those'
proposed groups that either could afford their own counsel or could'
be served as individuals or could be members of a group and be eli-
gible that way. We have simply to draw a line somewhere, and
adding people on the upper limit of those that we are potentially
able to serve does not necessarily create additional service to one
individual in this country.

Mr. WYDEN. But what you have done to group representation is
that you went in there with a cleavernow you probably could--
have, and you would have gotten, support of people like Barney
Frvk and myselfgone in there with a scalpel and dealt with the
problem of the doctors who ripped off 'the program, and you and I
and Mr. Frank and Ms. Snowe and I and others would go in there
together.

But, instead, you went in there with a cleaver, and most of the
groups around this country that are just getting organized, repre-
senting the rights of patients, aren't going to be able to get group
representation. l just think that is a shame, and I think after so, .

many months of debate, I think it really means we moved to 'a new
low, that we are not going to Jet groups of nursing home patients
get into court.

Mr. BOGARD. May I just make,one comment?
Mr". WYDEN. Please.
Mr. BOGARD. These are proposed. They are-not in effect. We haVe

not wiped out one group, so, I vfould take .iipu4 with your fact,
saying as of now, that is the, way it is going to

Mr. WYDEN. The best thing you have said today is that these are ,
just proposals.

Mr. BIAGGI. He said it three or four times.
Mr. WYDEN..He did, indeed.
One last point, Mr. Chairman. We talked about the private bar,

and the fact is that the private bar in this country p.nd in my own
St8te has done a spectacular job in terms of serving low - income
senior citizens, and I have seen it in my own State:

The problem is that the privaIe bar is.not trained to handle cases
like mediCare law and social security law.. It is not taught in law
schools. That is why

-the
gap between supply and demand is getting

greater and greater, and I think,that we ought to take our hat off
to the private bar, because they have made tremendous contribu-
tions, at the same times recognizing that because of their training
and the unique nature of these legal problems, the gap between the
demand for legal services for low-income seniors nd the `supply is
still getting greater and greater.

I thank the chairman's indulgence. . t

Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Bilirakis. r
Mr. BILIRAKIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Bogard, I quote from the second paragraph of your testimo-

ny: "I cannot let this opporttniity go by without asking for your
help in strengthening the Legal Services Corporation."

I gather, then, that you, are favorably disposed toward continu -.
ance of Legal Services Corporatio'n?

Mr. BOGARD. That is correct.
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Mr. BILIRAKIS. You also testified earlier in your remarks, that
you felt the administration was favorable toward continuation of
Legal Services Corporation?

MT. BOGARD. I testified that I had not been instructed to do any-
thing to destroy it. I think you are correct, and I think it would be
very possible in the next few months to get support by the adminis-
tration for the continuation, and, in fact we have been talking to
people in the White House about the possibility of supporting a 3-
year authorizaton for the program.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Are we faced with the prospect the administration
might be favorable to continuing Legal Services Corporation as it
now exists, so to speak, although with various changes, or the pos-
sibility of taking these funds and, in the form of block grants,
spreading them amongst the particular States and locales, so they
can form their own separate Legal Services Corporation?

Mr. BOGARD. That has been a proposal that has been considered
by the administration, I believe, in times past. However, I don't
think there is any mechanism that is currently in place that can
replace what we do.' There may be down the road, but there is
nothing there'now, and I believe that it is possible for the adminis-
tration to support a reauthorization for a 3-year period, with heces-
sary reforms of the corporation for some of the past abuses which
have been chronic in the past.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Do you in your opinion, sir, support the concept of
taking these funds and spreading them out in the form of block
grants to allow the local areas to handle their own legal services
based on their particular needs as they see them? Do you feel that
that concept might work?

Mr. BOGARD. I have to tell you that I haven't given it that much
thought. I think it is a possibility. It 'certainly has been discussed\ by a. number. of people, but in my 9 riionths here, I haven't been

'-looking for a new way to fund this program. I have just been look-
ing for a way to make it more efficient than it is now, and trying to
create more sources of funding that can come in to us so that we
can increase our delivery of services. I haven't been looking for re-
placement mechanisms.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Mr. Bogard, to hitchhike on a question asked by
my colleague, Congresswoman Snowe, you testified that you are
Vanning to present a review of the comments to your board at the
October 4 meeting, right? .

Mr. BOGARD. That is correct.,
Mr. BILIRAKIS. Do you anticipate making a recommendation on

this regulation to the board at this meeting, or are you planning to
wait until a later time?

Mr. BOGARD. I anticipate we will make a recommendation. It cer-
tainly depends on what the comments are as to what the particular
recommendations will be, but it is our intent to make a recommen-

f ciption to the board.
Mr. BILIRAKIS. Is it fair to hit these people so quickly after they

have been appointed to the board? What is it, a matter of a week?
Mr. BOGARD. Well, these folks have been-on for some time. The

four members that we hay.g on the Board of Directors have been
sitting since January, and so they have had a significant amount of
time to review the operation of the Corporation and to see what is
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going on. Now, they have not had these regulations before them for
that period of time. They came out initially in July, I believe, and
they will have only had the comments for a week or so. I am sure
if they feel that it is not fair, they will tell me.

Mr. BILutAxis. Thank you. Our concern on this committee is spe-
cifically, with the problems of the aged, the elderly, I understand
our good chairman, back in 4977; was responsible for. an amend- ,
ment which would have placed priority on the needs of the elderly'
as far as the work of Legal Services Corporation is concerned. I like

think that if it were,to operate as he intended'it, it might solve
the m.

I am wondering if you must have a means test type of regula-
tions. Frankly, I think that these particular tests are somewhat
onerous, for anybody, aged or otherwise. But I am pertainly not an
enemy of means test.. It seems to Me a very justifiable type of thing
as long as: it works well.

I just wonder, though, if we should have a means test as far as
the elderly are concerned: We are talking about a segment of the
community which is very security conscious. I represent a part of
Florida in which, I said earlier, about 50 percent of the population
are elderly. I think I understand those people there.

I might add, I was a volunteer 'chairman of a legal services
board, or committee if you will, as a member of my local bar, long
before Legal Seivices Corporation came into being or was even
being talked aLiOut. And .I question whether we should have means
test for the elderly. So is it conceivable that if we ,must have a
means test, you might have a means test apply to one segment of
the population and not apply to the elderly?

Mr. BOGARD. It is conceivable. Some of the programs that we just
gave figures on earlier had a doubling of the asset test for elderly.
That might be something to consider, and so I think that is a possi-
bility. We do have, as I am sure you know since you were involved
in the legal aid program, we do, however, have title III moneys
available to our programs, and there is about, I believe there it $8
million-plus which would go to the programs, which of course
would not be,restricted in any way as far as access and delivery of
services.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. We didn't have any Federal money coming into
our program, sir. We did it all without it, back in those days.

'All,right, Mr. Bogard, I think ,we all can go on and on, because
you are certainly a very big key as far as I am concerned. I am
very impressed with your testimony. Thank you.

Mr. BOGARD. Thank you, sir.
Mr. BIAGGI. I want to thank you, Mr. Bogard, and your asso-'s

ciates, for your testimony, but more importantly, we talked about i
the process. Many people haye said that input will be meaningful.
W have become rather cynical about that. Somehow I get the itn-
re ion that you are telling it straight. Don't destroy my perce0,

tion. -It will be traumatizipff, really. It Will be terribly unfortunate
for thosp who testify aftetlyou and make the same representation.

I understand your problein. I realize what you are trying to do,
/Id you can be assured thiit we in the Congress are sympathetic

and will do the best we cars I think it is critical that you pursue
your own budget requests with vigor. By working together, perhaps

tttr 'k
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we can improve your financial position, and I know that you are
going to take very seriously the comments and observations made
by my colleagues. Let's hope that your new proposals will not be as
negative as we believe they were.

Mr. BOGARD. Mr. Chairman, I may tell you that out board .0 di
rectors is very committed-to this program, and I am..-syre that they
are going to give a lot of consideration to these comments, and they
won t take any action that is arbitrary or without a considerable
amount of thought and discussion, and I am sure that they. look
forward to receiving your comments, and we will make sure that
they are aware of all those things tht have been brought up by
the committee.

. Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. BOGARD. Thank you.
Mr. BIAGGI. A panel of three, Mr. Lyman Toridel, chairperson,

Commission on Legal Problems of the Elderly of the American Bar
Association., John David. Kepnedy, executive director of Pine Tree
Legal Services. of Portland, . Maine; and from the great Empire
State of New York, from which I originate, we have the new direc-
tor of the State office of the aging, Mr. Eugene Callender, an oldfriend.

Gentlemen, your statements have been read and we understand
they are quite comprehensive and I doubt there. will be any ques-
tions. But whatever comments you are to make We will be anxious,
to hear. Your full statements will be included_ in the record. Very
frankly, what we are concerned about is the time constraints. I
think Ms. Snowe at the outset stated those time constraints. IWewill be evicted from this room at 5 o'clock. With that caveat, Mr.
Tondel.

PANEL 2: SOURCES OF LEGAL SERVICES FOR SENIORS, CONSIST-
ING OF LYMAN M. TONDEL, CHAIRPERSON, COMMISSION ON
LEGAL PROBLEMS OF THE ELDERLY, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCI-
ATION; JOHN DAVID KENNEDY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, PINE
TREE LEGAL SERVICES, PORTLAND, MAINE; AND EUGENE CAL-
LENDER, DIRECTOR, NEW YORK STATE OFFICE FOR THE
AGING

STATEMENT OF LYMAN M. TONDEL
Mr. TONDEL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we

appreciate very much what you are doing and the opportunity tobe here. I am a practicing attorney in New York City, and am
chairman of the American Bar Association Commission on the
Legal Problems of the Elderly. I am here at the request of Wallace
Riley, who is the president of the American Bar Association, to
present its views.

I might say that, in addition to the work that the commission
has done with its excellent staff and .members of the commission in
connection with these regulations and on a continuing basis for the
last 3 years, the American Bar Association Standing.Committee on
Legal Aid and Indigent Defendants has coordinated the&law-related
needs of the poor within the American Bar Association.

I want to say that the American Bar Association has been] a
strong supporter of the Legal Services Corporation, as you know,
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since its inception, believing it to be an effective and efficient
means of addressing the legal needs of the Nation's poor, and help-
ing provide justice for all.

With the limited resources available, the local recipient pro-
grams have,' we believe, done, on the whole, a remarkable job' of
providing quality legal representation to those who cannot afford
legal services. There are spots and blemishes in this program as
there are in every program. We would like to see those eliminated,
but the program as a whole and most ofwhat they have done we
think is worthy of strenuous support, which is one reason I am
here.

The issue of client eligibility is a crucial one. I have filed our
statement and I will try not to repeat what has been said already
so well by so many people. I do want to make a few points, though.
Particularly our opposition to the proposed new eligibility rule,
which for the first time would take the nonliquid assets of an appli-
cant into account in determining eligibility. I don't understand it.
As a lawyer, as I read the statute, it says, the guidelines shall re-
flect certain factors which "include the liquid assets and income
level of the client." I don't really see where the Legal Services Cor-
poration has the power to add nonliquid assets. That is deliberate
language and carefully chosen language.

Up to this point the regulations, at least until October 6 the reg-
ulations follow the statute. Now, the proposed regulation would
impose a limit on assets, which we have been talking about, on
nonliquid as well as liquid, for an applicant's entire household.
Without going into all the ramifications of that, I am sure you all
understand the point, that this involves not only the question of
whether the applicant meets the test, but it also is going to involve
an awful lot of excess accounting and paperwork and analysis of
every applicant who comes along.

This is just the first of several instances I am going to mention of
the extent to which this violates the paperwork regulation or stat-
ute, and all the effort to simplify government. It is going to'be very
complicated in its implementation.

In connection with the limit, with the inclusion of anything over
$15,000 in equity, nonliquid, in the case of homes, and $30,000 in
the case of farms, where the same problems exist, and $10,000 in
fkiil case of work-related equipmentyou have heard a goodbit of
testimony already, and at least one witness did point rather specifi-
cally to the situation, by analogy at least, of people who bought
their homes in the forties or fifties, 1940's or 1950's, when they
were 30 or 40 years old, for prices as low as $5,000 to $15,000, and
now they find themselves with homes having a fair market value
of anywhere from $25,000 to $50,000 or $60,000 or even more.

Meanwhile real estate taxes, insurance premiums, and fuel costs
have risen inexorably. Maintenance and repair costs have mount-
ed, especially as the homes got older. Where the householders have
had their earnings slashed by unemployment, disability, or old age,
we are talking about all of those categories, they have barely been
able to hang on to their homes, living frequently on Government
allotments, but they have hung on.

The same is true of small farmers in the case of their farms, and
small businessmen in the case of their work-related equipment.

4 4
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This is the point 1 want to make in connection with this, which is
a little different from what anybody else has said so far. These are
the very sorts of people who, amidst hardship, provide the back-
bone of America. These are the self-reliant, hard workers who
hung on grimly to Ileir homes or farms or businesses. Because of
the very fact that they have acquired and kept homes or farms or
small businesses, they may have occasional need for a wider vari-
ety of legal services than other poor people.

How ironic, and how contrary to our concepts of free enterprise,
that the Legal Services Corporation should propose to bar legal
services to these people for the very reason that they Five clung to
their homes and farms and small businesses.

It may be confidently but sadly predicted that countless such
people who might otherwise continue their independent way of life
may lose their homes for want of legal representation, and in many
cases end up in institutions financed with medicaid public funds.

Mr. Bogard several times mentioned that there was a problem of
serving the neediest of the needy. If these aren't the neediest of the
needy, they are at least the most deserving of the deserving.

Just two or three quick other points. I talked about the amount
of paperwork and administration necessary in connection with this.
The propose¢ rule would eliminate the provision in the existing
regulation which permits funded programs to represent clients who
are already receiving benefits from a governmental income mainte-
nance program. The reason obviously is, they have already gone
through a means test. They have already been cleared as people
who are deserving of help from the Government. Now they have
them go through it again, and this would be another eligibility
review resulting in costly duplication and bureaucratic waste.

Another aspect of that same thing is this business regarding
groups. Mr. Bogard seemed to think that you could represent each
person in a group individually, and resolve the problem. Think of
the enormous amount of bureaucratic waste and paperwork in-
volved in going through assets of every member of the group.

One final thing. I am trying not to take even 5 minutes.
As a former chairman of the American Bar Association Ethics

Committee, which writes opinions regularly, as you all know, I am
absolutely shocked at the proposal that client identifiable eligibility
information be made available to the Legal Services Corporation. I
will leave it at that.

Thank you very, very much for yolir time. I hope that Congress-
woman Snowe's suggestions regardink procedure after this hearing
is over will be carried out. I think it was you who suggested that
comments be filed, certainly by those of us who appear, and then
that the Legal Services Corporation realize that you can't make a
purse out of a sow's ear and withdraw the proposal because there is
no way you can make a purse out of this ear. I think if that doesn't
work, I like the idea of utilizing the continuing resolution proce-dure.

Thank you all very, very much.
Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you very much.
]The prepared statement of Mr. Tondel follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LYMAN M. TONDEL, JR., ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN BAR

ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am Lyman M. Tondel, Jr., a
practicing attorney from New York. I appear before you today at request
Wallace D. Riley, the President of the American Bar Association, to present the As-
sociation's views with respect to the Legal Services Corporation's proposed revision
of its regulations governing client eligibility for legal services (48 Fed. Reg. 39086 et
seq.).

I am the Chairman of the American Bar Association'sCommission on Legal Prob-
lems_ of the Elderly; my, testimony today will be based upon not only the work of
that Commission but Mao the examination of the proposed regulations made by the
ABA's Standing Cornrhittee on Legal Aid and Indigent Defendants. The Commission
on Legal Problems of the Elderly is an interdisciplinary commission created in 1978
by the ABA Board of Governors to analyze and respond to law-related needs of older
Americans. The Standing Committee on Legt11 Aid and-Indigent Defendants is the
focal point within the Associationfor 'monitoring delivery of civil and criminal legal
services to the poOr.

The American Bar Association has been a strong supporter of the Legal Services
Corporation since its inception, believing it tp be an effective and, efficient means of
addressing the legal needs of, the `nation's poor. With the limited resources available
t, it t he Corporation and its local recipient programs have done a remarkable job of
; )viditig quality legal representation to those who cannot afford such,services. The
nom, d is great and the resources are iiinited. The issue of,client eligibility is, there-
fore, cial one to the.program'ksuccess.

We believe there are several factors which should be considered in: establishing
client eligibility guidelines. First, the prinCipal. objective of such guidelines should
be, to maximize the availability and impact of legal services for the poor. Second,
there should be sufficient flexibility for local programs to make judgments about
which potential clients should be served baSed upon the facts of their particular
cases rather than upon rigid formulas. Third, the cost of administering the guide-
lines should not be so great that it impacts significantly on the resources available
for the delivery of legal services. And fourth, measures intended to assure that
,abuses of the guidelines do not occur should be designed in a manner which protects

.. the confidentiality...a client information.
We are concerned that some provisions of these proposed regulations do not satis-

fy these principles.
Those eligible for legal assistance! under existing eligibility rules who are most

likely to be affected by the revised finaileial eligibility requirements include the el-
derly, disabled or unemployed who live with relatives or who own their own homes,
battered women and children who do not live in shelters, poor small farmers, poor
self-employed, migrant workers who need automobiles and native Americans. The
very persons who have tried to stay off of welfare would be the most hurt. Represen-
tation of client groups would be drastically curtailed as well.

The reasdn this is so is that the rule would require for the first time that LSC
funded offices review in great detail both the liquid and nonLliquid assets of a client
and bars legal services to any applicant whose household has more,than $1.500 of
assets 1$3,(100 in some cases). It should be noted that the Act states that client eligi-
bility should be determined on the basis of factors which include "the liquid assets"
of the client, from which it may be inferred that Congress did not intend that non-
liquid assets be considered. Section 1007 (a)(2XBXil.

The' -proposed ,aAkt.review, for example, would require examination of the value
of the equity in:the applicant's home. In calculating compliance with the $1,500
asset limit, the proposed regulatiOn .would include equity interest in a home in
excess of $15,000, $311,00( in a farm used to produce income and $4,500 in vehicles
including those on Indian reservations.Consider the elderly, a significant number of
whom have equity interests in a home in excess of $15,000 that they have owned for
years and which has appreciated in value over the years but who have no other
assets. It is ironic that the private sector, including the ABA, has been working out
means for converting this equity into income (so-called home equity conversion) so
that the poor elderly owners may be able to pay the taxes and repairs and perhaps
be able thereby to avoid institutionalization. Their incomes are wholly inadequate to
permit them to pay for private counsel, however badly needed. And as many of us
know, it is frequently only through legal assistance that the elderly;can appropriate-
ly address their prob)ems.and gain other birlitsto which they are entitled.
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The proposed rule would also eliminate EC provision of the existing regulation
which permits funded programs to represent cljents who are receiving.benefit§ from
a governmental income maintenance program without further inquiry:

By virture of the assets test set forth in proposed Section 1611.krequiring, among
other things, cons eration of non-liquid as well as liqUid assets, the rule would ex-
clude many who ye already qualified for publicly funded income maintenance
programs such as f stamps, AFDC, and SSI. The result would be another'eligibil-
ity review, resulting in costly, duplication and bureanti-atic waste. No. adequate
rational is provided for the departure from the currerg regulations which permit
funded legal service programs to represent clients receiving benefits from govern-
mental income maintenance programs. ,:: , ..

The imposition of narrowly defined national standards of the type proposed ap-
pears to be inconsistent with the terms of the LSC Act which permits flexibility so
that local programs may develop eligibility standards which utilize resources to best
meet the needs of those in nedd in the community. See LSC Act Section
1007(ax2KB); S. Rep. 93-495;93d Cong.; 1st sess. 14 (Nov. 9, 1973). The Corporation
and Congress have been moving'in recent months to place greater responsibility for
the management of local programs in the private bar at thp local..level, primarily
through having a majority *1661 program boards appointed by local bar associ-
ations. The proposed regulations. however, would diminish the decision-making,abil-
ity of.,t,he local boards. .,
.,--Another area of concern with the proposed rule is the restriction it places on the
representation of groups. The present regulatiohs.state that representation may. be
provided to a group whose primary purpose is to fuither the interests of eligible cli-
ents where the group lacks funds to retain counsel. 45 CFR SeCtion,1611.5(cX2), The
propose regulation would not permit Such representation but would reqUire that
Iry rep bsented group be composed primarily of eligible clients." It should. be
noted d t fhe, poor generally do not have funds to join membership organizations
and that there exist'many non-rnembership organizations, of-limited'means, whose
primary or sole purpose is to serve the needs of the poor. f. -

On a more practical level, the proposed rule would requirp the examination of the
individual financial eligibility of each group member, .oreating another large and
unnecessary administrative burden, particularly where the group is composed of
those receiving public benefits such as food stamps ortithee forms of income mainte-
nance. ,

presume that, if the. asset inquiry is adopted as proposed, in class action litiga-
tion the specific_ asset inquiry, as well as the need for a written retainer agreement
which is also required by the proposed regulation, Section 1611.8, would be applica-
ble only to named plaintiffs; but this is not clear.

Still another concern with the asset provision of §:MIN*, is that the assets of
every member of an applicant's household will be examined to determine eligibility.
Notwithstanding the $3,000 limit for households with a member aged 60 or over, the
effect of this regulation either is that those elderly living with family will not quali-
fy for legal services or they will be forced apart from, or will not be welcothed into,
the family unit. This result seems highly inequitable.

There is another aspect of the proposed regulations which shocks me as a lawyer,
and as a former Chair of the ABA Ethics Committee. That is the requirement that
client-identifiable eligibility information be made available to the L$C. This would
appear to require disclosure by an attorney of confidential information furnished to
the at torney.byThe client. While the regulation makes fin exception for information
covered by., the attorney-client privilege, Section' 161.7(0(41, the obligation of a
lawyer to a client under the Code of Profe Tonal RespOns. ility is; in most jurisdic-
tions, broader than the privilege in that i covers both confidences and secrets. Code

101). DR 4-104 would a pear to pre-of Professional Responsibility Canon 4
clude the type of disclosure conteinplate y the proposed regulation. See , also ABA
Informal Opinion 1394 (Nov. 2, 19771; ABA Informal Opinion 12/47 (June 7, 1976);
and Ait BA Informal Opinion 1443 (Ike. 10, 1979). Further, the Corporation Act itself',
in Section MOO bii3), states quite clearly that the Corporatian shall not,
under any provision of this subchapter interfere with any attorney in Carrying out
his professional responsibilities to his client as established in the Canon of Ethics
and the ('ode of Professional Responsibility of the American 13ar Association (re-
ferred to collectively in. this subchapter as 'professional responsibilities') or abrogate
as to allilieys. in programs assisted under this subchapter the authority of H state ,
or ot hi.T,Wisdict ion to enforce- the standards of professional responsibility generally'
applicable to attorneys.in such-jurisdiction."

We also rfote 'that PropoSed- Section 1611,S provides that retainer agreements en-
tered into'hy clients may 1w proYided to the Corporation without the client's having

-
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been given prior notice that this may occur. We believe such notice Should be pro-
vided.

In conclusion, we understand the Corporation's wish to ensure that limited re-
sources will be utilized in the most effective way. We do not believe, however. that
as presently drafted the proposed regulations achieve this objective. The conse-
quence of the implementation of these regulations, in our view, would be the denial
of legal services to many deserving clients, including many elderly persons. We will
be filing comments on the proposed regulations, with the Corporation, and we hope
that many of our suggestions will be adopted before the regulations are made final.

Thank you for this opportunity to share with you our views on this important
'subject.

Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Kennedy.

STATEMENT OF JOHN DAVID KENNEDY

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. Chaiiman, Congresswoman Snowe, thank you
for your invitation to appear here today. I' am going to depart from
my prepared remarks in the interest of time and not address some
of the things you have heard a number of times already. today. I
would like to say .a few things on a number of issues that have not
been specifically addressed.

First of all, I am not here to tell you that these regulations are
all bad, because I don't think they are. There are specific provi-
sions of them that I believe are not helpful to both our clients and
programs, and the areas that I would like to touch on are the issue
of trust and confidentiality, and the issue of the treatment of pen-
sion plans, and finally, to giiiye you two examples of what the prac-
tical effect of these regulatiOns might be.

A traditional concern of local legal services programs in meeting
our mandate to serve poor people has been to create strong, trust-
ing relationships with our clients. The need for trust and confiden-
tiality in attorney-client relationships is recognized by the law of
every State, by the canons of professional responsibility of the legal
profession, and specifically by the Legal. Services Corporation Act
of 1974. 'AI

That tr hat confidentiality, is particularly important, and
'particular) Wficult to achieve with pool-clients whose encounters
with courts, bureaucracies, and creditors. are often completely out-
side of their realm of experience, and pose often terrif'ing threats ;
to their means of existence. This is especially true with elderly cli=
ents.

I am sure it w e intent of the Legal Services Corporation
,to impede th evelopment of those lOnds of trusting confidential
attornce relationships. In fact, the proposed -regulations state
that ell -

should be determined in a way that would promote
that typ of trust. Yet, to require us the first time we see a client
to initially confront them with our oWn .regulatory complexities,
and documentation requirements, would have precisely the oppo-
site effect, and they will lead the client to conclude that we are
indeed just another social service agency rather than advocates for
their interests.

client whose eligibility for SSI payments is in question due
to the disputed value of an asset may wq11 be drawn further into
the bureaucratic morass, and have to resblve that very issue with
Legal Services before we can advOcate on their behalf in front of
the Social Security Ad iistration.
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Let me turn next to the question of the pension IRA and Keogh
funds, which I don't think has been addressed very comprehensive-
ly. Our program as always disqualified potential clients if they
have sufficient liquid assets with which to hire private counsel, and
we treat disbursements or withdrawals from a pension fund as reg-
ular income when it is 'received.

The proposed rule, however, would require us to count as imme-
diately and fully available, Minus the penalty for early withdrawal,
the total, value of an IRA or Keogh plan', money which the client
has specifically set aside for his or her retirement with the protec-
tion and encouragement of the Federal tax code. .

',
In order to deal with a very serious legal problem, one of bur cli-

ents could be forced to liquidate their en P :, pension, expend the
funds that they receive to hire private c d, having done'so,
then turn to supplemental security incom ntinued support.

There is clearly no advantage to the Feder vernment in this
scenario. Only the poor client's loss of income and self-esteem.

4 Similarly, I won t, touch on the equity in a home provision. You
have heard a great deal about it,: but the equity. M .a vehicle can
have the same type of very unfortunate effects.

The final area I would like to touch on briefly is thetadministra-
tive burden which implementing the proposed regulations could in-
volve. Last year at Pine Tree we interviewed over 10,000 eligible
persons, perSons who we determined to be eligible for our services.Many of those interviews were conducted over the telephone, and
we offered only brief advice or brief service, and were unable' to
providefqrther assistance. . .If we 'were required to document each and every one of the nu-
merous factors that have been listed Tor each and every one of
these clients, it would decrease the dire& resources 'available for
advocacy on our clients'. behalf in administrative and judicial
forums. .

That is a special concern with. respect to group representation,
where if there was'ia group of 200 people, I take it from these regu-
lations that we would have to determine the assets of each of those :%,,
200 persons, before we could determine whether the group was elir
gible. , .
.. This is of special concern to us today, when the budget reduc-.
tions and the budget freeze of the past 2 years' have reduced our
overall staff from 75 .to 50, and our attorney 'staff from 30 to 18.

To impose additional administrative burdens at this' time, when
we/have fewer staff to deal 'with real legal needs, strikesme as in.-
appropriate.

I would like to close with two 'examples of clients 4o have been
represented by Legal Services, one by Pine Tree and 'one by myself
when I was a 'staff attorney in a program in upstate New York.
Pine Tree last year represented a mother, father, and-two children
who were living in a camper on the back of a pickup truck, which
was parked at, the time in a town dump, and which moved-on peri-
odically whelp it was forced to by cal authorities. . , .

We represented them in succes fully challenging the refusal of
the town to give them food assist nee, because of that truck, their
only asset, which was worth more than $4,500. The vaiire of that
asset was the precise question in the'issue with the town, in whiCh
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we were succcessft These proposed regulations would prohibit us
from assisting that person.

When I was a staff attorney in upstate New York, I worked in
Geneva, and I was fortunate enough to represent a woman who
had purchased

jointiheadstone
for, the grave of herself and her hus-

band. It was a ont headstone. She came to see me after the head-
stone company had repossessed the gravestone by means of a tow
truck from the local cemetery, and we sued on her behalf, claiming
a number of statutory violations. The case was subsequently settled
after I left the program. She lived in a dilapidated old farm outside
of Penn Yan, N.Y., and while I don't have any expertise in the val-
uation of old farms, it is probably fair to say that under these pro-
posed regulations she would still be without a geadstone for her
grave.

We in Legal Services want to thank you for the opportunity to
present these views to you, and thank the committee for your
patience in listening to my views.1Ve appreciate your concern for
us and your concern for these difficult issues. We attempt to com-
petently represent often desperate people in very difficult situa-
tions, and all we ask is to be allowed to continue to do so. Thank
you.

Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you, Mr. Kennedy.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kennedy follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN DAVID KENNEDY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, PINE TREE
LEGAL ASSISTANCE, INC., PORTLAND, MAINE

Chairman Biaggi, Congresswoman Snowe, and Members of the Co mittee;
My name' is John David Kennedy and I am the Executive Dire or of Pine Tree

Legal Assistance, the Legal Services Corporation grantee for the State of Maine.
Our administrative offices are located in Portland, and six services offices are locat-
ed throughout the State.

I am appearing at the request of Representative Olympia Snowe of the Second
Congressional District of Maine, and wish to share with you some of my concerns
about the eligibility regulations for Legal Services which have been published for
comment by the Legal Services Corporation.

I believe it to be particularly appropriate that a representative of Maine address
you, because we are indeed a poor state. Maine's per capita income is 42nd of the 50

states, aiia one study has concluded that when adjustments are factored in for the

cost of living, including our dependence on imported oil, our distance from the coun-

try's major food supplies, our severe winters, and the high cost of transportation in

rural areas, Maine's real per capita income is the lowest in the nation.
Pine Tree Legal Assistance serves a clientsligible population of 210,000 persons,

Or nearly 20 percent of the population of the State. The unemployment rate in the
State exceeds 10 percent, and in parts of the State one-third of the households re
ceive some form of public assistance payments.

I believe that some elements of these proposed regulations would have an aclerse
impact on many of those who are eligible for out services, but it is not my purpose
to assert that they are all bad, nor do I propose to analyze them for you in great

detail.
Instead, I wish to make a few general obseryations, and will touch on some of the

specific provisions I believe you should most closely examine.
A traditional concern of local legal services programs in meeting our mandate to

serve the legal needs of poor people has been to create strong, tru'sting relationships

with our clients./The,need for trust and confidentiality in attorney clients relation-

ships has long reen recognized, required, and protected by the canons of ethics, the

rules of civil procedure, the laws of all our states, and specifically by the Legal Serv-
ices Corporation Act of 1974. That trust is particularly important and particularly
difficult to achieve with poor clients, w se encountersAvith courts, bureaucrilcies

and creditors alike, are often confusim,, not within tlAir social and educational
experience, and pose terrifying threats to eir very meatrof existance. These diffi-\
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'5culties in creating a trusting relationship4ith our clients are often magnified forthe elderly.

They come to us often having been trapped in the minutia and complexity of reg-ulations of other social service agencies, having been unable to explain their situa-tion or successfully negotiate for their interests on their own.
I am sure that it, was not the intent of the Legal Services Corporation to impedethe deyelopment of secure and open attorney-client relationships,, and in fact thepropos'ed regulations reqUire that eligibility be determined in a manner that pro-motes the development of trust etween attorney and client."
Yet, to require us to initially confront clients with mar own minutia, regulatory

completcities, and documentation requirements, would "hake precisely the opposite-effect and may wad the client to conclude that we are indeed just another social
.services agency, rather than advocates for'their interest. The clignt whose eligibility .for SSI payments is in question due to the disputed value of an asset, may well,"bedrawn further into the bureaucratic morass, and have to firstiftiqsolve that veryissue with Legal Services before it can be addressed by the Social Security Adminis-tration.

I would like to turn to three specific areas of these regulations where I believe theCorporation ha failed to anticipate the serious aqd negative impacts on clients andlocal programs. hese are the proposed asset limitations on homes and automobiles;the treatment of IRA and Keogh retirement plans, and the administrative'burder ofdocumenting and verifying the proposed eligibility factors.
Our program, and I believe most others, has always disqualified potential clientsif they ha available liquid assets with which they could hire private counsel. Wetreat regu r disbursements or withdrawals from a pension fund as availableincome. Th proposed rule, however, would. require us to count as immediatelyavailable, th total cash value of any Keogh or IRA pension fund less any penaltyfor early with wal; money which has been specifically set aside by the client fortheir retirement, with the encouragement and protection of federal tax law. Inorder to deal with a serious legal problem, an elderly or 8iSabled person could beforced to liquidate their entire pension, expend the funds to retain private counsel,

wad, having done so, turn to SSI for continued support. There is clearly no advan-tage to the federal government in this scenario, only the poor client's loss of bothinco e security and self-esteem.
e proposed rules would also prohibit any person from receiving assistance iftheir household had more than $15,000 equity in a home. This is the particular pro-posal which you will hear most objection to, and from our experience will presentthe most serious obstacle to the representation of some very needs persons. We inMaine.have argued in a series of cases involving local welfare benefits and propertytax abatements, that our clients cannot utilize whateer equity they may have intheir homes. Nor, as a practical matter, can they borrow against that equity.whenthey either have no income whatsoever or when their income is, like SSI, barelysufficient to meet their subsistence needs.

The federal Department of Health and Human Services has recognized the plightof elderly people in large old homes, many of whom have insufficient-money to ade-quately heat or maintain those residences,. especially where there is no resalemarket for the homes, and where there is an inadequate supply of affordable rentalluiusing to move into, even if they could sell. The Department last year invited pro-pOsals from the states to address that problem, and a grant was awarded to a jointeffort by the Maine State Housing Authority, Maine's Bureau of the Elderly, the
University of Maine Law. School, and the Maine Savings Bank. The study is nowunderway, and its preliminary findings reinforced our original impressions: thatone -third of the elderly are below the federal proverty line, that 70 percent of themown their own home; and the majority own their homes without any encumbrances. .The 198(1 census found the median value of a house in Maine to be $37,900, anincreases 196 percent over the previous temyears. Thus even very poor people whobuilt oor inherited very modest homes will often have equity over the proposed$15,000 limit.

The Maine Home Equity Converson Project is exploring the feasibility of. ideas'.such as sale-leasebacks, shared living arrangements, added apartments, and reverseannuity mortages, to enable these elderly poor homeowners to get some case flowout of their equity. But these creative ideas are not currently in use and would notoffer, any immedfrite help,to the potential clients who would. be disqualified underthe proposed rule.

Even is these ideas were in widespread use, all of us know as a matter of common
sense that converting real estate equity into available cash be n long and tortuousprocess. If a client disputes the validity of an account with one d'f- tlur electric utili-
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ties, and the electricity is due to be shut off on the day after the client calls, it will
be of little comfort to the client to be advised that they can convert their home
equity into cash in six weeks, so that they can then retstimprivate counsel.

To count the home equity over $15,000 as available, eq' the poor to meet their legal I.

needs is thus based on a completely inaccurate fadtual assumption. To deny people
legal services in this situntion is not going to result in their hiring their own coun
sel with those "resources ".but will deny them access to counsel entirely.

The final area I would like to touch orkbriefly is the administrative burden which
implementing the proposed regulations could involve. Last Year at Pine Tree we in-

. terviewed over 10,000 eligible persons who had requested our services. Many of
these were telephone interviews and in many we offered'brief advice and provided
no further service. i

If we were required to document that we had explored and verified every eligibil-

ity factor which the proposed rule suggests, we would add significantly to the time
our staff spends on that process and directly decrease t esources available to ad-

,vocate on our clients' behalf in administrative and judici forums.
The valuation of home or autornOliile equity can be a hnical and time-consum-

ing endeavor. The verification and documentation of questioned assets and income
would impose significant administrative and record-keeping costs.

Any depletiOnof the resources available to us to actually, represent clients is of
special concern to us today, as the budget reductions and freezes of the past two
years have reduced our statewide staff from 75 to 50, and our attorney Staff from 30,

to 18.
I would like to close with just a few examples of clients whom we have represent-

ed recently and who we believe would be disqualified under the proposed regulation.
We represented a mother, father and two children who were living in a camper

on a pick-up truck, which was parked at the time at a town dump, and moved on
periodically when forced to bglocal authorities. We represented them in successful-
ly challenging the refusal of the town to provide them with food assistance because
of that truck, their only asset, which was worth more than the $4,500 limit permit-
ted for a vehicle in the proposed regulations. We would not be able to accept that, 3-
case if the rules are adopted.

We are presently representing a 76 year old man who lives alone and still works
on the remains of the family farm in Washington County, located in Representative
Snowe' District, one of the poorest counties in the nation. He has'been receiving
SSI but-)yas recently assessed a large overpayment on the grounds that a small
piece of blueberry land which he rakes unprofitably is non-contiguous and therefore
disqualifies him for SSI. That same issue, as well as his equity in the whole farm,
would disqualify him under the proposed regulations.

A few years ago, we represented a disabled man iri his fifties, who lives in a house
he built himself on 40 acres his parents gave him. (They unfortunately ditt,not un-
derstand the importance of reducing this gift to writing). He.worked in the woods,
with horses, as long as he was able, but his diabetes, circulatoryproblems, and an
amputated foot came to prevent him from earning significant income; however, he
still heats with wood taken from his land. He needed counsel in an eviction proceed-
ing brought by his brother. We were successful on his behalf at the district, superior
and state supreme court levels, in over two years of continuous litigation. We could
not have represented him at all had these regulationsbeen in effect.

I wish to thank Congresswoman Snowe and Chairman Biaggi for the opportunity
1 to present these views, and to thank the Committee for patiently listening to them.

'We in Legal Services appreciate your attention to and concern for these difficult .

issues. We attempt to competently represent desperate people in difficult situations
and simply wish to be permitted to continue to do so. Thank You.

Mr. 131AGbi. Welcome. This is the first occasion I have had to
Meet you in your official capacity, but we know yoy will do well,
with your long history of concern for people.

STATEMENT OF EUGENE CALLENDER

Mr. CALLENDER. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman and mem-
bers of the committee, in the interest of time and fairness to others
who are waiting to testify, I will ndt read my entire remarks. I

would just like to summarize.
Mr. BIAGGI. ThDy will all be iccluded in the record.
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Mr.,,CAi.i.i:NDEitThank you .very much. I know; the members of
tht,ciemittee w,i l agree that access to justice through the Legal
Services Corporation is a-civil rights issue not only for the elderly,
but all low-income people. Frankly, I am astonished, Mr. Chair-
man, that these regulations would attempt to disqualify many low-
income older Americans from Ione of the4Bpst basic civil rights
the right to have access to justice.

We all are .aware of the fact that older people are denied equal
treatment in 'employment, public benefits, housing and other public
or private programs. Therefore, an effective nationwide network of
legal services programs, serving those withoiit other legal re-
sources, is essential-to enforcement of the constitutional .rights,of
all low-income Americans, especially the elderly.

I would first like to point out that these proposed regulations
would disqualify two-thirds of the low-income elderly nationwide
from LSC aid, with the worst effects including the disqualification
of impoverished elderly Whose only asset is the home they own and
live in. v- ,

Second, these- regulations would result 'in the disqualification of
older applicants seeking legal' assistance because jthey were denied
SSI or:medicaid, unless they can meet a means test sometimes
even stricter than that for SSI and medicaid themselves. Third, the
regulations would, result in the disqualification of older people who
are in a "spend-down" situation,;spending down from above 187.5
percent of the- poverty level.

It seems these proposed regulations are saying to these older
people: First of all sell your home. Second, spend the proceeds on
necessary medical services,, and then even though you have met the -

more stringent test for the Legal Services Corporation, you are still
not eligible for legal assistance if your gross income, most or all of
which may be required for medical care, exceeds $11,500.

Mr. Chairman, over the past; lew. years, we have attempted in
New York to deal with the problem of providing adequate legal
services to our State's elderly. We have joined efforts with the New
York State Bar Association, and the Legal Services Corporation,
and we are working toward a coordinated effective approach of
dealing with the legal problems of the elderly. However, if these
proposed LSC regulations are allowed to stand, the aging network
in New York State will not be able to meet the needs of these per-
sons who w,ill be hurt by this process. It will then mean that unless
Congress takes action and dramatically increases the appropri-
ations under the Older Americans Act, these persons will be totally
u epresented and will be denied basic civil rights.

BIAGGI. Thank you, Mr. Callender:
[ e prepared statement 'of Mr. Callender, follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF EUGENE S. CALLENOER,'DIRECTOR, NEW YORK STATE OFFICE
FOR THE AGING',

ChairMan Biaggi and Committee, Members, although it is always a great honor
and a personal pleasure to testify before Congress; I find it especially gratifying that
my first congressional testimony since receiving my law degree last year and since
becoming Director of the New York. State Office for the Aging this year should..pan-
cern both a major civil rights issue and a threat to .the principles of the American
legal system.

r,
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But on a deeper level, I find it astonishing that any Administration should threat-
en to disqualify most low-income older Americans froth one of the most $ asic civil
rightsthe right to have access to justice. .

Because many older people continue to be denied equal treatment in employment,
public benefits, housing, and other public or private fields, an effective nationwide
network of legal services programs serving those without other 'egal resources is es-
sential to enforcement of the constitutional rights of all low-income Americlihs, in-
cluding the elderly. .

Yet we are here today because the Reagan Administration's appointees to the
Legal Services Corporation have proposed a devastating set of draconian regulations
which would, in,New York State and across the couptry, prohibit up to t o-thirds of
low-income eldetly from being served with LSC funds.

.

These dreadful.proposals would be laughable, if the Reagan Adniinistr tion's LSC
Board were not so deadly serious about them.

On&of the worst effects of these proposed regulations wbuld be to pr hibit local
LSC lawyers from serving impoverished elderly whose only asset was, tie home in
which they live. ; .

Another unreasonable aspect of these regulations would prohibit lots]
yers from representing any older person improperly denied Medicaid or uLSCpplemlaewn:talSecurity Income (SSI) benefits. unless that elderly person can 'also meet an
income and assets test even stricter in some respects than that applied for the Med-
icaid and SSI programs themselves.

In addition, these regulatory pro would prohibit LSC lawyers from repre-
senting any low-income older perso' who wished to resist involuntary commitment
to a nursing home (or forestall evict in) if his or her gross income before accounting
for medical costs exceeded $11,500 (for a one-person household).

Chairman Biaggi, you and your colleagues on this Committee know all too well
that isolated elderly people across the country face medical costs of many thousands
of dollars each year. Yet, according to the proposed LSC regulations, these older
people would be "not poor enough" to haye an LSC lawyer help them avoid being
evicted and obtain in-home care under Medicare, Medicaid, or other public or pri-
vate health programs. a

d

Taken together, these propose regulations 'would say to the elderly homeowner
struggling to stay in the comm ity and facing high medical costs plus potential
evictioh:. '..,.,..

First, iell. your house. If you own the house, you are not "poor" enough to receive
legal assistance. (And by the way, in New York as across the country, about half the
elderly are homeowners; in rural areas, almost 70 percent of the elderly own their
homesthough perhaps not much else.) _

Second, spend the prixtleds from sale of your house on medical care or. other ne-
cessities. If you haven't spent the proceeds, you are not "poor" enough to' receive
legal assistance.

Third, impoverish yourself sufficiently to- become,eiigible for MediCaid and SSI.
Unless you also meet the stricter means lest proposed for LSC, you are still not
"poor" enough to receive legal assistance.

Finally, once you have sold your home, spent the proceeds on medical care, and
met the more stringent resource tests for LSC, then you are still not eligible for
legal assistance if your gross income (most or all of which may be required for medi-
cal care) exceeds $11,500. At this point, it is too late for even the best legal assist-
ance o give you much chance of remaining independently in the community.

If Bowed to stand, these proposed regulations would create a new class of poor
the Iderly.poor=for whom the Corporation is funded but cannot serve. In New
York State, this dais would consist largely of elderly SSI and Medicaid participants
whose medical expenses reduce their spendable income below poverty levels. these
elderly would be deprived of the best help available when they have a problem deal-
ing with the quagmire of Federal-and State -regulations sierbunding these poverty
programs.

As Director of a State Office for the Aging, I must also say a few words about the
., devastating effect of these LSC restrictions on legal services for the elderly provided

by the aging network under the Older Americans Act.
In 1978, when Congress required each State and Area Agency on Aging to provide

legal services to the elderly, it also instructed State Agencies to assure that this
Older Americans Act funding did, not replace legal services to elderly poor from LSC
programs. Rather, Older Americans Act legal service programs were required to be
coordinated with local LSC grantees (contracting with them where possible) to
assure that aging network fnrids addressed legal needs not otherwise met by LSC
programs. .

,.
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If two-thirds of the elderly poor are now to be excluded from eligibility for LSC
services under the proposed regulations, there is .no possible way that the aging.net-
work can pick up the slack unless Congress dramatically increases appropriations
for the Older Americans Act. And while I applaud the strong support of Chairman
Biaggi and other Members of this Committee to increase Older Americans Act fund-
ing, I also recognize that under this Administration no dramatic increases in social
service funding will occur to fill the gap that these regulations would create in the
system of delivery of legal services to the elderly.

Over the past five years, New York State's aging and legal services networks have
made major strides to ensure full coordination of legal services to the elderly, in-
cluding much greater involvement of the private bar. Based on a joint Memoran-
dum of Understanding between the New York State Office for the Aging and the
Regional Office of the Legal Services Corporation, we have joined with the New
York State Bar Association to create a Statewide Committee on Legal Services for
the Elderly. This statewide committee reflects all parts of the aging network and
The legal community, including both LSC and the private bar, to expand our joint
efforts to provide legal services to all older New Yorkers in need.

Even under current LSC regulations and funding levels, most' low-income elderlycitt
lies, th

in need of legal services will not receive them. Yet (together with poor farm-
disabled, and other groups in need), these low-income elderly suffer the

worst legal abuses of alldenied their rights to employment, to adequate housing,
to comprehensive medical care, and all too often even denied their constitutional
rights of due process and equal protection.

When the Federal Government seeks to deny Social Security benefits to massive
numbers of disabled Americans;

When older Americans continue to face discrimination;
And when most older people who are wrongfully denied public benefits quietly

accept this mistreatment because of their trust in the very government that is now
threatening to refuse them legal assistance;

Then it becomes a civil rights imperative for the aging network, for the legal com-
munity, and for all Americans to oppose these proposed regulations which would
eliminate the only effective voice for many poor and elderly Americans: An LSC
hiwyer to speak on their behalf.

BACKQROUND MATERIAL BY EUGENE'CALLENDER SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD OF THE
SEPTEMBER 22, 1983 HEARING ON PROPOSED LSC REGULATIONS

In submitting background material concerning the proposed LSC regulations, I
want to thank Chairman Biaggi and thg Subcommittee for arranging this hearing to
examine the proposed new rules on elikibility for assistance provided by the Legal
Services Corporation. I appreciate the opportunity to submit this material on behalf
of the New York Office for the Aging.

I would. like to begin by saying that the New York State Office for the Aging and
other state units on aging would agree that in a time of ever shrinking resources,
there is a need to focus all of the efforts human service agencies on those most in
need of our time and effort. Representation of eligible clients in their pursuit of
their rights and benefits, which will enable those with the least resources to contin-
ue to exist independently and with' dignity is the highest mission of all publicly
funded legal services programs, LSC and Older Americans Agt (OAA) Title III Pro-
grams alike. We must all work together at the State an91 local level to enable this
mission to be carried out. But it is clear to me after my short four months at the
helm of the New York State unit on aging that the variety of situations and prob-
lems facing individuals at the local level demands local initiative in .meeting the
needs which arise there. As you know, the OAA permits a considerable amount of
discretion and responsibility to remain at the local level 'especially in the area of
determining needs and priorities. We believe that the same should be true of other
human service providers as well. Our legal service programs function very well
under this principle with only technical assistance, monitoring and general. guide-
.lines from the State.

These regulations proposed by the Legal Services Corporation national office seem
to be focused on removing all, if not all, of this-type of flexibility of local programs
to respond to local needs and local situations. No one would argue that there have
been isolated instances of local abuses of discretion in the past. But the Congress
spoke in the recent past with regard to the measures it felt were necessary to ad-
dress these problems. Those measures severely restricted the Corporations actions in
the political and advocacy spheres. These proposed regulations changes now seek to
add to thou -- restrictions I._ severely, and unnecessarily, placing irrational and
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ii,Poorly thought-out income and asset restrictions upon individuals seeking assistance
/1 4rom the Corporation. Individuals who were eligible because of local situations and

problems would now be ineligible. Individuals who own their homes, mainly the el-
derly, would now be ineligible. These people would not be less poorthey would just
no longer be able to seek assistance from LSC.

If allowed to stand, these proposed regulations would create a new class of poor,
the elderly poor, for whom the Corporation is funded but cannot serve. This class
would consist of New York's elderly who receive SSI and Medicaid only those whose
medical expenses reduce their spendable income below poverty levels. The elderly'
would be deprived of the best services available to assist them with their legal prob-
lems in dealing with the quagmire of federal and state regulation of their eligibility
and benefit levels in these poverty programs for which they qualify. This will result
in a considerable drain on the already stretched resources of the OAA Title III
funded legal programs which have been established to work together' with the Cor-
porationnot to replace the Corporation.

Congress, through the Older Americans Act, declared legal services as a priority
mandated service to elderly in 1978. Congress took this action because, based on sev-
eral studies, it recognized that the elderly have a great need for legal advice and
counsel in order to obtain their rightful share of the benefits and entitlements of-
fered by the government and that elderly did not in fact have access to the services
of attorneys to protect these or other legal rights. Congress also instructed the State
Agencies that in implementing this priority service its Older Americans Act funding
was not to replace the services available to elderly poor from this other federally
funded program of legal assistance, but to be coordinated with local LSC grantees
(contracting with them where possible) to assure that those low income elderly who
did not presently have access to the LSC program and could not afford private rep-
resentation would have access to legal assistance.

The New York State Office for the Aging has endeavored for the last five years to
implement the objectives of this Program as specified by the acthas worked-to co-
ordinate with local LSC grantees to expand the services 'which they offer to eligible
elderly clients throughout the State.'Jpst this year the State Office for the Aging
executed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Regional Office of the Corpora-
tion which we hope will solidify our efforts to obtain these expanded services for ,
elderly poor locally. ,Our Office is also participating in a Statewide Committee, corn-

, posed of all segments of the legal provider community, including the Corporation, in
an effort to expand legal services from all sectors to elderly who need such legal
service. But this is not enough. Administration cuts in public programs which ad-
dress the needs of the poor and the low income elderly especially have severely
taxed the resources of all programs, but especially the legal programs which must
defend individuals from attempts by federal, state and local governments, to achieve
massive cuts in these programs by improperly denying benefits to entitled individ-
uals. The massive initiative' of the administration to cut back the disability rolls is
but one extreme example.

I am here today to impress upon Congress and the Corporationgand the Adminis-
tration the destructive effect these new financial restrictions placed on individual
clients seeking legal assistance from the Corporation grantees will have on the eligi-. ,

' -bility of low income elderly for those services and upon, the aging network's and
New York State's efforts to coordinate in the way intended by Congress to serve the'
legal needs of our most vulnerable population, the low income and poor elderly. I
ask you to do what you can to see that these proposed regulations are withdrawn.;

The first of these restrictions, Section 1611.6, concerns the maximum allowable
assets an individual may hpve and still be eligible for service from the Corporatio9.
This section proposes to deny legal- representation to individuals who reside in
household whose liquid and non-liquid assets exceed $15Q0 and an additional $1500
if there is an elderly person as a member of the household. As if this is not enough,
this section also proposes to include among there assets, the equity 4Iue of it' resi-
dence owned by the household, excluding onl 11.5,000 equity' value% a residence
and $30,000 equity value in a farm which is t orresidence of the individual, all but
one burial plot per householdnot one Per ptlrson, one per household, and any li-

, censed vehicle whose value exceeds $4500 regardless of its use for employment
transportaiion or whether it is equipped for a handicapped person..

The resource limitations proposed by these regulations are more restrictive than-,
any of the present benefit programs designed to meet the minimum basic needs of
the poor in this country. People who are lucky enough to have the resources Con-
gress has said are minimal and necessary to existence, will not qualify fOr legal
services. Most of the elderly and handicapped of New York will be ineligible for as-
sista ce from the Corporation.
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I most state very clearly that the counting of the value of the residence in thisway will virttaill deny the Corporations assistance to every elderly, homeowner inNew York Stn if not nationwide. The median value of a single family home inNew York Stat due mostly to the past years' inflation, is $52,422. Less than 3 per-cent of New Yo 's homes are valued at less than $15,000. The $30,000'equity valuefor farm property is equally as absurd. A sixty acre farm, which is a very smallfarm, valued at . 5O0 /acre, very low indeed, would equal $30,000.
A large percentage of elderly are homeowners. It is generally their only.valuable

asset', the mortgage having been paid off over many years oflabor and saving. InNew York half of all elderly households own the homes in which they live (1.5 mil-
lion elderly bonseholdst. In urban areas, 30 percent of the elderly own their homes,
but in rural areas,, 70 percent of the elderly are homeowners. These elderly are notthe well ro do". More than 14 percent of older households have incomes at or belowthe proverty level; 25 percent have incomes below 125 pertent of proverty. By
income, these elderly should be eligible, for the services of the Corporation. But de-spitts their -proverty4evel incomes;lhese.older homeowners would be automaticallyexcluded under these proposed regulations.

The second area of major concern, Section 1611.14 and 1611.15, concerns the capproposed to be placed on the flexibility of local grantees when considering spendableincome instead of actual gross income of an individual for purposes of deciding'whether the individual may be eligible for the service. Presently, the local LSC
grantee may consider an individual for representation even though his or herincome exceeds the maximum limit if the income received is reduced by necessaryexpenditures such as fixed debts, child care, work related expenses and especially
medical expenses. The proposed regulations would limit the amount of these other
actual and necessary expenses could reduce the countable income of the individual.In effect, no person Whose income exceeds 187 percent of the federal proverty level,
no matter what the CircuInstance and no matter what the legal problem (such as
improper disqualification.from a public benefit 'program) could be represented by

Corporation grantee. The amount of that income ceiling is approximately
$1749) per yearassuming that the local grantee chOoSes to set its own maximum
at the higher 125 percent of proverty level rather than at 100 percent.

The elderlY.Spend more on health care than younger people. Low income, minor-
ity. and 75+ populations are most likely .to be in poor health. Only 14 percent of thesenior population not in institutions can claim to be free of chronic diseases. Accord-
ing to 1977 statistics, older people require more physician visits to maintain theirhealth and a greater proportion had visited the doctor in the last six months. Fur-thermore, the so 'called "old old" population, the Most frail and therefore, mostlikely,to have the highest medical bills, are increasing at staggering rates. In thelast decade the 75+ groat) increased by 21.1 percent and the 85 plus group by 44.1pe.rcent. The proposed cap on consideration of excess medical expenses would impact
most heavily on this group which reduce their spendable income to below the Pover-ty level. They would not even be eligible for,LSC representaticatin a dispute withthe local Medicaid agency concerning entitlement to relief from these medical costs.A third area which ivokes-my grave concern is the inclusion of the value of IRA'sand KEOGH plans amoag the countable assets of an individual whichwduld be re-quired to be liquidated to pay for legal representation. Do we really,as a matter ofnational policy, want to create a new generation of poor elderly by restricting the
ability of low-income younger Americans to save for their own future?

My concern is not for the pedgfe,who are riOw elderly; in all likelihood, they do
not now have IRA's oe.KE00i-i's for their retirementAt is the elderly of the futurewho would be harmed by those preCedent of requiring liquidation of funds saved inthese effective and protected Methods of providing for their future financial securityto assure that they do not become dependent on public a,ssistance in their old age.

As.aqvocates for the elderly, one of our responsibilitieF is to help younger people
prepare for their later years, While it is difficult to prepare for,some,of the phyOwlogical changes that take places as we age, one of the areas where pee-Planning .haf
proven most effective is in the area of saving for retirement. The baby boom babiesrwill be 65 in the year 2010. At that time, our elderly population will swell to 16'percent of the total population. That group, now in their thirties, are being encour-
age by the Federal Government to open IRA and KEOGH Accounts to plan for theirfuture.

The Social Security. scare created by the Administration last year tested,the youn-ger population's faith in Social Security as a retirement resource. Looking for anequally safe private investment, many turned to IRA's and KEOGH Plans. The tax
deduction offeredby the Federal Government in 1982 has also made this method of
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saving more enticing. As an advocate for the elderly, I applaud this means of en-
couraging personal initiative in saving for one's retirement.

The average American's, personal income decreases by 50 percent upon retire-
ment. For a great number of its recipients, Social Security does not provide ian ade-
quate level of income, much less match the expections of a pre-retirement standard
to reward a lifetime of work and saving. Many woman, minority, and low-income
groups will nut have worked in one job long enough to become vested and receive a
supplementary pension. Therefore, IRA's are most vital to proyiding sufficient re-
tirement income, helping people to remain independent and avoid dependence on
public income maintenance programs. This proposed requirement for younger
people to cash in their IRA or KEOGH plan and assume the penalty loss before be-
coming eligible for legal assistance is counterproductive to our national goal of as-
sisting people in remaining self-sufficient and independent in their later years.
Those with the foresight to scrimp and save to put away for their old age will be
penalized. And we will be adding to the numbers of low income elderly who will
have to he supported in the future through Federal, State, and locally funded pover-
ty program of all sorts. .

LSC is a vital program for low income people of all ages, including the elderly. As
Federal programs continue to be cut back, eligibility criteria are continually being
changed to eliminate beneficiaries. The weakest are eliminated. Lawyers should rep-
resent the weakest so that they do not suffer disproportionally because of their
weakness.

Our network of fifty-nine county-level Area Agencies on Aging in New York State
is doing its utmost to help older people through the legal and bureaucratic maze
which confronts them. As mandated under The Older Americans Act, legal services
are a priority service in every county of New York State. Last year, these fifty-nine
programs assisted approximately 14,000 older people with their legal problems at a
total cost of 1.4 million dollars. If LSC grantees were forbidden to serve those low-
income elderly most in need, most poor older New-:Yorkers will have even less
access to the legal assistance they need.

Mr. BIAGGI. My colleague, Mr. Bilirakis, made reference to an
amendment that I authored in 1977 with relation to the Legal
Services Corporation which, in the light of the problems that the
elderly and the handicapped faced in obtaining to a minimal
amount of legal service, provided that they be given priority. So
far, their condition has improved. It hasn't reached the point that
we would like, but 'certainly the elderly and handicapped are ntt
on the back burner. They are not a neglected commuyity, and hap-
pily that amendment has been substantially producti&

The reference you make to the ettterly and the handicapped and
of course the poor, as all of the witnesses have made, Mr. Kennedy,
Mr. Tondel, is one that concerns us all. We have had two illustra-
tions, liying examples of the benefits of the program, and I am sure
each of you could produce camtless, hundreds if not thousands, of
such beneficiaries. Obviously we are dealing with a very-practical
problem of finance, and it will take an unified effort on the part of
all of the people interested in the Corporation, as Mr. Bogard obvi-
ously is, and his Board of Directors is, to maximize utilization of
the dollars involved and hopefully get some more so that we can
provide more services for those hundreds, millions really who go
unattended.

Thank you very much, Mr. Callender. Are there questions of Mr.
Kennedy?

Ms. SNOWE. I just have one, David. I was interested in the dimen-
sion you raised in the proposed regulations about changing the
privileged relationship between the-client and the lawyer. Does this
suggest in the changes in this regulation that all information is
provided by the client to the lawyer in Legal Services would have
to be turned over to the corporation? Does that mean everything?
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Mr. KENNEDY. No, it doesn't.
Ms. SNOWE. What does it suggest?
Mr. KENNEDY. What it does suggest is that all data that we re-ceive with respect to the client's eligibility would have to be turned

over to the corporation upon request. It is not so far-reaching as torequire that all of the client's information about their case be auto-matically turned over.
However, I think to even make that kind of a disclosure is a sig-

nificant departure. It is a departure from what the act appears torequire, and it might very well put us in conflict with the ethical
and legal provisions required of us by the State of Maine. I don't
know how we would resolve that issue.

Ms. SNOWE. But is this an unusual change, turning over thatkind of information?
Mr. KENNEDY. It is almost unprecedented. The only similar pro-vision is another new regulation which the Corporation tmplement-

ed about 6 months ago, which would require us to tnc 1ose datagoing to a rson's citizenship status.
Ms. SNO E. I thank you very much for coming from Maine. Mr.Callender fr m New York, I appreciate your testimony here todayon a very im rtant issue. Thank you for your contribution.
Mr. CALLEN ER. Thank you.
Ms. SNOWE. he next panel will be the National Aging Organiza-tions, Jacob Cl yman, president of the National Council of Senior

Citizens, Jam, s Hacking, assistant legislative counsel for theAmerican Ass iation of Retired Persons and Elma Holder, execu-tive 'director of the National Citizens Coalition for Nursing Home
Reform.

Given the limitation on time, we ask you to confine your re-
marks to maybe.2 or 3 minutes, if that is possible.

Unfortunately, under the circumstances here today and with the
, votes and everything, it has cut down our time even shorter.

PANEL 3: NATIONAL AGING ORGANIZATIONS, CONSISTING OF
ELMA HOLDER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CITIZENS
COALITION FOR NURSING HOME REFORM; JAMES HACKING,
ASSISTANT LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
OF RETIRED PERSONS; AND JACOB CLAYMAN, PRESIDENT, NA-
TIONAL COUNSEL OF SENIOR CITIZENS

STATEMENT OF ELMA HOLDER v,

Ms. HOLDER. My name is Elma Holder, director of the NatiOnal,
Citizens Coalition for Nursing Home Reform, an organization coin-
prised of 200 local groups and many individual members through-
out the country. .

Our member groups are largely made up of nursing home resi-
dents, their friends and relatives and other concerned citizens.The majority are run through voluntary contributions, small
grants and almost all low budget operations.

Their purpose is to i prove the quality of life for nursing home
residents, more than h of whom are medicaid recipients. Because
they are,is ted from e rest of the world and dependent on the
institution oall their needs, for many residents a group of frieIrds
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and relatives or concerned citizens is their only outlet for voicing
concerns about their care.

In t, our member groups, as well as our n al coalition,
-rely greatly on the advice and counsel of legal s attorneys
who are often the only attorneys in an area with tise in the
Fedehil and State programs that regulate nursing h s.

While we oppose the proposed restrictions on eligibility which
could affect nursing home residents because of the importance of
legal services to the work we do, my teptimony focuses on group
representation.

We strongly represent that the Legal Services Corporation with-
draw its proposal concerning group represenation and instead
retain the existing eligibility requirements for groups.

There are many good reasons for retaining this +tile. Nur-Sing
home residents are vulnerable. The median age is 81. They are also
frail and dependent on the institution in which they reside.

Many residents never have visits from anyone. Only about 10
Percent ever spend a night away from the facility except for medi-
cal reasons.

The vulnerability of residents transcends income levels. A pri-
vate pay resident who is not eligible for Legal Services may have
the same concerns about the operation- of the facility that a medic-
-aid resident has. Neither person may wish to xpress those con-,
terns individually for fear of retaliation.

Retaliation is a legitimate concern of nursing home residents. A
number of courts, recognizing this, have permi d plantiffs to pro-
ceed anonymously to protect themselves.

As Congressman Wyden expressed earlier, a' other way to pro-
tect residents from retaliation is to have their oncerns expressed
through a community group or a local nursing Me ombudsman
program. These groups need counsel from Legal rvices programs
to effectively represent the concerns of residents.

Since the protection of the rights of nursing home resident's may
depend on the presence of an interested. community group or am--
budsman program, access by _that group to the facility is critical.

In several States local groups have needed legal representation
in order to gain such access. Courts have noted the isolation of
nursing home residents, arid have even found the nursing home en-
vironment like a company town where the residents' lives are de-

, fined and confined by what exists within the walls of the institu-
tion.

Local community groups need legal services in order to obtain
access to many facilities across the country.

Another specific concern we have is that relating to medicaid dis-
crimination against residents. Not only do medicaid recipients need
protection, but also private pay residents, who often pay high rates
for a long period of time before they must cony eit to, medicaid,
need 'representation from legal service persons.

Our member groups often- seek assistance from legal services in
helping to enforce nursing. home standards, particularly the resi-
dents' rights and quality of care issues.

In representing groups on such matters, regardless of the compo-
sition of the groups, the Legal Services attorneys are acting to help
protect public moneys.
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Their representation helps to insure the proper expenditure ofthe billions of Federal and State dollars paid out by medicaid for

nursing home care.
`In closing, I would just say that because of the vulnerability and

isolation of most nursing home residents, and because of the needsof low-budget communit groups serving these individuals, we
strongly urge that Congi ss help us persuade the Legal Services
Corporation to retain the urrent requirements for group represen-tation.

Thank you.
Ms. SNOWE. Thank you, Ms. Holder.
Mr. Hacking.

STATEMEN OF JAMES HACKING
Mr. HACKING. Thank yo
I would like to submit the Association's statement for inclusionin the record; I shall summarize in the interests of time.I am Jim Hacking, the assistant legislative counsel for the

American Association of Retired Persons, which has a nationwide
membership now well in excess of 14,700,000 persons age 50 andolder.

The proposed rules on eligibility, if allowed to stand, obviously
will severely constrict the elderly's access to needed legal represen-tation.

The promulgation of these rules is particularly 'difficult to under-
stand because a convincing case ha's not been shown for abandon-
ing the existing eligibility criteria.

. Present' eligibility regulations of the Legal Services Corpora-tion
insure that only the most needy clients receive assistance by allow-
sing the recipients of Legal Services Corporation moneys to look at
the income and financial circumstances of each applicant.

LSC's propoSed eligibility requirements narrow eligibility )ifr awhole series of ways, including through the establishMent of an ab-solute maximum income ceiling that would be' used to deny assist-
ance without exception.

At this hearing, the witnesses have already gone into virtuallyall of these various ways of narrowing eligibility. At this point
then, I shall only comment on only one aspect.

As opposed to the current regulation, the proposed regulation
would presume that persons whose income exceeds 125 percent of 11'poverty, because of the receipt of Government income maintenance
benefits, are not eligible for services.

The administration of this provisign will greatly burden the
Legal Services attorneys who will have to separately investigate
the financial status of potential clients whose poverty status has al-
ready been established under the criteria of other Government
income support programs.

To us this makes no sense at all.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, considering the fact that Legal

Services programs have suffered decreased funding for the past-few
years, there is ng justification for stretching already limited re-
sources even further by imposing this kind of a burdensome rule
especially in conjunction with other rules that have been discussed
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there. The Association 'urges that this regulation, in its entirety, be
withdrailyn. .

Tbank,you.
[The prepared statement`of Mr. Hacking follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS

I. INTRODUCTION

The Association is pleased to have.the opportunity.to testify before the.Subcom-,
mittee on Human Services tegareing the proposed' rules on eligibility for'lissistance
by the Legal Services Corporation. These rules, if enacted, would Beverly limit the
elderly's access to needed legal representation. Their promulgatiOn is particularly
difficult,to understand becatise no cause has been shown for abandoning existing_
eligibility criteria. The Association hopes that these hearings will serve as a demon-
stration of the' wrongness of the approach suggested by the current management. of
theeorporation., .

z... H. LEGAL NEEDS OF THE LOW-INCOME ELDERLY. . . 1

1)

Legal service programs are essential to the elderly:because largenurnbers:Of per-
sons over 65 cannot afford' to purcbase iirivate.legal representation. In 1982, over '6
million elderly persons, roughly one in fofir persons 65 or, Older,"hid incomes of
under 125 percent of the'Phivecty level. Low-income. elderly persOns have not lyn

the same legal service needs aas Most other Americans, but also have additional I gal , ,,, 4

requirements directly relatid to, their health, income, and discrimination probl ins. 4

Legal- services have helped thffse persons obtain basic necessities such as .healtli.
care, in-home suppo serviceli, -and benefits from programs sudh as social securitY-'

f ..
and SSI..

The Legal Services Corporation' was created in 1974 to provide legal ass.istah'Ce te.

those persons who were financially unable to afford i. Hundreds of thousands of
persons have been assisted directly-or indirectly by legal service offices throughout
the country. Present eligibility regulations.of the Legal Services Corporation ,insure
that only the most needy Clientareceive assistance by all.Rwing the recipient offices)
to look at the income and financial circumstances of each applicani..An applicant's
income, including government income maintenance benefits, is considered along.
with several no factors which in the aggregate give an accurate picture of ".
the applicant's ability to afford legal services. , .

III. THE PROPOSED ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

LSC's prOposed eligibility requirements narrow eligibility ih seVeral ways. First, a '4"
maximum income level is imposed, and persons with incomes above it would; be
denied assistance without exception. Second, persons -whose income exceeds 12,5 per AP ''`

cent of the poverty level because of government income maintenance benefits would
no longer be presumed eligible for legal services. Third', a new scheme for'lletermin-
ing the impact of non-income factors upon a client's; need for legal services is pro-
posed. Included in this is an assets test measuring an applicant's liquid and nonli-
quid assets, and the mandatory consideration of the cpnsequences of denial of legal
services as a disqualifying factor. Other changes, such,,as stricter requirements fop
eligibility for group representation, and the disclosure tb, the Corporation of a elk
ent's financial eligibility, combine to substantially limit the availability of le&
services to the elderly.

We would like to bring the .Subcommittee's attention the impact of several of
these proposals upon the low income elderly community.
A. The consideration of non-income criteria

Under the present regulatioris, persons with incomes over the maximum income
level ft enerally 125 percent of poverty) may be assisted if the recipient determines,
after weighing several non-income factors, that the clients' circumstances require
that they receive assistance. The proposed regulation makes substantial changes in
both the factors used in determining exceptions and the way the factors are to be
used by the recipient. 4 ,

.

The proposes regulation divides these factors into two types, "favorable" and "un-
favorable' ....Favorable" factors, which generally consider a client's.debfa and ex-
penses, allow a recipient to grant assistance to a client who wifild,'because of
income,' belatherwise ineligible for services. "Unfavorable" factors, on the other
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hand, are used to deny legal services to eligible clients. The "recipient is required
consider such factors as the consequences for the client if services are denied, te,existence of liquid and nonliquid assets which exceed specified amounts, andavailability of low cost private' legal reXesentation for the matter at hand. T
factors expand the 'criteria used in denyiag legal services to potential
will serve to make ineligible for legal services many low-income elderly persons.

. 1. The assetslest
The .present regulations require that a client's liquid net assets he taken into ac-

count before they are given legal assistance. No maximum level is set, nor are nonli-
quid soseis considered. The recipient is given the.disaetion to decide.,y,thether the
totaliOY 'of the applicant's financial circumstances justify granting theribassistance.The new' i5roposali-liowever, sets up a detailed asset test which includes both liquid
and nonliquid assets. Generally, maximum allowable assets, both liquid and nonli-
quid, °Celan applicant's household, shall not exceed $1500, except that where a
householdincludesfl person osier age 60; the limit is $3,000. Certain exclusions-from
this maximum inMtide up to $4,500 equity in a car, $15,000 equity in a home, and
$30,000 equity value in farmland.

This test, when viewed in light of the circumstances of the typical low-income el-
derly persoq, will .unjustly deny legal assistanceAy, an enormous number of deserv-ing individuals..

According to 1982 census -data, there are nearly .25.million persons over age 60
living in owner-occupied homes who have incoinesqbelow 100 percent of the poverty

level. This figure constitutes approximately 80 percent of all elderly people living on
less than poverty level incomes. Assuming that this figure.can be used to estimate
how many people whose. incomes areless than 125 perceat of poverty live in owner-
occupied housing, well over 5 million poor or near-poon'elderly people could haVe
their access to legal representation jeopardized by the'Consideration of nonliquid

- assets.
Recent studies have shown that the homes of (Ade eridins are their most

common and most valuable asset. According to Bruce' acobs of the University of
Rochester, who looked at the home equity of low-income elderly persons receiving
publie assistance, 42 percent, of the population studied had $15,000 or more net
home equity in 1977. Considering the effects of inflation- on home equity: values
since 1.977, the nurhbers could be significantly higher today.

Under the proposed rules, most low-income elderly homeowners would he denied
legal assistance because of their homeowner There appears to be no ration-
ale forthis. major, change in policy. Certainly, the Association feels that it is a dis-astreus policy to force an older person to sell their home and spend the proceeds
before legal assistance becomes available.

A second harmful provision is the household assets test. For elderly persons living
with others, be they relgtea.or unrelated individuals, the assets of the entire house- .hold are considered, iicvdefermining an individual's eligibility. While the maximum
allowable amount Ofqiisets. for a household containing an elderly individual
$3,000 (rather than fife $1,500 general rule), this provisiorr will nonetheless exclude
elderly persons living with their families from legal service eligibility:This policy isunfair in that it penalizes those-elderly persons who are able to live witir relatives.
The-LSC makes the askumption that. low income elderly persons livin with rela-
tives in a household that has over $3,040 in assets will have their legal needs met by
their family members. Such an.assumption is totally groundl .

2. Other rton- income factors
While the assets provisions are a as of the proposed rule most detrimental
the elderly, other sections rai tenrial problems, or at least r uire clarifies- ,lot. For example, the present fac r of "age -4r physical infir ity" has been .,changed to "expenses associated with age or physical infirmity." T1e intent of this

alteration is not clear, and the problenis with the existing language have also not
been explained by the Corporation.

Additionally, as an unfavorable factor for an otherwise eligible client, a legal serv-
ices' attorney must consider "the, availability of private legal representation at a low
cost with respect to the particular matter in which assistance is sought." While
legal services attorneys should confine their services to people who cannot otherwise
afford legal assistance, it is difficult to envision situations in which the eligible
client population cart pay for lawyers on their own. Some guidance frorp the Corpo-
ration should be provided regarding its interpretation of *hen an eligible client can
afford private 'counsel.
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B. Elimination of the "But for Government Benefits" test "
Under the present eligibility requirements, a person whose income exceeds 125

percept of the poverty level because of govenment income maintenance efits
such:as SSI 0t AFDC is exempted from the general rule that persons income
exceeds the recipient's maximum level are not eligible. Current rul make these
individuals presumptively eligible because they have already met strict eligibility
tests in order to receive these benefits. These new regulations, however, would no
longer presume that persons whose income exceeds 125 percent of proverty because
of government income maintenance benefits are poor. Such' persons would be pre-
sumptively i eligible for legal services, and could be assisted only after the recipient
reviewed sev 1 or d found that the client was financially unable to afford
legal assistance.

In addition to rendering some clients ineligible for legal assistance 'when they
probably need those services, this provision will greatly burden the legal services
attorney. If the relevant welfare agency has deemed the client poor enough to re-
ceive public benefits, this decision should be sufficient proof of eligibility for legal
services. To force the attorney to investigate the financial status of the client is to
waste the scarce resources that are vailable to legal services programs.

IV:THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS, ON TH RIOLE, ARE'BURDENSOME AND UNNECESSARY

As indicated earlier in this testi heAssociation is concerned that the 1/atfsets
test that the Corporation plans to mpo clients will deprive many, if not most,
low -inc oine elderly_ petsons of needed le I services. However, even for those who
remain eligible, the proposed'regulations will limit the 9uality of the services being
provide&them. The Corporation is attempting. to 1-equiredegal services attornefit' to
conduct a massive investigation of each potential client's financial situation. Consid-
ering the fact that legal services ptograms have suffered through decreases in fund-
ing for the past few years, there is no justification for stitching their reinforces even
further by imposing-,these burdensome regulations! In addition to burdening the
legal services attorney, these proposed rules will make it difficult for the lawyer and
client to develop the' orking relationship that can be achieved through the current-
system of selecting eligible clients. Section.161-1.7(a) of the proposed rule states, "ilt
recipient shall adopt a simple form and procedure to obtain information to deter-
mine eligibility in a manner that promotes the.developinent of trust between attor-
ney and client." This demand is totally inconsistent with the intent of the rest of
the proposed regulations.

.

Another problem with these proposals arises when they are viewed in conjunction
with the "denial of refunding proposals recently offered by the Corpoiation, 48
Fed. Reg. 36845 (August 15, 1983)., LSC proposes to deny refunding to any recipient
who significantly fails to comply with a provision'of law, rule, regulation, or guide-
line issued by LSC. The financial reporting requirements of the eligibility proposal
could fall within these provisions: a recipient's failure to abide by them may provide
LSC with grounds to deny' them refunding. This may prove signficant given that'the
proposed eligibility rules require the recipients to delve deeply into the financial-sit-
uation of their applicants and make Such information available to the Corporation
for review. This may impact upon the attorney-client iipivilege; while the proposal
does not require attorneyi to violate the privilege, it do require that they disclose'
financial information. Financial eligibility infOrmation may *ell fall within this
privilege.

The proposed rules on client eligibility present enormkus problems for legal serv-
ices attorneys and for low income elderly persons who deed their services. It is par-
ticularly difficult to see their merit because the present system of selecting eligible
clients appears to function properly. Because of the harm that these prOPosals can

, cause the low income. elderly, the Association urges that they be withdrawn.,

Mr. 131m xis [presiding].. Mr. Claymap.

STATEMENT OF JAC613 CLAYMAN -.,

. M6r./CLAymAx. Thank -you. I shall try to summarize my state- .6I/il
ment.

a

From the very 13aginning this adminikration has shown unhappi-
nesS, dissatisfaction and distrtit of tliis program. The evidence is i

clear.
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It would have expunged it from existence if it could; but it can't.The rules that were submitted and the discussion we have hadtoday is evidence, in my judgment, of the unhappiness of thead-
ministration ,with`this bill.

. .Let me give you just a wee bit of statistical evidence. 'It may verywell be that it is somewhere in the record now. I ha n't heard ittoday.
. c

During 1981 and 1982,4the budget for Legal Ser cee Corporationhas dropped from $321 *lion when President Reagan took officeto the current $241 mill* We heard today the complaint of thePresident of the Corporat n, the Legal Services orporation, thatf',,i. he doesn't have enough mo y. There we are., The fault is not so much vh Congress as it is with the adminis-tration; 354. field offices have ? been closed, 354; 4051 field programstaff have Seen, separated; 1;5 field attorneys have b'een cast off.When one looks at these sta iCS, one wonders how the Corpora-tion has bo.eh able to, survive a all, and if we give credence to the
rules that" have, been suggeste to Congress and which we heardabout today, the figures I ha read, will be paltry against what
will develop from such acceptan 9 of the rules. .I wish I had more time,.but IdOn't, and' I appreciate tleing,herenotwithstanding.

4t ''',.Mr. BILIRAKIS. Thank yolk, Mr. Cl !Tian.
[The prepared state. nt of Mr. C yman followsl

,.....-PREPARED STATEMENT OF OB CLAYMAN, r4.71,pmr, Myra:prm COUNCIL OF SENIOR
CITIZENS ,

Mr. Chairman, good afternoon. I am Jacob Clayman, ,President of',the/National.Council of Senior Citizens. The National Council of Senior Citizens is a non-profit,non-partisan organization dedicated to protecting..the rights of all senior citizens. Agreat,deal of 9ur work, is directed at sdvocating- on behalf of low-income senior citi-zens and working to preserve thon0, government' programs which ,allow them toattain an acceptable standard of living. We Irlieve that the regulations-proposed bythe Legal Services Corporation would contradict the purposes of 't4.Corporation bypreventing poor senior citizens from securing access7to legal services attorneys andwould work a hardship on a group L f citiz,ens whose%:Only entree to the legal systemis the use of these attOrneys: The l 'of essential public benefits to low-incomesenior citizens, due to their inability enfbrce program,regulations -according tostatutory direction, would be the ultimate, tragic outcome.The Legal Services Corporation was created in 1974 Cor.the express plarpose of
and who were denied the ability to enforce their rights, ith access to the; judicial
providing low-income Americans, who were otherwise shl orifrom legalMssistance

.system. Currently there are 34 million Americans living in .poverty, and,j61/2 mil-lion with incomes at 125 percent of poverty (the current income eligibility level forLegal Services applicants). Beth:Arse of !Milts- on funding, t e Corporation. estimatesthat its attorneys are presently meeting only 15-20 perceri f the legal needs of allthose eligible, mostly by assisting with everday matters amid by obtaining govern-merit benefits. In 1982, Legal Services attorneys handled abmit 1.1 million cases.The elderly make up a significant portion of legal services elie ts. In 1982, Legal.Services attorneys represented more than 150,000 persons o r 60. It should benoted, however, that the unserved poor elderly population is ag f significant size;there are . presently . 3.7 million elderly living in poverty and 6.1 million elderly, fliving at 125 perbent of poverty. The elderly poor' have special legal needs in thatthey are often the beneficiaries of an assortment of public benefits, such 'as Social'Security, Medicare and Supplemental Security Income, and need assistance in as- :suring that they receive what is due them. The complexity of Federal laws andagency procedures, aggravated by senior citizens' age, limit the ability ofiriany el-derly to be their own advocates.ln addition, Legal Services attorneys aid seniorecititzens in a wide-range of everday matters, such as landlord - tenant' conflicts, consumer
problems, insurance issues, and health care needs.

29-115 0-84-5
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One example of how Legal Services attorneys have Legated elderly clients in the

recent past is in the area of disability benefits. For the past two years, nearly one

million disability beneficiaries, including thousands over the age of 60, have been

subjected to a review process by the Social Security Administration to determine
whether they should continue to receive their benefits. Since March of 1981, 374,000

people have lost their benefits. Legal Services attorneys have been invaluable in the

help they have given all low-income disability beneficiaries, including the elderly, in

order to appeal benefit terminations. Our organization has received many heart-

breaking letters from older people who have either lost their benefits or who have

been called in for reviews. These people do not know what to do or who to turn to.
For some, disability benefits in their only form of idcome. We generally suggest that
they contact a legal services attorney for assistance.

Without the assistance of Legal Services attorneys, low-income elderly might be in

worse economic straits than they already are. Yet it is estimated that if the pro-
posed regulations are implemented, one-half to two-thirds of the elderly poor will be
deprived-of Legal Services. Clearly, they will be adversely affected by these proposed

regulations.
veral sections of the proposed regulations would be especially harmful to the

elderly. Among the mast egregious:
Section 1611.6, Maximum Allowable Assets, attempts to establish an assets test

for eligibility by limiting to $1,500 the value of liquid and non-liquid assets that all
members of an applicant's household may have, and to $3,000 where one member of

the household is over 6b. The Legal Services Corporation Act itself provides no stat-
utory authority for the Corporation to impose a national assets test, although it
allows individual programs to do so. Consequently, the Corporation has no authority
to mandate an assets test which programs must use in determining eligibility of cli-

ents.
Another aspect of the assets test would limit equity in a home to $15,000. This

limitation would result in the denial of Legal Services to a numberacslivor elderly.
Seventy percent of the elderly own their own homes, having purchased them years

ago at, lovt..pfices. After a period of 'rising home values, it is likely that the value of

these
that t y owner's income has also increased or that the owner has access to#.#elits increased dramatically, although this does not necessarily mean

the inc equity. What it "does mean is at poor elderly individuals, now
owning hdmes worth more than the Niginal purAas:e price, are house rich and cash

poor 'an iv, be ineligible for Legal Services clespite their reliance on goyernment

income ntenance and -benefit programs to maintain a relatively. decent stand____ard

of livin 4, ^ .(7
In ad itlintjhetetn1 cash value ofIRA or Keogh plans would hive to be consid-

ered in ikhe assets test. This is cleasly, in contradiction to the intent of the.law in

creating1RAs and Keoghs, which was to encourage people to invest in these plans
in order to.provide additional income after retirement. If by inVOtipg in these plans

the elderly are then at some point denied access to Le-011 SeMaeae McNduals may
choose not to have these retirement plans end would thus tie`even rho dependent.

at government benefit programs. Finally, the regulations propose that the: assets of '

all members of the Wouseholci be considered in applying the assets test. This means - X

that almost all elderly people who live with others will not be able'to obtain Legal

Services. It also means that family members who have elderly relatives residing

with them will be forced to pay those relatives legal expenses.
Clearly, the imposition of an assets test, especial!, the one proposed in thes4.4egu-

latiqns,.would have a devastating effect on the .eligibility of persons whose assets
'eked the stated maximums; this would, unfortunately include the majority:of the

elderly.
Section 1611.5(c) Determination of Eligibility would, in effect,' limit certain low-

, income groups' access- to Legal Services attorneys by denying services to organize-

r, tions whose main concern is working to benefit eligible low-income client groups.
For examp, the-existing regulations allow Legal Se ices attorneys to represent
organizatiMs composed of friends and relatives of nu4sing home residents in order

to protect after enhance the rights of the residents. Th residents themselves are eli

gible for representation; however, because'-of-phyeical and/or mental incapacity ./
the may be unable-to take whatever actions are necessary to assert their legal

rights. The advocacy organizations, formed for the express purpose of pcbtecting the '

rights of the residents, can currently obtain Legal Assistance on behalf of the resi-

dents. The proposed regulations would no longer allow this practice' and eligible
client groupAmay be shul of from the legal system once again. s-

Section 16'11.4, Authorized Exceptions eliminates the provision allowing' govern
ment income maintenance program -benefits to be disregarded in computing client
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This provision was originaily enacted based on the assumption that anyoner ough, tOlae receiving AFPC,;Food Stamps, or SSI could riot afford legal assist-
arieF;Athere is no reason to assumOthat 'this has changed. Inceime eligibility restric-
tion'Sefor these programs are alreadyhighly restrictive, so that it is inconsistent to
presume, as the proposed rules do,"that."a person receiving governmental incomemaintenance payments may have more disposable than one receiving income solely
froth,' employment . ." Is it realistic to assume that an elderly person whoseincome might consist of some Social Security benefits and SSI, who receives health
care through Medicaid and Medicare, who relies on food stamps for nutritious mealsand who is dependent on housing assistance to maintain a roof over his head will
have disposable income to pay a private attorney in order to appeal the terminationof any of these benefits?

The availability of Legal.Services to the,poor has already been reduced ,by recent
funding cutbacks to the Legal Services Corporation. As a clientele group, the elderly
have in turn been affected; these regulations would further reduce the elderly poor'S
access to the judicial system. And, contrary to Reagan Administration beliefs, a
recent ACLU study shows there is no truth to the pronouncements that the private
bar would fill in the gaps by providing free legal services to the poor

While the segment of society needing free legal assistance is growing, those,serv-ices are constricting and,it is becoming more and more evident that a tiered system
exists in terms of access to the legal system in this country. The wealthy cari easilyafford lawyers and manipulate law to, best serve theil interest. Fewer middle-class
citizens can afford adequate legal assistance, and until the establishment of Legal
Services Corporation, the poor were totally shut out. Thiri can hardly be character-
ized as "equal protection of the law," a basic tenet of the Constitution.

The elderly poor have for the pasi two and a-half years endured cutbacks in pro-
grams designed to Provide them with minimally acceptable standard of living. Im-plementation of these regulations would not only deny them access to the legalsystem, but would also limit or render more difficult their access to programs pro-
viding food, housing, health care, and income. We urge,that these regulations not beadopted.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. I have questions, of course. But in the interests of
time, and-,time is a factor here, I will not ask them. I would tell

ithesewitnesses, those prior to them, and all subsequent ones, if
.

you have any further points you would like to make, that you
would like to call attention to, please submit them to the commit-
tee by Monday afternoon, this coming. Monday afternoon.

If you can submit them to the committee by then,"we will cer-.
tainly place them in the record.

I might also add your full statements will be a partof the record.
Thank yo'u so very much. I really apologize so very much. The later
witnesses just seem to never get the same fair shake, and so many
havecome from ,such a distance, but it is just one"or those things.

CL#NYMAN. It isn't a new problem with this committee.
Mr.. BILIRAKIS. Yes, I am sure many of you are familiar with it.

, .MT. CLAYMAN. you.
Mr. BiLmAxis. rwould askthe wlingsses with :sp,edial,:categioids. ,

of elderly; Dairid Affeldt,' David Raphael,-.andj....Alice,.*1.414k ;tocome forward.i . . . ,-.. ?-! t .

Again I would say -to yoti that ythir full statements will be Madea part of the record and rwouldappreciate your -cooperation if^you
would limit your summary to 2 to 3.minutes. -

*GA
x
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PANAL 4: SPECIAL CATEGORIES OF THE ELDERLY, CONSISTING
OF DAVID AFFELDT, REPRESENTATIVE FOR NATIONAL PACIF-
IC/ASIAN RESOURCE CENTER ON AGING AND ASOCIACION NA-

. CIONAL PRO PERSONAS MAYORES; DAVID RAPHAEL, EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR, RURAL AMERICA; AND ALICE QUINLAN, GOV-
ERNMENT RELATIONS DIRECTOR, OLDER WOMEN'S LEAGUE

STATEMENT OF DAVID AFFELDT

Mr. AFTELDT. Thank xvu very much, Congressman. I will summa-
rize my statement.

In the .case of the Hispanic elderly 4nd the Pacific aged, they
have a unique problem and that is langikage.Thi§ poses a formida-
ble barrier, and complicates their legal problems in comparison
with other groups.

Specifically, the two associations that I am, representing today
are concerned with four aspects of the proposed regulations::

First, counting the assets of household members. This measure is
clearly antifamily, and it' could be especially detrimerital to older
Hispanics and. Pacific Asians, who must live with relatives because
their own resources are inadequate.

Tlie unmistakable message is that the provision will discourage
family members from helping their elderly parents or grandpar-
ents. Our laws and regulations should .encourage family help in-
stead of erecting roadblocks.

We believe that a far preferable standard is ability to afford,
legal services rather than residence.

Second, the home equity provision establishes a $15,000 ceiling.
Older persons will be mAjoc, victims of this provision because about
74 percent of elderly households are homeowners, and many of
these individuals include the elderly poor, and have equity values
exceeding $15,000 primarily because they purchased their homes
years ago at a much lower price.

A much better rule, in our judgment, would be to elude the
value of a home and all contiguous land from co ntable assets.
This policy is followed for SSI and that has worke well. It is pre-
mised on the notion that people who have worked hard all their
lives should not be forced to part with their only major resource to
qualify for SSI.

Low-income older persons should, be able to live their final years
in dignity and self-respect without the fear`that their home; which,
has been acquired during a lifetime of work, will disqualify them
for legal services.

We also have concern about the group representation provisions.
We would like to see a retentif of automatic eligibility for public
assistance recipients.

In conclusion, the proposed regulations would make it markedly
more difficult for older Americans, and particularly the minority
aged, to obtain, the legal representation that they need.

Legal assistance is an essential and effective linking service for
older minorities and other elderly persons that can assist them in
obtaining urgently needed servis and income.

For these reasons, we urge the subcommittee to take the lead in
deleting or making suitable modifications to the antifamily, antiel-

ti
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derly, and the new and unnecessary paperwork measures in theproposed regulations.
Thank you very much.
Mr. BILIRAKIS. Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Affeldt follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID A:AFFELDT, ASOCIACION NACIONAL PRO PERSONAS
MA YOKES, AND NATION'AL PAC:IFIC ASIAN RESOURCE CENTER ON AGING

Congressman. Biaggi and Members of Subcommittee on Human Services, I wel-come the opportunity to testity on behalf of the National Association for the His.-panic Elderly tAsociacion) and the National Pacific/Asian Resource Center on AgingiNP/ARCA).
NP/ARCA and the Asociacion commend you for' holding this ,t ely hearing onthe Legal Service's Corporation (LSC) proposed regulations'goVern g legal servicesfor the poor.
The Asociacion and NP/ARCA have been Strong supporters of legal or paralegalse ryjces for elderly. Earlier congressional hearings have madeit clear: beyond anydoubt that older AmeriCans have been largely ov4looked.or ignored by the privatebar. This is 'especially true for aged ,Minorities and particularly elderly Pacific/Asians and Hispanics w4o oftentime 'encounter another barrier: language. The.harsh reality iii that older AmericanS a'ust-oftentimes for themselves whenlegal problornittriseswhether it invo s litigation, understanding the "technicali-ties"'of federal programs, pr just planning their personal affairs.
Most older Americans have had very little contact with government during theirpreretirement years, expt perhaps to pay taxes or perform their military obliga-tion. But upon reaching: retirement age, they becorne increasingly dependent uponfederal programs, such as Social Security,Supplentental Security Income, Medicare,Medicaid, food stamps, ,veterans' _pensions, and others. Quite frequently, these pro-granis are expregsed in.krather technicaLlanguage which is not readily understand-able by laY persoWHele again, older Hispanics and Pacific/Asians linve an addeddilemma, .especiallkAose who have limited English:speakingability.Consequently, legal services are particulaily itriportatit, for elderly Pacific/Asians,Ifispanics and other:older Americans, who rely .Upon: federal programs for their day-,to-day activities. Butfar too many aged minorities and other older Americans aredenied access to our legal system. The vast majority ..or older .Americ ns cannotikaird to pay-4 lea.st for any sustained periockof timea private atto ney. As apYrictical. rnatter, the-private bar. is not that well versed on aging- relaakted issues.Very few iittorn,eYs ha2Ve had.formal training in Social *curity,.SSI, Medicare, Med-icaid or other programs impacting pn the lives of the. elderly. Moreover,:

1 es inthese program areas 11,renoi likely to yield high returns for lawyers, especi con-sidering their expenditure of.tyrie oricomplex legal questions when the o ome isuncertain. .

These facts undersporgAlr-.nei,d.for.a fair and effective legal services programwhich is fully responsive'natheb ys needs. The.LSC-proposed regulations do notrneetthat test. Instead, tl.te:prOp cures- would ,,itilpCiee new burdens on the elderlyarid attorneys representing them:: 't
The Coalition for Legal Services irnates that more than one-half,and possibly''two-thirds of the elderly bedeprived of legal services. We do not have fig-ures concerning the inipa. ,.on aged tNpanicS or'Pacific/Asrans. However, it is clearthat older Pacific/Asians,and Hispanics.wOU14 be adversely affected by the proposed,regulations.

,

The proposed regulatiims'youl'diplaCe a-$1,.000 Asset ceiling for elderly htluseholds.
,:. to' be eligible for legal services. Met; LSC would look at all the assets of all mem-":bers in..the applicant's hlusehi:ild." This measure is 'Oearlyanti-family and it could-414' be especially detrinien it.,t9piti ''Hispanics'find.PaCific/A§ians'who mast live with-,
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HOME,EQUITY EXCEEDING $15,000

Low-income elderly individuals would become ineligible for legal services under

the proposed regulations if the equity value in their homes exceeds $15,000. Older

persons will be major victims 'of this provision because about 70% of elderly house-

holds are homeowners. Many of these individuals, including the elderly poor, have

,equity valUes exceeding $15,000, primarily because they purchased their homes

years ago at a much lower, price.
Quite often; these individuals are in practically impossible situations. They cannot

sell their homes since they cannot afford to rent another residence becayse rents

have soared in recent' years. Yet, they find it difficult to live in their horn because

utility costs, repair bills and property taxes have leaped forward.
A much better rule,-in our judgment, would be to exclude the value of a home and

all contiguous land from countable assets. This policy is followed fi:SSI, and it haS

worked well. It is premised on the notion that people who have worked hard all

their lives should not-be, forced to part with their only major resource to qualify for

SS,I. Low-income older persons should be able to live their final years in dignity and
.self-respect without the fear that their home, which has been acquired during a life-

time of work, will disqualify them for legal services.

4- GROUP REPRESENTATION

Group representation will also be severely limited under the proposed regulations.

Currently, legal services attorneys can provide this representation if the group lacks

and has no practical means of obtaining funds for private counsel. The current

group representation language has enable legal services attorneys to provide effec-

tive counsel in isolated and impoverished rural areas where private lawyers typical-

ly are not found. Nursing home reform cases have also benefited from this provi-

sion.
LSC' now wants to change this workable standard by 'lilting representation to

grOups composed primarily of eligible clients. This new standard will cause consider-

able paperwork to determine which group meets this "majority" test of eligible cli-

ents. ,And, it' will cut back on the type of potential representation available for the

elderly.
We urge, therefore, that the current standard be retained.

AUTOMATIC ELIGIBLILTY FOR PUBLIC ASSISTANCE RECIPIENTS

,

NP/ARCA apt theAssociaction also support the continuation of the present
policy to permit legal services attorneys to represent clients receiving public assist-

ance, suit as SSI food stamps. This provision, which has been in existence since

was devel*Ped, to minimize red tape and to improve administrative efficiency.

It was premised on the finding that people who have adequate income for basic ne-

cessitiessuch as food, housing, and health careare unable to afford legal sery

The attempt to eliminate this long-standing policy will necessitate increased red

tape for older clients, paperwork for legal services attorneys, and administrative

costs to determine financial ability.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the proposed LSC regulations would make it markedly more diffi-

cult for older Americans, and particularly the minority aged, to obtain the legal rep-

resentation that they desperately need. Legal assistance is.an essential.anct effective

linking service for older. minorities and other elderly persons. It can assist them in.

obtaining urgently needed serVices and'income, for these.reasonsc ufge "the Sub-

committee to take the lead in deleting 'or making,stiitable.modifications to the anti-

elderly, anti-family, and new and unnecessary paperwork measures in the proposed

regulations.

M". 13iurtmus. Mr, Raphael.

STATEMENT OF DAVID RAPHAEL

Mr. RAPHAEL. I am Dave Raphael with Rural. America. I am very
delighted to be here and also to have the National Faimers Union
join in in our statement.
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Most of the items in our statement have already been said andsaid very well today, so I will not repeat them. I wanted to rise
two points. One was the particular discrimination against rrralpeople that are reflected in these regs. A disproportionate elderlyin this country.are rural residents and so proposed restrictions andasset lithitations such as included in these have a disproportionate
impact on particularly low-income rural elderly.

The second part of that is a group Of ,constituents not talked ^,about, low income and farm families in rural areas. These prqPoSed
regulntions would have a very serious 'effect upon them. It hastaken us many years basically to get the Legal 'Services
tion and local legal services groups,to. recognize the needs of farrn!families, to become familiar with.the -farin issues and farrn_pro-
grams, and to find ways to represent them: The last couple. of yearShas seen a terrific depr9ssien in ',agriculture. The need for goodlegal representation of low-incomelfaimers to prevent the loss of} ;their farms has been a real probliirn and the-help has been therefrom the legal services program.- These ,regs would negate much;of.
that progress that has been madeet.ild -bes.:ve damagingbothtle land acreage limitations arid pOticulatly e equipment and
Vehicle limitation$.7 We thinkf at,:the an -set test that would,make sense in these cases Inc roducing assets, andwe think that a simple income tes %lid fficient and recom-mend that the proposed regulatio434:ittlizIrawn.

Mr. BnikAxis. You are suggeStitil income test for the elde
Mr. RAPHAEL. An eligibility te rAegal services shtluld.income test and not an asset tes . "k:ca4not see haw -equity'in a..home or vehicles plays a rolewPosSibly.ificomeLplroduCing.:awotld -make some-sense, ..bsteIn that case yott'. have si ,)anincdpe test and if'people meet the inciSine criteria, ;that ought:4o be,sufficient...
Mr. BnAnAxis. Thank you. .

f,T1 e prepared statement of David Raphael follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID RAPHAEL, EXECUTIVEDIRECTOR, RURAL AMERICA. ON

BEHALF OF RURAL AMERICA AND THE NATIONAL FARMERS UNION
Chairman Biaggi and Meriibers the SubcoMmitike, my name is David Raphaeland I am the Executive Director' of RURAL AMERICA, a national membership or-ganization represen0hg people in small towns and rural areas and working with in-.' dividuals and community groups at the local level. For more than fifteen years we"'have served as a tuitional voice on behalf of the special needs of rdrai people, and

promoted public policies that responded t:o those needs. We appreciate your invita-tion to appear today and comment on the proposed new eligibility regulations pub-
lished by au; Legal Services Corporation.

I am very pleased to be able to advise the Committee that the National FarmersUnion joins our organization in expressing concern about these proposed new guide-
. Because our organization has a special concern" for low-income, minority' and
other disadvantaged rural citizens, the', legal services program and the potential-impact of these regulation on it is general interest to us. We also have a specialitrferest in their impact on the rur'al elderly arid on farmers. As you may know,..,'with only, one-fourth of the nation's households, nonmetropolitan areas have thirtypercent Or those headed by someone (i5 or older and more than one-third of those
elderly households which hate incomes of less than $5,000'a year.'

'These figures iere from the 1)181) Annual Housing Survey, adjusted to current designations ofmetropolitan areas.,
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`It, will also be bf interest to this committed tOkt,Iing that while those 65 and older
itsmike op only, eleven patcerit of the total population, they account-for more` than

sixteen percent of all farm operators. Moreover, they make up more than twenty
percent of the operators of farms with sales less than $20,000 annually and for

'almost forty percent of such farms where farming is the operator's principal occupa-
tion.

NEW ELIGIBILITY REG'S WOULD4BE STEP BACKWARD FOR RURAL LEGAL SERVICES

The first point I would. like to make about the proposed new eligibility regulations
published in the August 29th Federal Register is that there is absolutely no demon-
strated need for revision of the existing eligibility guidelines. In fact, the problem
for rural areaihas traditionally been one ofsecuring access to an equitable share of
legal services; iitti one ofhiniting or targeting eligibility. The service gaps have been
generally greatest for OMB, limited resource farmers whete-there was frequently a
lack of communicatibh and, qnderstandingnon both sides. For the most part, lower-
income farmers were net' familiar with the legal services program and frequently
unaware of their eligibility: or even need for assistance. Legal services attorneys, for
their part' were rarely knowledgeable about farming issues and problems.

In the late 1970's, th$, legal services program as a whole began to make some
progress,on this problem of inadequate rural access. Studies reported on the special
needs and obstacles in rural areas and additional efforts were made to overcome
them.,Moreover, one of the byproducts of the current farm crisis has been a growing
awareness on the part of lower-income farmers that they both needesl and were en-
titled to legal assistance and the development on he part of a number legal serv-

ice progPams and attorneys of substantial expel tine in farmlproble related

case law. The proposed new guidelines would threaten to wipe out the that '
has been made toward rural. equity and instead create new barriers between rural
people and the legal services to which we believe they are entitled.

ASSET LIADTS WILL DISCRIMINATE AGAINST ELDERLY AD FARMERS

a new set of asset limitations extending to nonliquid assets is
us, as it...is to other.,,In the first place,'this approach seems

h- congressional intent since the basic legislation refers
The introductioj

of particular concern
of dubious consistency
specifically to "liquid assets" in discussing possible eligibility factors. Secondly, it is
inconsistent with the approaCh of many other federal human service programs such
as food stamps, which excludes the home and surrounding property, farmland essen-

tial to self-employment, work-related equipment, and even a vehicle if used.to pro-,
"'duce income, in,cletermining program eligibility. In the third place, he else-

where, the new regulations are completely inconsistent with the principits of IOC I
discretion and flexibility of which the current Administration normally says
much.

Finally, even if the exemptions being allowed were not too limited, the assets pet.- ,..

mitted in these regulations strike us as Scroogelike in their restrictiveness..I would
point out that the maximum permissible in a household's assets (after the exemp-
tions for certain nonliquid assets), amounts less than six months of living ex-
penses under the Bureau Labor Statistics' lowest budget for a retired couple.

That is not very much of a fncial safety .

N,4 ,Beyond this, our analysis or the available data indicates that t hi e $15,000 limit on
equity in a home will exclude virtiiIilly all elderly homeowners om legal assist-
ance. In nonmetro areas, it should be emphasized, 70 percen of t e elderly house-.
holds with incomes of undeL$5,000 a year are homeowners! 3 In fact, they make up
56 percent of all nonmetro Winer households in that income range. The 19e0 data
already three years oldshowed that the median value of housing owned by nohme-

tro households with incomes of less than $5,000 was *sett) $28,000. When you add '1
to this statistic the fact that no less than 70 percent 6f those homes were free and
clear of a mortgage, it is obvious that few of the rural elderly will be eligible for .

services under the proposed new guidelines.
The available statistics on farm families indicate a Similar situation. As of 1979,

the average farm operator with net cash income (both farm and nonfarm) of no
more than $5,000 reported.a dwelling valued at $27,600,' Although the data do not

'These figures based on the 1978 Census,of Agriculture, the most recent avrMable.
a Again, from the 1980 Annual Housing Survey:

Data from 1979 Farm Finance Survey.
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indicate what portion of those homes were mortgaged and what'portion were not, it
is clear that a substantial number of lower-income farmers will be excluded by this
aspect of the proposed new asset limitations alone.

Similarly, the proposed new limits on licensed vehicle ownership and work...related
tools and equipment strike us4s overly restrictive in general and .virtolly prohibi-
tive as far as l4-4Thiczme farnfers are concerned. Again, the available dams show theaverage vale equipment owned by farm operators with less than $5,000 in
net cash income to be $32,000.5 One-third of that figure is accounted for by traCtors
and another twenty-four percent by cars and trucks. It is, not clear from. the pro-

, posed guidelines whether tractors are to be treated as vehicles or as other work-
related equipment, but in either event, the combined limit of $1.4,500 being proposed
looks absurd when compared to the reality of even small farfn economics.

In our analysis of the published data available and in conversations with our field
staff and with others familiar with small farm operations, we were unable to devel-
op data indicating with any clarity the potential impact of the $30,000 limiion al-
lowable farmland assets. I would urge the Committee, however, to press the Legal
Service Co: poration for the documentation of their assumption that this is a reason-
able% e.

-4 -4

absolute cap (of 150 percent of regular income limit) on au "ized ep-
, as proposed in 1611.4, is more restrictive than it looks when in if

pecial circumstances as extreme medical expenses, heavy fixed debts and ob i-
ns, or,speaial expenses related to age and/or infirmity. And it seems to assume

ba ;faith on the part of local agencies making the judgements on eligibilityagain,
vvithout.any evidence that it is justified.

The rigid limitations, by group representation being -Opposed-Ms° seem to us un-
called for and contrary to the principle of. maximum coordination and, cooperation
aniong social service agencies, since it will preclude local legal service ngencies from
working,with ,and on behalf of local community action and farrrorker agencies or
senior citizens courie

We Also object to
gible for other b
As one 4t.torrje , 'these pAposals become law, legal,,sqryices lawyers

I would spend most of their time making offensive, alienating inquiriek ihto the finan-
cial situations of people who 114ve already been through the exhaustive, insulting
process of establishing their eligibility for other benefit programs."

N

OTHER-OBJECTIONABLE ASPECTS OF PROPOSED REG'S

:1 . ill n.:cif the prestat logical assumption thi4 those eli-
plogriers gre`eligible for legal services assistance.

OVER-ALL IMPACT PERHAPS WORST ASPECT

Probably the worst anect of 'the proposed new regulations is their 'potential
,i&Ract over all. Instituting these quite complex and inflexible restrictions will con -'
stitute a .barrier to service in and of themselves. They will tend to give the legal'
services program 'the stigma of a 'welfare' program which will deter many rural
peopleespecially the elderly and farmersdespite their need and actual eligibility
for assistance.

Those who.-arehot turned off by this aspect will face the adminiiitrative redtapeof
eligibility determinationa furtive barrier to partitipatiop. and a work overload for
legal Service agencies which 'will, badly tax their already limited manpower re-
sources. In fact, this aspect is likely to make it even harder *9 secure any expansion
in the provision of 'pro Bono' legal assistance from the private sector, though this is
supposed to be a priority goal of the current program. 1.

In sum, it seems to us that the only assets with which any sensible needs test
should be concerned are income-producing assetsand if assets are in fact income-
producing, a straightforward income income test will generally provide the neces-
sary screening. These proposed new "guidelines" look to us suspiciously like an
effort to administratively hamstring.a prograin that the Congress has steadfastly re-
fused to terminate. They-should be withdtagrn,,.'

Thank you.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Ms!)Quinlan.

5 iiri41.
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STATEMENT OF'ALICE QUINLAN/
Ms. 'Qutre.AN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. You have our full

statementand I will pick out three points which I think are unique
and have not been made.

The first is the xtent to which legal services issues are women's
issues; and I do of think that has been mentioned yet today.
Women constitute o-thirds of all clients served by 'legal services
programs,'which is in fact a reflection of the:extent to which pover-
ty in, thid country has a female face. Among the 14 percent of legal
services clients who are the elderly, the vast majority of them are
women. That is not surprising, either, when you know that three-
fourths of all the elderly poor are women and they constitute two-
thirds to three-fourths of all. the recipients of. Government pro-
grams, which are most often the focus of legal services for the. el-
derly. So anything that affects' legal services both positively or neg-
atively disproportionately impacts pn' women by definition.

The secdnd point is, with regard to the assets test and homer
equity, that has been the object of a lot of comment here this after-

: noon and a number of witnesses have said that many or 'the major-
ity Af the homes in this country have values exceeding-$15,000. I
would point out that we have Some data on this point from the
Census Bureau which zeroes in on exactly what proportion of ther-
houses in this country exceed that, and that is the table on the las /
page of our testimony .where we Have a 'distribution 'chart which

ows that less than A percent of all the, dingle-fainily, owner-occu-
pi d homes in: the United States have values under $15,000.
Ninety-six percenft have Values above that, and I think that is a

,figuie that:tnight Ile of some interes to you
':`'-fA. -. Flhatly, 'L Want'.,tor,use the oppo tunit here to say something.

,:,..';iel : '', about .the of :thy proposed egula ions on women under 65
.'1,i 9., ... A because there is a: directr:re14ionsh p to certain circumstances in
N..''.:4 -ii''14,1iich midlife women;are:Arown 1 to poverty. Poor middle-aged

''.!:,;,. :women soon become' pooreideriy w en. I point in this regard to
:';;; the, f ct.that nearly .4 third:4 all 1 al services fundea,cases deal

y ','-"tlqi! ainily-ispu6s, and fully 25 percent of them involve such issues
zig fdifooee,,?endtody and viSitatiOn rights, spouse abuse, spouse. and
child Silfh!ieft4sitietpr,,, of access to legal assistance certainly
leads to inequitable 'rpsolUtion of these issues and a proposed regu-
lation that assumes that both parties have equal access to thejoint-
ly held assets is simply abSurd.

In the case of older women, who- are often uniquel affected. by
the divorce settlement, it directly often affects *kW heiviiittre-
ment income will be. The long-time homemaker who is divorced in
mid-life is often particularly disadvantaged not only because. she
has nosredit history, often no income, few employment opportuni-
ties, bi she is on average less apt to have had experience with the
legal system than her- spouse , has, and yet if she needs a 'lawyer
and does not have the money to pay for one, what she most needs
is a lawyer 1,%ho will get her an equitable settlement, yet the legal
services lawyer must begin from the premise that she has access to
the couple's jointly held assets. ,,

A last point haw Iiis regard, there is an exclusion' anthis pOint,
for persons residing in shelters for battered women ,pn'ti- children,

IF . t' *
3

'../10:;,
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and it is absurd. Certainly whoever wrote this had no sense What-
ever of the shelter system in this country and of, the fact that most
battered women do not have access to shelters. Most shelters have
very strict time limits' and in fact in order for thli4eriforp who ark
providing these services at shelters to get legaro:erin'terf for women,
they are going to have to have them stay in the shelter. That will
result 'in further overcrowding of the shelters in order to provide
legal services for the women involved. We certainly urge you to do
everything in your power to: hasten withdrawal of these regula-' ,tions.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Well, again, there certainly are questions but I amnot going to be able to ask them. Please feel free to submit any fur-ther points that you may care to make as long as you do it,,,bePrer
Monday afternoon. They will become a part of the record and our:
full testimony will be a part of the record.

[The prefiared statement of AliCe Quinlan follows:],
PREPARED STATEMENT. OF ALICE QUINLAN,TrOVERNMENT RELATIONS DIRECTOR, OLDER

WOMEN'S LEAGUE

Mr, Chairtnan, members of the subcommittee, I am Alice Quinlan, GovernmentIlelatiote. Director of the Older Women's League the first national membership or-ganization focused exclusively on the concerns of midlife and older:women. The
Older Women's League was formed following the White House Mini-Conference on
Older Women in 1980, and tow has more than 7,000 members and chartered chap-ters in 30 states. Through education;research and advocacy, we work Tor changes inpublic policy to eliminate the inequities women face in their later years.

We are grateful to you, Mr. Qhairman, for calling this hearing to examine the
implications for the elderly of the proposed Legal Services Corporation regulations.
Access to legal assistance when needed, regardless of the ability to Py, is an issueof critical importance to all our citizens, including the elderly. It is, the conclusion of
the Older Women's League that the proposed regulations will greatly diminish that'access; we believe they are ill-conceived, unnecessary, and should be withdrawn.

LEGAL SERVICES AS A WOMEN'S ISSUE c"

Obviously your interest is on the impact of the proposed regulations on the elder-ly, At the outset, however, we think it is important for members of this committee
and COngress to consider the extent to which Legal Services issues are women's

, issues. Women constitute two-thirds of all clients served by LSC programs. This cer-tainly reflects the intent of Congress that legal assistance be made available to poor
persons who would otherwise be unable to afford 4. Reflected also is the-extent towhich poverty has a female face in this country.

Above 14 percent of Legal Services clients are the elderly, again the vast majority
of them, women. This is not surprising, either, when one reflects that 73 percent of
the aged poor are.women; 7 o t of 10 elderly recipients of food stamps are women;tifi percent of all Supplemental ecurity Income (SSI) recipients and 73 percent of
aged SSI. recipienis are women; 4hree-forths of the public housing units occupied by
the elderly are trader) by women; two-thirds of all Medicaid recipients are women.Since most of the cases of older legaLservices program clients i olve government
benefits (Social Security, SSI, Medicare, and Medicaid), anythi affecting LSC pro-
grams disproportionately involves women.

4

TH$ PROPOSED LSC REGULATIONS

lithe proposed regulations wsiuld greatly restrict eligibility. for services providedthrough the Legal Services Corporation, both to incrviduals and to groups. LSC pro-
poses ta.restrict eligibility for legal services, par tlarly ibby instituting extraordi-nary assets tests and by making untenable assn Wins out access to household
assets. We will comment briefly on both proposals.
The assets test: home equity

As members of this committee well know, current entitlement programs do notcount the value of the home in determining whether a person is eligible fOr assist-
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ahce. Those. programs Inelude. Mid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC),
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and food stamps. Now the Legal Serviees Corpo-
ration proposes to exclude only $15,000 in equity held in a home. This provision will
keep millions of older persons from eligibility for assistance from Legal Services pro-
grams.

Most older persons live in their own 'homes, and in the case of the elderly, most of
those homes are paid for. Although4the purchase price of many may not have been
far from $15,000 when the mortgage papers were signed, inflation in the real estate.
market, particularly in the last ten years, has sent property values skyrircketing.
Most people are aware that very few houses in the United States have current
values below $15,000. Census Bureau figures from the Annual Housing Survey show
just how few owner-occupied single-family homes woulameet such criteria: about
1,6 million out of 43.3 million, or fewer thaA 4 percent (see accompanying chart).
The median value o 11 such homes in 1981 was $55,300. The median value of
homes headed by en over 65 living alone was $39,600.

There is i t in such ludicrously loWlimits the assumption that persons living
in homes ed at more than $15,000' necessarily have sufficient incomes to meet
whatever needs they may have for legal services; and there is also implicit the belief
that if they do not, they should sell their homes in order tome able to pay for a
lawyer. But the paid-up home is not a liquid asset, and should not be looked upon as
such, A mortgage-free home is ofter the only substantial asset a widow has. Must
she mortgage this property up to the $15,000 limit in order to qualify for legal serv-
ices9 Social Security is the only significant source of income for most older women
alonL, whose median annual income is under $5,000. How can she expect to repay

estich a debt? Or is she simply disenfranchised, unable to pay for a lawyer, and
unable to qualify for legal services?

Household assets: accessibility.

Equally shortsighted is the proposal that the assets of the entire household be
consideredaccessible to the person applying for legal services assistance. The major-
ity of the elderly live in their own homes, and since women are more apt to be wid-
owed thanmen (85 percent of surviving spouses are women), they account for more
than 80 percent of the nearly 7.5 Million elderly who live alone. As older persons
become more frail, it is not unusual for them to seek other living arrangements in
the community, such as living with adult children or siblingS, Is the requirement
that all household income be accessible to the person seeking legal aid a disguised
form of "relative responsibility" that will increase tensions among family members
and reduce the likelihood of this type of informal family care-giving? Similarly,
family support systems may be adversely affected when the presence of a AFDC
recipient' in the household, for example, an, adult daughter, puts pressult on' the
aged parent to pay for the legal assistance she needs.

Impact on women under age 65
8

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we cannot conclude our remarks without some attentio
to the impact these proposed regulations will have on women under 65. Nearly o e-
third of all LSGfunded cases deal with family issues. Fully 25 percent involve di-
vorce, custody and visitation rights, spouse abuse, and spousal and child support.'''
The rights of each party in a divorce are protected only, o the extent that they have
equal, access to legal representaan; inaccessibility of affordablejegal assistance
leads to inequitable resolution of these issues. All too often, divorce has disastrous
economic consequences, for women, and the result is poverty, a poverty that extends
into old age. .

The older woman is often uniquely 8ffected by a divorce settlement in which prop-.

day division is directly linked to her-retirement income. The longtime homemaker
divorced in midlifis also particularly disadvantaged. She may have no credit histo-
ry, no income, few employment opportunities, and no prospects of recovering the
earning capacity she lost as a homemaker. What she needs most is a lawyer who
will help her get an equitable settlement. Yet under the proposed regulations, the

legal services lawyer must begin froln the premise that she has access to the cou-
ple's jointly-held assets. How can she demonstrate his salary is not accessible to
her? Even in community property states, th reis no division of assets until the di- '
vorce.

The proposed regulations make a conces on to "persons residing in shelters for
battered women and children." As long as ey are residing in the shelter, jointly
held assets will be considered inaccessible, d would therefore not be a barrier to
eligibility for LSC services. Little unders ding of the function of shelters in con
veyad by this section of the proposed reg lotions.- Most battered women don't have
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access to shelters, most shelters have strict time limits, unually set at two to three
weeks' stay, and most women who leave shelters may still be in need of legal help
which they don't have money to pay for. If these regulations are-allowed' to take
effect, the result will be further overcrowding of scarce shelter space, and no legal
assistance to women staying at safe harbor houses, informal alternatives in rural
and other areas that cannot afford shelters.

CONCLUSION ,.... ...
-

There are many questions raised bY.the publication of these proposed LSC/Tegula-
tions. The most basic is: why are they needed? Is there evidence/of abuse, overuse' by
persons who should not have received services? We think the stated motivation, adesire to focus limited resources on those most in need, is:belied by the high admin-
istrative cost of verifying. the new eligibility stanclards.lhe money and staff time
that will be expended in such verification could much better be. spent on the legal
needs of the persons seeking, service.

itfoases'where local programs are overwhelmed by persons in need of help, the
option of increasing eligibility standards is already present. If there is such a crush
N'omePpoor persons seeking legal assistance that such, drastic changes as those proposed

be put in place, the appropriate remedy is to increase the funding to meet the
need. Without assess to legal services programs,poor people have no opportunity to
make our system of justice work for them. The Older Women's League urgeB you to
do everything in your power to hasten the withdrawal of these proposed regulations.

Nutizber and Current Value of Single Family Homes, 1981 .18)

Current value of home,
Under $10,000

. 410:000 to $12,999
$12,506 to $14,999
$15,000 to $19;299
$20,000 to $2099

$50, 0 to $59,999 ,

$25,000 to $29,999
$30;000 to $34,999

035,00'to $39,999
$ 10Q to0$49,999'

$0,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99 999 '
$100,000 to $124,999
$125,000 to $199,999

$200,000 to $249,999
$150,000-to $199,999

$250,000 to $299,999
$300,000 and up '

Total

4
.

...

.1*

-:,

ti.

.

,

I

e...
Number of homes
towner-occupied,

single-familyi,

4'746,000
512,000

'
51,33051,°°0000

... 21,618448:000000

2 ,673,000
3,149,000
6,314,000
5,263,000
6,826,000
6;266,000

' 2,486,000
1,296,000
1,265,000

500,000
226,000
282,000

.

*k

;

43,293,000
1,99,000)nes with values under,$15,00N3.7 percent such homes.

Note.Mkian value of all owner - occupied single-family homes for the U.S. $514300.4.
Source: Cutkent Housing Reports: Annual Housing Survey 1981, Series H-150-81: Financial

Characteristics of the Housing Inventory, Part C, U.S. and Regions. Table A-I, page 3.

Mr. BILIRAKIS. Mr. Marshall, representing isabled communi-
ty.

6
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PANEL 5: DISABLED COMMUNITY, CONSISTING OF J. KOITMAR,
SHALL, DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS, *ERICAN
COUNCIL OF THE BLIND; ROBERT PLOTKIN, MEMBEk, LEGAL
RIGHTS COMMITTEE, NATIONAL MENTAL *HEArafj ASSOCI-
ATION; AND DON GALLOWAY, DIRECTOR,. D.C. SERVICES FOR
INDEPENDENT LIVING'

STATEMENT OF J. SCOTT MARSHALL

Mr. MARSHALL. Thank liau, Mr. Chairman.
The American Council of the Blind is the largest organization of

Mind and visually impaired people in the country. We are particu-
larly pleased to beThere today because we share this concern with .

re§pect to quality of legal services with these many elderly grouRs
that have testified previously.

I have submitted my statement for the record, but I would like to
just briefly outline a couple major points. As a membership organi-
zation we get thousands of calls each year on our 800 number from '

blind people inquiring about their rights and asking for legal as-
sistance with respect to disability issues. These, range from the f

person who has been fired from eMployment becUuse of deteriorat-
ing eyesight, the person who has been denied social security bene-
fits because the Social. Security Administration failed to-apply the
special rules for disability which apply to blind persons, and _much,
much more. There are about 30 laws, Federal laws, and numerous
State and local laws dealing with the rights of disabled people, and
there are many people that need advice concerning these matters.
The pr4vate bw- cannot possibly support this demand, and in a real
sense the legtVservices.offices in each community are the only re-
source that we COtild refer these people to when legal assistance is
needed.

Turning to these, regulations, the gross income' ceiling of 150 per-
cent of the maximum eligibility amount would greatly reduce the
fiumber of people eligible for service.' This is 'because many blind
and elderly persons have extraordinary expenses, medical expenses
or employment - related expenses. When I first started practicing'
law in 1976, Mr. Chairman, I spent, about $5,000 for reader serv-
ices. I was fortunate to have a job whose income eould support that
kind of an expenditure until I was able to prov to illy employer
that I could do a good job, but many blind people are not so fortu-
nate. Thus we disagree with the statement in the preamble of the
regulations that very few people earning above the 150-percent
income ceiling are in fact poor. Alsor Mr. Chairman, we cannot be-,
lieve that an individual who has be me eligible for SSI who the
Government has decided needs ith medic:Al expense can also
now afford a private lawyer egal assistance is necessary.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we also believe that we have not, heard-
any evidence today that the existing eligibility_rules are not work-
ing. We have heard only.that ,there is -not enough money to go
around. It ismy recollection that even prior to 1982, when all the
cuts came into effect, legal services programs locally had to make
hard choices about who they were going" to serve., Our questicin is
why cannot these hard choices kill remain with those- local pro-
grams?
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easBkieLdiRtA oktises.testify..
Thank you very.. much re; your time. It is a privilege to HavevThank you, Mr. Marshal. I certainly appreciate

iyottr patience mid tolerance in waiting so 'Yong: I helped' to work
lily way through law school by being a reader to a fine blind gen-
tleman who begarne i judge later in Jacksonville, Fla., so I have
great respect for your talents. . .

Mr. MARSHALL. Thal.k you very much. It was only through' the
efforts of people like 'yourself to provide,tht kind of assistance
that I goeThrough law school.

Mr. 1311Aamcis. Thank you. Yourtement and the statement of
Mr. Plotlein and Mr. Gallaway will be made. a part of the record.
Thank you very much for coming:',.',

[The prepared. staterne J: Scott Map pall, Robert Plotkin,
and Don'Galloway folloW;

4$
PREPARED STATEMENT OF . SCOTTMARSHALL, DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,

AMERICAN COUNCIL OF THE BLIND , ,
,

The American Council of the Blind is the nation's laigest membership organiza"
tion of blind and visually impaired people. Our members come from all walks orlife,
from all income brackets, and from all parts of the country. Ipr over years we
have been workifIg to improve the quality of life for blind anli visually impaired
people by opening doors to educational, employment and social opportunities.

i 1 , pro-
Handicapped and elderly people will -bear the brunt f the

standards proposed by the Legal Services Corporation its August 2§,
pos641 rule.' The U.S. Census Bureau has just released t s shocking statistic: 6,,per-
cent of disabled working age people have incomes below. ttie.poverty level,a rate
21/2 times that of other working people.?-Vnemplorpent, rues among,handicapped
people are currently estimated to be*tween 50 tqld7;5Percent even though in onlya small percentage cases is the inability to Oizn a regular, full-time...job the
reason a handicappe person is not employed.3- `- '--.4' , T. .

.But. beyond the fa , that a disproportionate number of potential clients of legal
services programs. are disabled, these cuts appear to be particujorly aimed at
making disabled and elderly people less likely to be eligible for services from local
legal services programs. This is.unconscionable given,the specific statement of con-
gressional intent that legal services programs should establish priorities which take
into account the-"needs of eligible clients with special difficulties of access to legal
services or special legal problems (including elderly and handicapped people.)" 4

CEILING'ON INCOME

Currently, local legal services programs mayand often dodeduct from a cli-
ent's gross income, medical and work expenses before making the determination of
whether the family's income is below the maximum income limit of 125 percent of
the poverty level (currently $12,375 per year for ajfamily of four).5 Tiiis allows legal
services programs tube responsive to .truly fieed,people who'are living in poverty
because of high medi..cal,'clisability,..oremployment related expenses.

The proposed .rule would .plaCe a cap of 150 percent of the maximum income level
on gross family incomethus allowing only a certain amount of these allowabIt ex-
penses to be deducted from the family's income to determine if the family's,,n t
income is under the maximum annual inQotrie level. It is not difficult to
that this arbitrary ceiling on gross income will lead to inequitable results in so e
cases.. People with ,disabilities or illnesses may use up a large portion of their
income .for payment'Of medical bills or expenses for readers, attendants, special

, 48 PR 39086, i ''',

'Labor Force Status and OtheGharacteristics of Perpons with Work Disability, 1982 (Series
P-23. No! 127, United States Census Bureau). See also; 'Physical Disability and Public Policy,"
Scientific American, Vol. 248, No. fi, June 1983, p. 42. ,. , .

1 President's 6ommittee ar,),,Employmelit of the Handicapped, quoted in-Handicapped Rights
and Regulations, :Vol. 4, No. 14Apr, 5, 1983), p. 49, .

442 U.S.C. Section 2996(110(2Na 1977. .; . ? ...../'----
,48 FR 19928, April 27, 1983.

7 9 )9'
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equipment, and tri. stiortation that enable then; to work or live ,kodepende,ntly.
These people would-be ineligible for services from,a local legal services program,.
even though they are actually "unable te.afford adequatelegal counsel" and though ,
they have "special difficulties of access to Legal services and special legal problems."
We therefore believe that thq. preamble to he proposed itzgalation is clearly wiong,
when itistates that: "Although a few people with higher incomes might reasonably
be considered to have sqme legal need, based on uiiusual circumstances; none of
them wbuld be -likely to: have need comparable to that of an oerffinary ,poverty
income client. Consequently, this absolute.ceiling will, not work injustice. and will
serve as a safeguard agapist 'expenditure of funds for representation ,OfipeNons who
are not defined as poor.', 6 ' .

On the contrary, the absolute ceiling on income will.in some instances undermine
Congress' intent that high quality legal assistance be, made available to indigent.,
people with special needs ."--2-' . .

LIMIT ON EQUITY VALUE IN HOME

People between, le ages of 55 and 65 are ten times more likely than PEople be-
tWeen the ages,ot r8 and 34 to have a severe disability. 'These people are likely-to
be already established in their community and to have been paying on the mortgage
on their home for years before the onset of their disability. These individuals often
must stop worki,ng at least while they receive rehabilitation services. If they need
legal services ddring this periOdbefore they can find gainful, employment, they will
be ineligible for lqgal assistance ever} though they would be unable to affor the
services of a private attorney. v.

This ceiling on equity value of a home imposes stricter eligibility standard for
legal services than for government,cincome maintenance and deeds-based programs,/
such as SSI, Food,Sta.mps and Medicaid. The proposed rule contains no )ustification
for.ifnposing a limityon the value of a homd nor does this proposal state a rationale'
for choosing this particular equity "limit. Again here, an arbitrary curb on eligibility
is being im osedion Joh] programs with no showing that it is necessary or that it
will insure t at indigent people in need of legal services iveceive therm

ELIMIN ON OF PER FISSION TO-REPRESENT RECIPIENTS F GOVERNMENT INCOME
. MAINTENNCE BENEFITS

One of the mot frustrating problems faced by low i Go blind and visually im-
paired people v io wish to apply for or retain income m tenance benefitslis that
they must complete seemingly endless forms and supply extensive clocunientiition to
prove that they meet the:eligibility standard. Currently legal services program re
permitted to serve people who qualify for government assistance based on rr d,
such as SSI, Food Stamps' and Medicaid.withqut an ,additional inquiry into t

come level. When this regulation vvs made it vlias correctly assumed that families
ho are unableto obtain adequate food,Ishelter or medical care without government

assistance ark also unable to afford toay for the services of legal counsel when
they are necessary.

The new proposal would no longer allow local legal assistance programs to choose
to assume that recipients of benefits under these programs for, poor Americans are
eligible for services: The,proposalt,would require potential clients who havealready
documented-their eligibility for These other need-based programs to submit to still
anoth4 eligibility determination procedure to document their financial need for
legal assistance. Valuable resources, desperately neededfor client services, would be
diverted topliper workaud to analyzing eligibility.

Furthermbre, some blind people who receive SSI max have incomes-slightly above.
tILe maximum; incometceiling for legal services. For example, the SSI program has
Witt into it work incentives for blind people who meet the other eligibility stand-
ards. For every two dollars of earned income, one dollaiis deducted from the claim-
ant's SSI-benefits until the benefit amount reaches zero.'Thus, blind people attempt-
ing to work their way off welfare could; be ineligible for the services of legal assist-,
ance attorneys during this period. Private attorneys who are, willing to represent
low income clients with disability-related legal problems are'not'available in suffi-
cient numbers to meetthe demand. Even if they were, most attorneys in their prac-
Oct; do not gain the expertise necessary to practice within this particularly techni-
cal, complex area of law. Assistance from legal services attorneys is necessary.

. I

'48 FR 3908(i.
"'Accommodating the Spectrum of Indiv,idual Abilities," United States Commission on Civil

Rights; Clearinghouse Publication 81, Septe%btr 1983, p.14.
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LEGAL NEEDS OF INDIGENT, BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED PEOPLE

The Americaq ncir of the Blindwhich incidentally 'received no federal
fundsIlls first -hand 'knowledge about the extent ot the need blind and visually irri-

; paired people -haveftir free legal services. We talvide information,71avice, and as=
sistance (to-blind and visually impaired people from across the country who call us
on our toll-free telephone. line. Our staff hears from thousands of people each year
who need information about their rights and who face legal problems connected
with their. disability. Many ,problems can be handled by providing the blind or visu- -

. ally impaired individual with information or advide about the process to use to solve
the proliffrik without direct legal assistance. However, freptiently people have legal

,problems *ich can only be giolVed by legal representation. We often refer these
blind and visually impaired people to their lqcal legal services office. ".

Who are these people that we refer to legal ,assistance attorneys? They are the
newly blind people who are denied SSI because either their eye condition is unique
and its severity is not understood by disability.detevnin;ation units or becaulia Social
Security has failed to apply special, technicatruleswhich fiplip only to blind claim-
ants to their. cases.,, They are people seeking--em yinent opportunities Who have
bean subjected to discrimination op the baslif.of handicap. They are people' whose -
vision has decrease and who have beep 'fireeby' their employers because the em-
ployer. has n,Q. understanding that blind and visually impaired workers can be pro-
ductive. They are People with guide dogs who are not allowed to rent apartments,
eat in restaurants, or to ride the bus. They are people who are being terminated
from Social Security Disability Benefits riOtbe result of Social Security's continuing

' disability investigation Br ocess.,They are:p&reata of multiply haralicapped blind and
impaired children who nd'adviqe'about Medicaid or special eduation.

The representation provided by legal services attorneys to 'these people con and
does'mala art enormous difference. Nearly 30 federal laws contain provisions which
prohibit discrimination on the basis of handicap in the adminiStration of a tecieral
program. Numerous state and local laws also exist to insure equal oppprtunitly for
handicapped children and adults. Congress hasseen fit to establish programs for the
rehabilitation and independent living of blind, visually impaired and other handl-, capped people. or low income people 'who are also disabled the promise of these
laws will remain nfulfilled if-they do not have access to legal services,

NO NECESSITY FOR THE RULE, .

Local legalservices programs already have the authority-to set income guidelines
below the existing regulation's maximum income limits and already adopt guide-
line:4 which allocate their limited funds to those families and individuals in the local
community who are most in ,need of assistance. Even prior to the major reduction in/ funds kir Jegal services prqgrams which became effective In fie<al viar'19821,ocal

were faced with far more potential clients than they could ever serve and
rie'which indigent clients and which Jegal needs to meet. The 'dated

lowering jr1come and asset ceilingelo the proposed regulation is that'=)''ihi
r increase in,COrpqratiOniappropriatiods has prompted a reexaminationeet,;,,eti ty criteria so.as focus resmilices bn those most in need." Absent evi-

tli local egal services offices are not using the discretiprP granted ty the
urrent rule to foes fesources on truly netly clients, there is nb need to required

kncorhe and asset
-\

. CONCLUSION
;

In 1977 'Congress amended the Leg4-Serviglid Corporation Act to require the Cqr-

mining and imple enting priorities for the provision of such assistance, taking into
poration to vocal legal services programs: "adopt procedures for deter-
mining

relative needs of eligible clients . . - including particularly the needs for'
service on the part of significant segments of the population of eligible clients with
special difficultres of access to legal services or special legal problems (inchicling el-
derly and handicapped individuals); *'!9

The propheed new regulations of the Legal Services Corporation undermine the
implementation of thi specific congressionarmandate. Rather than overcome the
"spLcial difficulties with access to legal services" of4the elderly and handicapped

St48 FR 39086.
'42 U.S.C:, Section 29964aX2X0, 1977.
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this proposal .would erect new bxriera*. to, services. We therefore urge that it be
Withdrawn and that the curre4tIregulations)emairkirt effect.

. .

4 , ' ift
PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERI,PLOTHIN, ESQ., ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL MENTAL

HEALTH ASSOCIAT/0//, ASSOCIATION FORIPTARDED CITIZENS

My name is Robert Plotkin. I am currently an attorney with the firm of Perito,
Duerk, Carlson & -Pinco in Washington, D.C. Formerly I was Chief of the. Special
Litigation Section of the Civil Rights Division of the U.S. Justice Department, with'
specific responsibility for civil rights litigation on behalf of elderly and disabled per-
sons: AS a member of the National Legal Rights Committee of the National Mental
Health Association, I am speaking today on behalf of the National Mental Health
AssociatiOn and the Association for Retarded Citizens.

The National Mental Hetath Association is a nationwide, voluntary, non-govern-
mental' organization dedicated to the promotion of mental health, the prevention of
mental illness, and improved treatment and access to services for the mentally ill.

Our local 600 Chapters and state-wide Divisions and more than one million citizen
volunteers work toward these goats through a wide range of activities in reasearch,

eduatiOn, public information and advocacy.
The Association fot' Retarded Citizens is a voluntary organization of over 200,000

members. Approximately half of 'heir membership are parents of mentally retarded
'people. Through organizationslig'49 states and their 1800 local affiliates, the Associ-
ation provides direct services Wand promotes,the welfare of mentally retarded chil-
dren and adillts.

To state it briefly at the Outset!' in our' comments we will ask that the Legal Serv-
ices Corporation withdraw the prOpoSed elegibility regulations. We urge Congress to
do the same. .

Advocacy for the mentally ill and the mentally retarded is a broad concept that
covers many different-kinds of efforts to secure better services for'arid to protect the
rights of mentally handicapped individuals. Within this broad definition of advoca-
cy, the need for and the significance of legal counsel as means of ensuring equal
access to justice is.a cornerstone of the American judicial system.' The President's
Comrnission on Mental Health (1978) also recognized that the need for accessible,
appropriate legal counsel wa.4magnified iii matters involving the mentally disabled,
whether relating to institutiohalization add' its potential-consequences Ce,ollier

to problems that occur due to the stigma attached to mental illness or specialead'Of,
the mentally,disabled. .

Access t6 legal counsel for the mentally disabled' varies- from state to state. Con-
gress, recognizing further need, enacted the Developmentally Disabled Assistance
and Bill of Rights Actand the Mental Health Systems Act (repealed with the excepl
tion of the Bill of Rights), Congress also specifically recognized a need for aggressive
legal representation to enforce the rights of institutionalized mentally ill and men-
tally retarded individuals by its passage of Public Law 96-247 "Civil Rights for In-
stitutionalized Persons Act' in May of 1980. In.the'Report of the Senate Judiciary
Committee concerning the 1978 version of the Sepate bill, the Coln Wee states:

The proliferatian of federal. law and constitutional doctrine guarad .certain,
basic rights to institutionalize0 persons has done nothing to overcome

Citing various reasons, the Committee went on to state that a major.

Brent
inability to-secure enforcement of those rights."

imped-
ing the ability of such persons td secure protection of then? rights is a lack of money.
"Most institutionalized persons are poor; many are. indigent; none possesses the re-
s urces necessary to finance litigation challenging systematic institution-wide

buse "2
The President's Commission on Mental Health clearly recognized the Legal Serv-

ices Coxporation as a neteseary partner in the p vision of legal services, howe.ver,
recognizing that the mentally disabled were an un ,rserved population in the Legal
Services System. Soce that time the corporation h funded the Mental Health Law
Project, as nationarback-upcenter to Legal Servicei3 attorneys representing clients

on mental disabilitY-specific issues.
The President's Comrnission went on to note that individual' as well as elass.

action rePresentation should be available arid supported free legal advocacy services

'Task Panel Reports Submitted to the President's Commission on Mental Health; Report of
Ole Tusk Panel on Legal and Ethical Issues, Vol. 4 appendix, Feb. 15, 1975 p.

1r)id, p. 1:11;9.
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4digent persons (while not expressing an opipton,.on whether a -means testMid be. invoked.)'
Z.;

The Legal Services mandate, as expressed in the Legal Services Corporation Act,- ' is that the Corporation's fundamentalpurpose is wto.provide high-quality legal- as-ii,' sistance for those who would be otherwise unable to afford Odequate legal counsel.'(Section, )I)01 ). We would suggest din Vhile not nil of the poor are mentally dis-
abidd, many of the' mentally distibled-peopll living in communities are poor by anystandard: :in percent of SSI (Suppleingntal Security IncoMe) recipients are mentally
disabled and 11 percent.Of SSDI (Social; Security Disability_ Insurance) are mentally
disabled. Many otherg exist on pUblicaissistance, food stamps and other local health
and welfare programs. Poor mentally disabled individuals have some of the same--legal needs as other poor and "not poor" individuals, such as: divorce and custody , -issues; landlord/tenant problems; and other needs. Mentally disabled individualsalso require a variety of psychiatric, medical, social and rehabilitative servicesdue heir disability. In the past,, providing these services elatively simplebecause most of the severely disabled mentally ill or mentallW.6 itarsied were tid-ni?tted to state hospitals and other, facilities where they remained indefinitely; thus (.-'-1virtually assuring all of these services could be arranged within a single setting.''With the adv of deinstitutionalization and community care and placement, men- - 1tally disablendividuals andtheir families are faced with an array of bureaucra-cies to be mastered to insure that necessary life support seryices are available. Un-
tnrtunately, getting food, housing, and health tare through public systems is often
difficult and M, IlKand ARC advocates have found that often, it is necessary not only '.to have sometne advocate or "speak' on behalf o' an individual; but also it is neces-sary to involve lawyers to insure that systems designed to Inefit the public respondin an appropriate way to the mentally diSabled. It tins often been our experience 'that they mentally ill and the mentally retarded, by nature of their very aliness or
disability, are often unable to speak up for themselves. Also, they may have special
needs (such as the need to (end .off well-meaning b4 inappropriate institutionaliza-
tion) that require legal attention: It is certainly cloffr to us that more lawyers need
be available to more mentally disabled people and not the other way around.Despite this, on Au 1983, the Legal Services Corporation proposed newregulations 'toncerni the eli 'bility of po people for services 'which will, we be-lieve, arbitrarily e 'minate milli ns of po people from representation and greatlycomplicate admi strative proced ding to adminis rative expense.For the last .t o years the Administration has sou t to kill th& Legal Services
Corporation, bdt Congress has prevented it The Administration has-been successful,howqver, in sign' icantly reducing appropriations. Now it is attempting to reducethe number of'eli .le persons, by changing the regulations. One reason given forthis attempt is-the It of sufficient funding to meet the needs of the poor as previ-ously define& The solu ..roposed by the Administration, it appears, is not to in-crease funding, but to decr sd eligibil' The ext step will be to seek further
funding reduction on the grou the pr ation in need has been reduced.
Catch 22. The cruel effect of this policy will n. be limited to the mentally disabled.
We would also state tha( the propoked changes

S
the regulations are not the result

of any Congressional demand or of any statut t change. There have been none
such. Wedo not believe that the Legal Services 0, oration hag- nitide ii,:bage as towhy these regulations are necessary.

Although this Adrsiinistration takes pride in its efforts to reduce bureaucracy and
paper work and to cut costs, the net effect of tbese changes, in addition tb,deprivinga great number of-the.poof of legal-services, will be to- increase the cest ofdetermining whether a person is

l
d to legal services. The Money available forservicq. alreadY outwill ibe further duced by the necessity+lif paying the in-creased regulatory costs.

Although this Administration prides itself on ,its concept a new federalism,". these new regula ions would 'rovide for izing funding at the national levelrai er an recognizing a t e prioritization should happen at the local level; (i.e.
that the local program should determine, under tight funding, how to limit their. -ii:',.client ease load.)

.
.We will focus the remainder of our comments; in thg time allowed, on two issues: i:the issue of group representation and the issue of determinalion of individual eligi-bility.; esperlly for disabled persons. C :

'CiviV,Rights of Institutionalized Persons, Report of the Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. ...,Senate on St139:i, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1))78., p. 17.
t) 'Annual Report of the National Council on the Handicapped, Topic 7: Alternfiiive Living Ar-rangements for P rsons with Mental Impairments, March 198'2 p. 9.
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. t.fifiler the new regulatiiiiis fht.A.SC will hv forbiitatin'ikebresent a-group which
is not primarily comPosedpf Iliiiionwitligit;ter legal assistance, but which, in fact,

has been organized to or whose priniiirr purpose is to ass*, lo* income persons.
This change reflects the inability br unwillingness of thiselinistration to recog-
nize the necessity and propriety of supporting people who' help the pbor. One of
'the sad consequences of being poorand certainly of being mentalt disabledis
the great difficulty of self-representation.' To deny to those Ole to help them-
selves the assistance- of others is to effectively cut qff assists

AThe Mental Health Association of...Minnesota, an affiliateA r. national organi-

zation, became increasingly aware in-late 1981 and early. ./402 of l9 devastating prob-
lem with the termination of Social Security disability benefits for the mentally dis-
abled. For example, Catherine Mooney contacted ttitinnesota MHA looking for
help. Through investigating, the MHA advocates found that .114s. Mooney had been
declared employable by a Social' Security doctor even though she had hallucinated
throughout the examination, and even though the report said her "difficpIty with
hallucinations" is not helped by medication. Her Social Security disability benefits
were terminated and she was forced to return to the psychiatric ward of a local hos-

pital for subsistence. Ms. Hilda Christenson also came to their attention. Ms. Chris-
tenser] is mildly mentally retarded with what is diagnosed as "persistent paranoid
personality pattern." She,worked as a food handler and:hi:m.0 health aide, but was
fired from every job. Thelocal rehabilitation enter evaluated her as not employ-
able. Social Security officials,. however, ignoring the Overlay, of mental illness on her

IQ, found that because she could dress herself 'and understand'simpledirec-
s, -she was not disabled. Her benefits. were terminated and she has since been

Mg on state general assistance money.
utraged 'atkhe failure of the Social SeCiiiity system tcf,am'end its procedures, ib

ith legal services lawyers,the State MHA brought the Mental Health Association
of Miariesuta et. al. y. Sclfweiker to stop the inappropriate termination of Social-Se:

'curityfdisability benefits to these411dividuals and other mentally disabled,persons

similarly; situated It is doubtful-that such a case could have been brought without
the kIssiHOnce of legal 'services attorneys:..This would have meant that the Social Se-
curity Administration would have ceintinued'denyingor terminating benefits on per-
functory reviews with is .$cient attention to medical or vocation factors that indi-
cate and inability to mr .ain substantiabgaitiful employment. The loss of benefits

has caused a tremendous strain on the. mentally disablgtloand their families and
denial of initial applications for SSIby chronically mentally disabled persons in in-

. stitutions results in many being forced to remain in institutions results in many
being forced to remain in institutional,settings when they could better function in,

their communities. 4
The Mental Health' Association, of southeastern Pennsylvania has seen deluged

mwith such requests fm' help from entally ill individuals and their families. For in-
stance, Mr. Merrit Reish came to them for help. Mr. Reish is 37 years of age, and

chronically mentally ill. He has previously been hospitalized at a state psychiatric
facility for 2 years. He has no work history to speak of an lives with his mother. He
was participating in community pr ms anddoing quite well until his SSDI bene-

fits were quite suddenly terminates" The Association referred him to legal services

who represented him -to an appeal of the termination. As happens in 66 percent of

. 'the cases, his benefitg were restored by an independent Administrative Law Judge.
Representation by a lawyer at that appeal-was critical to ita,success.,

The MHA of Southeastern Pennsylvania is conterngatin an 'action like that
taken by MHA of Minnesota to force SSA to halt these arbitraryterminations and

to.amend their, procedures, rather.than having each individual go through a lengthy
appeal only to see the majority regain their appropriate beilefits.

o

Under the proposed regulations Mental Health Associations and Associatials for
'Retarded Citizens would not be eligible for such group representation unless a

jority of their actual member,hip were eligible cliehts. Advocacy organizations whd

' speak out on behalf of those who may not be able to speak'out for themselves would'

belrevented from obtaining reprt ntation by legal. serf'ices programs. This would'

greatly impede efforts by these al programs, who are traditionally not well

funded, from bringing such issues, fA,the cO . We believe that, especially as it
relates to mental disability, this change in cu nt policy should not be tolerated.

Secondly, the new regulations, we lieve, c . .1 an that many mentally disc

abled individuals could be deemed 'my miger eligib e or legal services,
The proposals would fundamentally alter the current procedures under which eli;

'gibility is determined. For the first time.,:programs will be required to review- in
detail the-assets of a poor persorf deterriline eligibility. Of particular harm to the

elderly and to the unemployed, under the proposed regulations, a person who has

NO
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an equity greater than $1! in his or her home is aut6Ptically denied eligibility.
Many of the elderly poor iaye held their homes for; one enouik to increase in home
values in the last ten otars. Such persons may' be practicaM unable to support's
themselves; yet if they have an eq n their horde 6f more than $15,000:they may
not receive needed legal aid. HHS* d to,pllice a comparable ceiling on home
equity in the case.,.of SSI recipients:elle reault people _were forced to give up their.,
homes in order to receive SSI or attempt to surviveNrithd come. Faced with aid
situation, 'Congress amended the stlitute'to`Aquire that tal value of the hqine
and all contignous.land be,excluded in determining eli Thus, clear Congres-
sional 'intent is contrary to the Administration efforts in tion with the LegalServices Corporation.: ., .

Another eligibility limitation will have a particularly serious effect on the mental-
.

ly disabled. The new regulations require that assests' in excess of $1,500 per house- ,hold ($3,000 of a household member is age 60 or over) be considered in determining
available assets. This necessarily will have a chilling effect on the ability and will-
ingness of families to allow the mentally disabled and other poor, family members to:
share their horrid Alternatively it will deny necessary. legal services to those pool'people who dalive with families. . , .40 . Q:

These regulations alik make houOehold income a criterion of eligibility' If this cri-
terion,:becomea'a majoF,AiCtor in the detemination of eligibility, malty fibs-iota.); ill - sib:
and Mentally' retardedlidividuals living with their families will become ineligible,
for legal services. This particular 'provision would have a devastating impact' if in .-1,addition, "total household income' can be interpreted to mean the stun, Of the, in-
comes of individual residents in a group home. It is realisticto belie*tliafstielp,pri
interpretation could be..made as our experience in the FoodtamP6 4Mgr*proy@d..Prior to a 1979 changein the law, the sum of the income of group hodiCresittents
was added together to figure "total household income" for purposes ofinAidual eli-
gibility of group home residents. When confronted v4h, the effects of that provision,
Congress clarified that each individual resident's income should be considekedapia
rately ta:tletermine individual eligibility.

.

0.

How big might this problem be? A recent GAO study on _group homes for th
mentally disabled stated that in. 1980 there. were an estimated 6,500 group homes
serving-mentally,disabled persons in metropolitan areas alone.5 This figure includes
homes, for the mentally ill and mentally retarded. The study stated that almost all
group homes derived portions'of their operating funds from clients' SSI and other
federal entitlements and that state assistance and client's personal income aside
from SSI wereqilsit common funding sources. With similar data ARC estimates that
of the 6 million mentally retarded indivuduals in the U.S.: "175,000 areilln ingtitu, ..
tions; 60,000 are in group homes (6,000 group homes); and the remainder of thei6
million mentally retarded citizens live with the families." .

Similar data as to the mentally ill is provided by the National Plan far t Chz'on-ically Mentally I11.6 the approximately 20 million Americans sufferingfrohn Jacimqform of mental i e million ,are chronically mentally ill. Of those 2.4 triillion,
900,000 rie in i tr (either hospitals or nursing. homes). and ,.690,000 are in

ivarious residence mmunity. .

There is current akdOwn as to residence in group homes or residence with
families. We believ n the case of the mentally retarded, the majority of

4...the chronically m with their families. In eithemsituatiofi, taking 4,9ombined incomeo - rent the bledintlividual .vill ofte4result infa.datelirmination of ineligibilitY.,Fovinstan Can look at the case olie retarded'adult
that lives lathe Tamily' home. If a 40 old Downs syndrome is cared for by
his natural gretitsz(rather'than in a tly,,institution), the elderly, retired parent
are likely to Save an. inconr consisting of retirement benefits'aad,Social Security
benefits for each, parent. Add to. that the -8'SI be nefit' for the retarded adult and
chances are incomethey have exceeded incoe limitipmposed'under these regula,
tions. Although their income is above the standard, they ,ii;,., no# iti reality, have
adequate monies to provide a Ilrwyer for their sonlEould W'come to require one.

Are all residents of group homes for the mentally disabled td be denied legal serv-ile. ices on the basis that their added incbme exoeedS the limit? mnce 't is noted by the
GAO study that most Soup Womes retain a portion of theii oper expenses.froin N..

17 -':,`

5 Re t by the United States GenerEil Accounting Office, "An An lysis of ng and Other' Eloblem4, ffecting the Establishment of Group Hotnes for the Me Ily Disabled.' GAO /RRD-83 -14, Aug. , 1983, p. 1. , , t _ \6 "Toward -A NatiAal Plan f the Chriinical191.1entally I 13ort to the becretamby theDepartment of Health and 'H an,Services, Steering Co thee ot:Chronically Mentally -Ill. DHHS (ADNi 81-1077,,Dece ber 19fi0, p. 2-10.. ,.
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clients' federal' prottlItun or entitlement benefits, it can be that most of the

... . ,residents Wm beeerecagnized by the government as pone ble to meet their
basic.nee4s7Out of these small entitlemen4i, then, these, itOns would require
all of,"theie residents to pay4or their own legal servicee''s 1d)theY require such
services:t certainly, does not follow that alt of their individual monies are shared or
potded an thus available to all, as 'somehow 'seems to be indicated by the fact that
LSC woqffrarrive at d total. household figure. ,

In summary, we 134140ottiosIlltowing: (1) the LSC has failed to make a case as to
why these regulatierman n ry; (2) there has been no Congressional demand or 4;
stptutory change to indicate a need for these regulations, (3) the LSC should not be ,

instituting major policy changes during this time of controversysurrounding.anthe ,,,,,,', ''

, LSC; and, (4) these regulations will be clearly detrimental to poor mentallyill.,d ':. . 4, . ,1,,,,,,,,

mentally retarded citizens. These regulations should be withdrawn. .,
Thank you. I would be happy'to.answer any questions. -'.,'i .-

. ,.' ^ ..

PREPARED STATEMENT Or DON
d,"140W.AY, DIRECTOR, D.C. SERVCES FOR INDEPENDENT .v,

. 6
f

.LIVING, INC,
-

4

. AThe District of Columbia Services,tar1independenteLiving, Inc. is a nonprofit orga-
nization which piovides supportive seicioes to disabled people that:allow us to live
independently in our home and in the,, community. We serve the most severely dis-
abled citizens of the District of Columbill; atIcl have found that there are many bar-

.

riers to independent living for ps.. . .

One of these barriers is th%new prol;osed client eligibility regulation; intrOduced',
by the Legal Services1Corpciration. These proposed regulations negate some of the
real independent living aspirations of our participants. - ' ' ,

4 i .

4 ELIGIBILITY fRITERIA . v

. t 4*.

'Man of mfr. participants would notpualify for legal se es under the proposed /
regulationsbecause of the vehicles which they, are forced to/use. /eludes with hy- ,;,'
draulic wheelchairli.ifts and/or hand controls far exceed tfie.$4,50.0 equity ceiling for
ligibility. These vnicles are necessary Tor medicalu and'joh,related transportation.

In addition, if a severely disabled person)ovei the age hi' 55 has more than $15,000
equity in their home, they are also frIgnied, access to affordable legal services. Many '

f these /*Limes were initially purChased/at a lower cost; 'hbwever, due to the inflated
Pi jwusing market; bur disabled homanwners are faced with dilemmato -selltheir ,

accessible homes or without legaiservices. Indeed, if the hoine.is sold, the inz
It we

fromfrom such -a sale, wo last only fi' few years. Thus, the disabled person is put into
,the, position of have end accessible;,affprdable housing or haviag to live with

1. -
family and/or friends. One of the crefttiv.i.methods used by our seaff.teencourage
accessible, iiiicrdable hopsing gyour participants-Is to share housirt. The income of .,,i
the entire household would then be considered and again, no legal seiktices would bp -4.', .

.available to ourilisahind brothers and sisters. . io J '
f I- -

ELIMINATION OF PERMISSION TO REPRESENT CLIENTS OF GOVERNMENT INCOME: ::
A

, MAINTEINIANOPROGRAMS .'
P .,,

V
The additional burden to make available all fin al records to the Legal Serv,

ices Corporation would, create another, cost for sev ely disabled citizens. A quadri-
plegic,

a blind, person a deaf-person or a mental) retarded person would have to
get an.dttendant, a reader, an interpreter and/or a r to assist him or her with
the process of completing the additional application. - ' f

In addition 'to the burden placed on the disabled individual, the Legal SerVices
iCorporgtion tild then be in the business of acting as an eligibility determination
unit. .

\
CONCLUSION .

I str ly recommend_that the original'regulations be used, and that the new pro-
4pos regulations be viewed as yet another attempt by the Reagan Administration
to erode the progress the poor,have made in the last ten years.

Mr. BILIRA s. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon at 5':10 dip hearing was adjourne*
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TESTIMONY, On 11EW Yen; CrryCpi4V PRESIDENT CAROL BELLAMY

Chairman Biaggi; Meirkbers of tlie,'torf(nittee, I am'Carol Bellamy, President of ., the New York ejty CdunciP' I ` m submitting this testing to express my strOng
tobjection

and opposition the t Services Corppration proposed changes in its .eligibility requirement* -98 F . Reg: 39,546 et. seq. (Au t 29 83)The proposed regulktions"ill deprive countless thousan s of pitor New Yorkerpincluding many elderly poor, handidapped individuals, battered wofnerl and usiern ,_ployed persons, from access to the American legal 'system. Thee can be little doubt
4 as to the consequences, of loss of access. For the. ,poor, the ability 'to contest the.,,denial of welfare assistatice,the rejection of a Medicare claim,or the receipt of as i ' -4'.,,eviction notice, can literally mean the difference between ,having adequate food, .,health care an shelter and doing without. tThe avowed purpose of the proposed regulations is "a reexamination of eligibilitycriteria so as to focus resources on those most in need." But instead Of carving witha scapel in an attempt to isplate legitimite cost-saving measures, the regulationsIndiscriminately apply the butcher's knife, thereby cutting off from legal assistancesoor f currently eligible poor persons. This is particularly unconScionable in light ,'of the ministration peated efforts to reducOnd dismantle the federal, aid pro- °grams that have providedin the Administration's oWn vh5rdsa "safety rpt" forthe poor. . .

One of the most pernicious and insensitive prq,vision .s. of thb proposed regulations.is' Section 1611.6 which adopts an assets tit to deteftine legal services eligibility.Under this test legal services programs would. no conger automatically be able torepresent clients receiving benefits from governmental income maintenance pro-
..grams. This means that even,though clienta,ikneedofiegal assistance have alreadyqualified for AFDC, SSI or fbod sampsall of which are means tested programs ,they must still subjecilheir personal finances to:yet another layer of bureaucraticgcri4 'fly. To make matters worse, the criteria used to dete?mine legal services eligi--bi °ate in some instances stricter thaelhe criteria Used for inwae_maintenance. ol.pr rams, The proposed regulations calla thus lead to an absuid eheartless '' ',- result; fndividuals eligible or potenttilly eligible for govdirment assistance to payfor food, shelter Or clothing hfay be required to payjor their own legal services.,

.

.- ''The proposed regulations also failgto provide r istic guidelines for assessing anindividuals" assets. ,They require legal service& programs to . consider individuals'liquid and non-liquid. assets instiotermin* their lity,. The maximum allow-able assets are limited to $1,500,per 'house Id, or 0 page of e household with Atwo or more .members,,, of wfiont is 60.o; o er, $3, in assets, These ceilings artfar 'too low .vheii consi in. light of the limit usionr.orovided for in theproposed regulations. ....:.':- '
f

. . VL, /
For instance, Section 1611-.6(6X1) on* e tides,irp.iri COnsiderationeof4in.i,pdivid- ''ual's assets $15,000 equity. ih a home,, Limi Vie homeownership exclusion to .1.$15,000 Tgnores the fact that 'many elderly and u 'ployed individuals phpin years 'ago. at fowef prices. One study, Wised the 1977 Annual

found that42-percent of the elderly honieowne receiving public
aa.equity valtiein excess of 115,000. Given inflation _lieme v this3. .oubtedly substa.ntiqlly ,IiigHbr today.,The $15,0001 ide equit p is

d
..-

.me 'on New York's elderly and unemployed. perty ues he
_ ertain that, a homeowner, no matter how m income Or 'othert be eligible forlegal se ces. .'..'°. .

.--,ddr ....nb. rejafink.,tp..the ex iim of assets ar t iefiCient in two, other re- 1spects. First, -gulatiOns place $4,600 equity;r,a n the .ownership one ormore .licen les. This .pro ion penalizes: tile. ndicapped who needspecially equipped:L.0,44'310511es to live productive lives. nd, the p d 1. du relat-,
(83)
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t ,/. : in g to calculating the' assets, o battered wome ill create insurmountabl4' barriers
to'eligillility for the/Vast rnajl1ty.of such wo n. The jointly held, offsets of a bat-

,
tered woman and her abusjv husband will be considered inaccessible to- her only if
she is residing in a shelter. Given the reality of limited shelter space as well as tbe
reasonable desireof some battered women to live with friends or on their own, thfre
i imply no logiC to this rule. . , ...--" "S!
alistic, but violate the explicit terms of the Legal Services Corporation Act. The Act

e proposed regulation's limits'on maximum allowable assets are not only unre-

'authorizes local programs to topsider "liqUid, assets" in detertnining eligibility; it --

specifically does not autft-ize. the consideration of non-lirid assets or resources.
The obvious reason fir ff-Weiclusion is.that Congress did. not believe that poor per-

, sons should be required to sell their home or car in order to qualify for legEil eery-
ices.

., Apart from the provisions resticHcting the eligibility of individual clien : I 'pose
. the proposed changes relating to gtoup representation. While the curre\ regula-

tions perinit representation of groups who-lack funds and whose primary p is

to further the interests of elticaents, the proposed regulations limit - e ..':'.nta-

-' ' ° tion to groups primarily co of eligible,cliente;.This restriction no

ore ,,than 1 transparent ploy designed to undermine ,the effectiveness of the many
advfoctcy- organitations- devotet to helping the poor obtain benefits to which 'they
are lawfuliy entitled. Far from setVrtig the mandate of the Legal Servioes Corpora-
tontb

..
assist in irdproVing opportunities of low-income personsit will depsive the

r of some of thitir strAgest-allies! As a local elected effielalel can athA-to the
ed,j for advocacy groups representing the interests of the poor. Without them gov-

ernment wonljj fail to address adequately the intere4s of vulnerableconstituencies. ,
.1 am also concerned that the proposed regulatio will hamper, the provision of

legal services to the poor by burying fiderally funded.lawyers in a mass of unneqes-'
aary paperwork. The imposition of anassets test will require titaff.to spend, se
tial time soliciting and verifying information regarding clients' financial; eliilli
This enormous burden cannot be Justified in the absence of ony Agile an
tial data demonstrating that there is a need to ensure that LSC.funded 'se
not being provided to individuals who can afford to obtain -private ceunsel.: )---.

'Ph* federal. government's i6Volvement in the promulgettiorr of eligibility' cii
for LSC funded' rograms is not only misgujded from a y standpoint, but. ..,'

tion 2(B) of tha Jict givneach local prograni "flexibilit 'develop its own eligibi .
...-

but-

'appears contra kto the letter and spirit of the Legal Se Corporation A. '''

ity standards so'as to assure the best use of its resources and maximum service to
,- those most in need." See t. Rep. 93-495, 9 Cong., 1st Sess., 14 (November 9, 1973). .

The proposed raeLtrationsttake t is power way from the local programs. They re, ,

quire that needy-individuals be nied legal services if they hail income in excess
- of 15.0 pOrceqt of the proVCrty guidelines, irrespective o -whethe#extgordinary ex-

I''' erienses in WM make individuals unable to pay for legal 64.., Lai,. .. '.
'They impose on programs mEuinnyba asset linlits hi : !.... : :, P. and,C ri- ..

''
ofsequenlly,,take no notice of tbe cos of living orp Pe

Itie u-ritry.oln short, the pitoposed regulations i ,pose. '-:'4

Congress intended to be essentially a local decision. That an, estenti-
ii what

,t bly dedicated togleregulation would pi7opose such a step is ex rit. ary.
As one reads eh:laugh the proposed ISC eligibility requirements, i mes appsy-

., ent that what really is at issue the concept of government funded egar lie one.

It is cl.

.-,.

not tow the regillEitions.at) yet another attempt by the Admin. Ea-
rtion o dism tl the-regal services program. Having failed to limit the access of the

atte
ices th h, the budget reautiorMation ptocees, the fegulatidii's . .

Poo yripdirOtion what 'could not be accomplishey. One would
ho t' t lie d,ebs on, such a critical Issue asllse rya:es-to the poor

wou be e bpi!) Au
The inistration's u Eelenti I; 'to abolish legal services is a grave niis-

take. We are a society co itted ttje piciple'ofthMtof law. We cannot hope -

to make good on that pro Ise if er legal-protections 'only to: thee who can
afford to pay. In short, without. governnçnt funded legal services we commitAoCr-
selves to a two tiered system of jUstice*holly.at odds with our democratic ideals.

..

."-- ' - . .
..

.,4Iik.,,!
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Mr. Merin Biaggi, Chairman
Select Committee on Aging
U. S. House of Representatives
116 Souse Office Building, Annex 1
Washington, D. Q. 20515

Siptember 27, 1563

lk

Div Mr. Biaggi: \
,f '1 la snclOsing a memorandum our staff prepared on c
he s Legal Services regulations on, the current eligible c

of

population. Several of these proposed,regelations will have'tbd tee It
of eliminating large numbers of the elderly poor from Legal Service
eligibility. See,. for example, comments onpAges 1, 4, 5, and 7 o
e nclosed statement.

:,.

. The restriction on ity al r 1116,000 would have a
particularly strong impact o (the derly Litton. atimatsa of the
numbers of elderly poor who Mould elimi t ficom bOtate's \..
e ligible population des to thicpr to tfAelbn re(Sisted on the
enclosed computer printout: ..,

If we any. be of any 'ad ional siiiStancle to the Committee,
,..

-pleasagdo not heiltete to contact me. Thank:you,fbr your interbeb in the
work Or the Center.' . .

N

Si rely, 2.

.,.

keonar

, Iincl u i y of ComeNts on Proposed friigibAity Changes .'

e Zstieates of Populations Bliminated-from Bligibilit

V,
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Sept. 23,1983

Summary

Impact of major proposed regullitions on
families and individuals in

poverty:

ft

o Over three illion of the house s blow poverty will

be eliminat from eligibility the restriction on home

equity of over 5,000, Ttis means that almost' ten

million people wi be d Sftly 'affected by the loss of

Legal Services.
1'

o 'The home equity restri on will be especially harsh on the'..,

elderly poor pbpUlilo . Over a third of elderly,

individuals noW,qualif edfoi Legal.$etpices will be

eliminated from.eligii 14gefe.

o 404,568po*V-levelr and househo s will bl'in danger

of 1poes4-4044/ yfiy the pr ion that. those with

firm property val .d at over $30, 00 be elimlnated. .This

Owe theb1402 ,105 people in farm households willnot

have acres!.. LegaLServiceis. .

4

o The rest tA ion on automobile own rship to vehicles valued

,a;kunjeld'$4,50.0 will mean that lmost 9 million

poverty-level households will e question dehbout the

valuationzbf'their cars. 'Assu ing that on quartlf of

the carsAire'valued'at otter $4,500, over tw million

households will'no longer be eligible for L al Services,'

assistance. In 706,0.00 of eliminated houpeho it: he car

tp gat to the place of.employment.

AO/ 4
o Over PaIllOn people are in households which qr-ealify for

Fqod StampsIncl unemployment
benefits, 40 which have

4' incomes over IdOeiof the poverty line. Over a million

v.:. people iireabove poverty and receiving Supplemental,

Security income paymenlif and Fbod-Stirmps. -These.peopld

may be eliminated:Ir9pi
4 C

)
o., Forty mt of t ideal, in pgveity

privateli4podsore -pensions or encohv'

--"Tent; they will °eliminated frcim,el

represents ,400 00 elderly persons 1

, poverty i m evel. TRe poverty.Ny

wakson living alone.

o' The proposed ch'anges in eligibility,segliiatione,WOulLhafe_,,,/'

a
disproportiopately harsh impact bn female-headed

.

, haseholds, cbiAren, the aged,,and racial minorities,

SizSCe theme groups mane up largeuproportions of, the

.,,A current poverty papulettion. " ' . ,

.44

Cz.

1
TP t
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To: Select Commitee
Mario Biaggi, the '4% .

Sporn: Natienaiflocip

Waehingt

:;Pes.t4; September 26,

O

SubjectImments on Proposea AU

_477"..,,

The commtnts ofl ape,
iMpact the proposed criteria )o

t' 1611 Ajed
-

tOlieCtirohs of the propo rule es mate the
d he on the current elig ble povertypOulation. Estimates arrbas on n r of WI sehold and persons belowthe Federal Poverty Guidelinesoand,

appropriate, the somber of persons
above the income level who'wbuld be it by the loss. of LidAl Services.
In coat instances, the national popUlati ;totals for 1001 of pover4 are usedas bases for the eitiMates of numbers exciu d by the proposed rule. Use ofother bases are noted. Where available, figures for 125% poverty are alsoshown.

important to.se that, unless otherwisestated, the estimates
that Part of.the population which now is eligible for Legal
poverty income, guidelines for 1983: are as follows:

It is

below refer to
Services. The

Size of House or Family Unit:

(
.

lebl Level 125% Level
1 person $4,860 $6,075
2 6,540' 8,175
3 8,220 ' -. 10,275
4 9,900 .12,375

. '' .....22:i'j...:

All'eata sources, sed were official governmental documents. Standard
estimating and extrapolation echniguee w re :lit for subgroups dbt Shown indetail in publistted sources. °portions owl in -older publications were ' 5appliellsto current poVerty couhe est tell, adjusted for inflatioiliOrdemograpb geS, as noted. Governmerit data sources are listed bel .'Estimates o e 1982 06verty population are based on data from the March,
.1983 Current Population Burvey.

.. .Background:
A

National data on the site and charac ristics of the poverty
population are found in Censug.documiatis.iind rreniltpulatiOn Surveyreports. The .are the:only, national estimates hich use similar incom,
definitions orpoverty level, applying them to family or househoA4 size .y
Oeher studies include information oe the characteristics of'1644%come'
families, households, or persons, but many definitions of low- incoije are not
directly equatable to poverty levels (because the poverty definitirib is
adjusted by eiselof household or family thus, many studies which ".
contain valuableinformation on,low-i le groups are not for . ,tcomparative purposes.

.

;,.
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The Currerit Population Survey results are based on a s Iler sample

thent used in the income section of th'e Census; therefore, tate

cased
its based on the CPS are not available. The figures used below are

il?ased oft national CPS totals.
Povesty populatio9 totals for recent 'years are

fogows:
,;z.PAV,

Selected

Total Per lions 3'

Family Status
Persons in families:

Householder
Children under 18
Other members

Unr6lated subfamilies :

Unrelated individuals

1;A,

Characteristics of Persons' and Families Below

Residence:
Nonfarm
Farm

Employment
Worked during ilfar

Had some unemployment.

Aye
59 and under
60 and over
65 and over
72 and over

Poverty, 1981-1982

'1982"

Rate

1981

RateNumber Number

34;398,000 15.0 31,822,000 14.0

.27,3 ,000 13.6 24,850,000 12.5.

7 2,009 12.2 6,851,000 11.2

13 139,000 21.3 12,068,000 19.5

6 698,000 8.7" 5,931,000 748

91,000 52.8 482,000 53.4

6 ,000 23.1 6,490,000 23.4

33,160,000 14.8 30,562,000 13.8

1,238,000 22.1 1,260,000 23.0

9,119,000 7.8 8,631,000

3,710,000 1/.3 3,258,000 16.8

29,454,000 26,818,000 14.0

f. 41,944,000 a 5,004,000 14.0'

3,751,000 14.6 3,853,000 15.3

2,337,000 ' 2;404,000 17.9

"the poverty tfres4old for a family-of four, was $9,8621 the

time theseqigures wer4\published, Pove*iy rates rtr.t0410,...

Proportion of the total popuXation with We chariC.t.

4k

below Ap.,of poverty income.

Ut,p.65-66.
'ifs
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eliminated by this provision, and over 9 million indi idualsln the poverty

W. Section 1611.6 (OM: Homeownership f over $15,000
A

Summary: Over three million belo poverty ill be

population be directly affected by the loss of 1 gal services. Thi
provision will have an even harsher imp4ftt. on the elderly poor--almost

two-thirds of the elderly live in owner- coupled hOmes. 45% of poor
households, and 62% of elderly. poor households,'are'owner-oocuped. 1

The Annual Housidg Survey for 1981 reported that 88% of ho4
units owned by low-income _individuals were valued at over415,000 (the
fbr all income groups is 96%): In addition, 66.3 of housing units own

Ult in.the dxcAown below.,
low-income individuals had no monthly moirtgr

lusions',This

asset test f
eligibility, therefore, would res

5,590,00 workers belotAhe At4iine will bt unemployed
period of time during the yeat. This half (51%) of all workers below
poverty who either worked or looked for work. It is especially important tOS,,
note that almost 800,000 hous..r4..t elow poverty hal'? workdstwho ace likely
to fade severe employment

9

In loW-income hous

homeownership costs (taxes;
/here applicable) consume a
for households not in pover

with,and

titer and

without mortgages,

sewer fees, and tortgages .
household income than is true

)9

Housing Characterist cs of the Poverty Popula on, 1981-1982

.141982 , 1981
106 125% 100%

.Holgkolds:
'Owner-occupied:

Total Persons:
in owner-bccupied

411* housing:

Householder 65 and
over:
in owner- occupied
housing:

.

12,980,000
51893,000,

34,398,000

15,616,000

.3,531,000
3

. 2,221,000;

17,961,000
8,675,000

46,520,000

22,468,600

5,622:000

3,598.,000

11,676,000

5,305,000.

30,940,0

13,597;000

1:185,0001

,002,(300

16,538,000
...7,984,000

42,821,000

20,192000''`

5,175,000

'3,311,800

.

, See: 4i-Table 1; B, Table B. Estimaterp for 1982 fflures were derived from 1981
proportions; with the Aception ofs.,total number of_persons belowPoverty
(published in.the arch 1983 CPS report.) Ni9rage number of people perhougphol
.2

tJ

4,
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'If"

Homeownership Assets'Tes L 1982

All'Househo/ds:,

Value over
$15,000

686,0114
-

Subtotal with equity:* 3,4224

Persons in *IMO Hough:hold:4i 13,743,000

Subtotal,witW equity:4 9,070,033

Householders over Age 65:
Subtotal with equity:

1,954,0(10..
. ° i 290 000

it is assumed that households not haVim'a mortgage
payment excehe equity-test, since these luses.are valued
over 815,000.

k°

So rce nual Ho Survey: Financial recteristice of the

Housin. Inv. for 1981. NielAwtabOlations appl 0 one-unit strucples on

less than 10 acres, hiving np commercial establis nt on the proper
Owner-occupi d.cooperativs,'condomthiums, mobile homeit,,and trailers are

x uded.

:1?.

Proportion of Household Unitsi:aying

Over' 251 of income for HousYng'

::.Type"of Unit All Units Oni4rnebme. Ub

With,moitgages 264 ,

.

711 '.
. .

without mortgages 15% ,. 331

See: J, p.3(1.
"

.,,,,7

11'

,

i
...f;

., 2
Unemployment Std'iipreoWnershiP'

9,119,000 Peihrins below poverty who worked
J,

10,999',0'O0 P ponsiemployed and unableto find work

391,600 IN ' nemp oypd: 1 - 4 weeks

840,000 5 - weeks 2

1,075,0001' 15 6weeks ..

1,404,000 ,.. 27 weeks or more'

1,880,000 b mployment,foupd.for yeeri24

5,5j0,000 1 beyow poverty' of active :labor fOrce

.unp1c4ment, or 5111,f tholwho worked
1- looked for clock.

. 1. ) i*
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91,

15,616,000 Persons below poverty living in.owner-occupied
homes

.554 Proportion aged 15-64
8,651,000 Persons aged 15-64, in owner-occupied homes

.

.48 Proportion of this age group wh6 worked or looked
for work

4,152,000 Totpl persons
.51 Proportion facing employment problems

2,118,000 Persons experiencing unemployment
-di 2.65 Persons:Tor-household
/19,000 'Households With Persons experiencing unemployment

B. seCtion 1611.6(0(4): Value of fa over $30,000

Summary: Thirprovision woul act 467,169 farm bouseholde, or
1,238,000 persons in the poverty popul n. Over four-fifths (86.4%) of farms
are valued at over $30,000. L404,568 fa m households would be excluded from
eligibility, affecting 1,0727x05 persons.

Source for estimate:

Of those below 1001 of poverty 33\160,000 are
1,238,000 in farm areas.

1
1,238,000 Individuals in povertsil g on farm.preas in 1982.

Y',-
1

2.65 No. persons per househ
.(:..4.

.. 7467,169 Total farm householde i

.866 Proportion valued ova 00
404,568 Number of househo4* ed.,by-isset,frest.

2.65 Number of, persons i 4 libuseholks'.

...) . '.

1,R72,105 Tota*rrsons.exclude

S4:i.'' .
, 1

. ..gee: N, Table 34, p, 86. 7:44 of ally. wet VSlukbeliRw $20,000;
12.0% valued between $20360 and'4391099,. 44 etfer groUp of farm
valuations was divided An half to cleriPe:ib iltidate,above.

"::-)
.,,./ ------

i .
..

.9
,,,,

*
,of over S ,500

Cf'secti 1611.6(c)(3it Automobile equity
.-.,..0 -

.i'! Suy4 Ninemhllion of the 13 million households below pOtetty
.100i. be affe y.Spii4Legulation. Over two million.households are ehtimated

o be eliminated from eligibility due to the value,of the cart. -
/fi,mver 2 and 112 millionCof housebtr:kelow Remtyr the car;is'.

Used to get to the place Of.emploiment--706,0
Of theseleVeeholds will ber

eliminatef due to tt,ils restriction on automobiles.. : :

. In additiBbi mere than six million people' reported that they have a .

public transportatgbn (its biliv; that is, they.arCunable v.o use,public
transportation du to phy al disability. 584'oi'fhese are over 65 years of
ape. This; r for. ligibility woulf,be particully important to theseStwo popUlatins. *

in non-farm areas, and

dr
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.

,

12 000 Households below poverty

.69 Proportion of low - income
hot:behold:II having at least

one car (inComi n9der $10,000)

8,956,000 Households with automobiles,
estimated .25 over value

2,239,000 Households eliminated

9,119,000 Persons below poverty who-worked

.82 Proportion of all workers who use car in journey to

work

7,478,000 Workers below poverty using car for employment

2.65 Persons per household

2,822,000 ,Households using car for employment

706,000 .4,Household
eliminated from eligibility

4

See: A, p. 221 P, p. 141 I. Tab 1097: and 0, Table 2.

. Section 1611.6
,

Summary: This n regulations woOld affect 1,1611,000 (98)

-4
houstholda bilowdpoverty, 0 .000 (110 persons;

Source for estimate:

Households with pensions: 1981

4

206,000 Households width person obverted by itirivatepensiom-
.,

852:000
Houieholdi having union on

employer- sponsored peffilign$,:,

1,058,000 e Total how:eh:54s
in 1981 (9Cof all houseb4ifbeloW

poverty) ,
ss- ..t. ' . ni.'

1,168400 Total households in 1082 (eatimated) v. ,, ' e' : ",. .

li.

Persons represented: 1991

90' 438:000
Persons in households with Privet, pensions

. 3,244,000
Verson, having union or employer pensions.

3'.tiloA0p
Total persons in 1481 ale of alliWprerins4below

3;783,000 Total parsons in 1982'(estimsted)

k
,. . et , 4

These figures refer to households and
PeekonW receiving the** payment , not-2

'".

spicifically to those individuals
who have invested in

IRA's o; Ke6g ns

but have not reached retirement eoge. Thee Dept. of
TreaSury,,Office of Tax

'pie 114
.....

Policy, stated that approxi
tialW2,99,000 tax Ceti:Ens with . .

..-4 ,

1t.:;,. adjua roes incomes
under.00704deq.ared paChise of. IRA account) on 1981' -, 0

11...retu - ':!,
Y.,?:.-

'4.!1. ,, . ..

" seis,C. PP. 93-96.

, .
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E. Section 1611.6: Receipt of Other Source.: of Income:

Over 5 million families below the poverty Line receive income from
sources other than earnings. This is also the case for 4,859,000 unrelated
individuals below poverty. These families and individuals may lose their
eligibility for Legal Services assistance.

This is especially likely to happen for families and individuals who
receive more than Ole poverty income, but less than 125% of the poverty
level - -four million families and almost seven million individuals have incomes
between 100% and 125% of the poverty level.

For 1,270,000 people over 65 and below the poverty line, these other
sources of income may mean they will lose eligibility for Legal Services
assistance. (D,p.66)

Among these same individuals, 42, live with other family or
non-family members. (See D, p.65-66). This means that over 1.4 million
elderly persons may have eligibility removed if the resources of others in
their households are counted.

Types of income
over 65 are as ftAIOwSi

for poverty families, indiViduaiS, and those

Below Poverty Level

Families Unrelated Individuals
Total 6,851,000 6,490,000

Income Sources;

Earnings 4,172,000 2,322,000

Other income 5;446,000 4.,19,000

Soc.Security 1;407;000 2;714,000

PUb. ASsiStance 2;357;000 _ 429;000
SSI 608;000 1;045;000
Other transfer _ 888;000 _ 570;000
Div., interest, rent 1;638;000 2;018;000
Priv.pensions, govt.
pensions annuities I ;117 ;000 717;000

Source: D, p.132,134

9

29-115 0-84---7
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Fe-teens 65 or older

Total, 3,853,000

Income Sources:
Social Security only
SSI only
Both only
Social Security and other
paymentainOt including
earnings)

See: D. p.66.

1,246,000
158,000

619,000

1.270,000

F. Secti-ommi6ILAk---Receipt of Public Benefits for those below and erbove

poverty:

Families qualifying for non-cash or oath benefits; but having incomes

above 100%_of_the official poverty line, are likely to lose eligibility for

legal assistance. Figures for the three major benefit programs are shown below.

Total_ Households Households Households

Receiving Below Poverty Above Poverty

Food Stamps 7,115,000 4,801,000 2,314,000

AFDC 4,110,000 2,705,000 1,405,000

Supplemental__ -

Security Income 2,984,000 1;605;000 1,379,000

Approximaely 2 million households above poverty; or over-4 million people,

are likely to be eliminated from eligibility. Although these families are

above the income guidelines for LegalServices eligibilitY,

substantial numbers are obviously_in_need of support. For example, of those

families aboOd 100% Of the poverty line:

853,000 families, or 1,344,000 people receive Food Stamps and AFDC

payments.

285,000 families, or 1,145,000 people receive unemployment benefits

and AFDC.

617.000 families, or 2,244,000 people, receive Unemployment benefits

and Food Stamps.

See: C; p. 93,96.
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Households Above 1001 of Poverty

Receive: Food Stamps AFDC SSI UnempIoy. Priv. Pensions

Food Stamps 2;314 853 336 617 92

AFDC 1,405 146 285 68

Supp.Sec.Income 1;379 103 67

Unemployment 7;269 309

Private Pensions 6,168

FersemarAbove-1001 of Poverty

e: FoodStamps AFDC SSI Unemployment Priv; Pensions

r'cod Stamps 8,060 3;344 1,024 2,244 293

AFDC 5,638 577 1;145 291

lupp.Sec. incom. 3,970 422 191

Jr.,pIoyment 23,494 962

PI.V. Pensaons 13,087

A substartial number of the households which are above 100%_of the
poverty line ann qualified for benefits archeaded by_women Of_eIderIyOver
2 million f...malehisa..er households receive_both_rood Stamps and AFDC; 360,000
of these ere .et c ttl_poverty line. 123,000 of households headed by
individuals over age 65 craIify for both Food Stamps and Supplemental Security
Income and are over ISO% of poverty.

The average number of months households receive Food Stamps is 8.9,
and the average Monthly value of the stamps is $74.
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Sources.

A. Household and-family-C-ha a teristicii March; 1981

Series P-20i No. 371

8. Money InCOMe_and Poverty
-Statros-of-Families and Persona in the_United-

States: 1982 (Advance Data from the March 1983 Current Population Survey)

Series P-60, No; 140

C. Char,' t' itida o Households and Pecs Receiving Selected Nencash

Benefi . 1i81 -

Serier so. RC .1:

D. Characte iSfi.f of the Population
Below-the-Poverty Level: 1981

Series . t' NJ

E. Socks-1-aod-Econorric Characteristies of the Older-Population: 1978

Series P-23, No. 85

F. Provisional-Eartimates-of Social, Economic, and Housing enaracter-iiities.

1980_
PHC80-S1-1

G. Money Income of Households,
Families, and Persons in the United Start-es:-

1981
Series P-60; NO 137

H. Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1982-1983

I. Statistical Abstract: 1981

J. Annual-itousing Survey: 1978; Part
Financia±-Cheracteristics of the

Department of 'tossing and Urban DeVeIbpMenti
and Bureau of the Census

Series H-150-78

K. 1980 Handbook of Agricultural Charts

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Handbook NO: 574

L. How Well are We Housed? Repart-5-:Reral

U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 1979

1 0 0
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M. Digest of Data .n Persons with_Disabilities

U. S. Department of Health; EducatiOh and Welfare; and Congressional
Research Service

N. 1g7lHeemaus7of Agriculture:_ Vol;_l, Summary and State Data
U.S. Dept. of Commerce; July; 1981:

O. The Journey to Workt 1979.
Series P-23, No. 122.

P. Nationwide Personal Transportation Study: Automobile Ownership
FedereI_HighWay Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation,
Dec;; 1974

4; /977 Nationwide Personal TransportationStudyehoId Vechicle
Ownership

Federal Highway Administration, U.S. Department of TrahspottatIon,
Dec., 1980

R. 1979 Statistical -Yearbook

U. S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development
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STATE ELIMILITY ESTIMATES

The figures on the following table represent the

numberi of persons who will be considered ineligible for legal

assistance at a result of the proposed regulation changes that

limit home equity to $15;000.

These figures were derived as follows.

Total Parsons

step 1 Total number of persons living below 1001 of

the_poverty level was obtained from the 1980 Census for each

state's and the District ofColumbia.1
Step 2--The proportion that each state reptesents_of

the total poverty_population was computed by dividing each_
State's total poverty_ population by the United States total

poverty population (for example, the Alabama figures are

719;765/27,382,219 ..02629)._
Step 3-!The proportions_obtained in step 2 Wert

applied to the 1982 total_poverty_population of 34,398;000

in order to Obtain_the total_number of low income persons for

each state; (FOt_AIabamai .02629_x_34,398,000 904;164)_

Step4--Thete figures were then multiplied by .439;

which represents the proportion of personsbelow poverty who

lived in owner occupied housing units_in_1981.3
Step 5 These totaIt were multiplied by .58. .58 is a

derivative of the proportion of persons with incomes under

$10.0:C who lived in owner- occupied housing units valued over

$15.000 188e), multiplied by the proportion Of /ow income

persons living in owner-occupied housing units with no

MOrtgage payment (66%) in 1981.4

11980 CebtJt Of Population:_ Grire-r-al-Edcial and

Economic Characteristics PC80-1C Series. All state reports _

were not available at time of calculation. However individUaI

state and United States figures were_available in unpublished

form from the Census Bureau-Poverty Statistics Division.

2Current Populatio: Report. money_ Income and__

POVert-_Status ofP-ait-il-i-e-s and Person in the United Stake -s -:

19E2 (Advance Data_From the March 1983 Current Population

Survey), Table B, p. 4.

3Current Population- Reports. C-h-a-rActeristics of

Hc::seholds and Persons Receiving-Sel-ectr4-1-on Cash Benefit:

1981, Table I; pp. 11-12.

4Current HO.-ising_Reports. Ai -l- rousing Survey:

1981, Patt C_Fitancial Characteristics of the HoUting

Inventory. Table A-1; p. 3.
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Persons Age 65 years and over

Step 6--The 1982 poverty fi9ures (step 3) were
multiplied by .109 which is the proportion that the low-income
elderly are of the total poverty population for 19825

Step 7--Number of elderly persons living in owner
occupied units was derived by multiplying figures obtain from
step 6 by .63. /n 1981, 63 percent of householders age 65
years and over lived in owner occupied housing units.6

_ Step -B -- The elderly population that wil; be affected
was_estimated by multiplying figures from step 7 by ;58 (refer
to details in step 5).

5 2Current Population Report. Money Income and
Poverty Status of Families and Person in the-Urite-dSt-ates:
1982 (Advance Data From the March 1983 Current Population
Survey); Table B, p. 4.

6Current Population Reports, Characteristics of
Households and Persons Receiving Selected Non Cash Benefit:
1981, Table I, p.I0.
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Elderly Ppoublion

-Below In Owner

Poverty Occupied

Affected

by LSC
Below In Owner

Poverty Occupied

Affected

-by LSC_

Po ito

CONNECTICUT 306757 133788 77597 33219 20928 12138

MA1NE_ - - 117118 77755 45098 19306 12163 -7054

MASSACHUSETTS 668870 193634 170308 72907 45931 26640

NEW HAMPSHIRE 94668 41559 24104 10319 6501 3770

RHODE ISLAND 118031 51815 30053 12865 8105 '4701

VERMONT LUZ Jj tt8t1 JIM 10a

Regional Total 1437620 631115 366047 156701 98721 57258

New Yorks

NEW YORK 48-7850 11061 WM LAM

Regional Total 2887850 1267766 735304 314776

Phi id1phji

DELAWARE 85870 37697

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 142397 62512

MARYLAND 508110 223087

NEW JERSEY- 866066 380203

PENNSYLVANIA nnta tiltn

Regional Total 3122257 1370671

Northern Yittinia

MICHIGAN 1188200 521620

OHIO 1367925 600519

VIRGINIA 766786 336619

WEST VIRGIHI i612t 12.111A

Regional Total 3683147 1616902

21864 9360

36257 15521

129390 55391

220518 94401

198309 15,012.

198309 115019

5897 3420

1778 5671

34896 20240

39473 34494

Mid 1.0.1.12 LUZ i9.112

194989 340326 214405 124355

302540 129514 81394 47324

368301 149104 93935 54483

195239 83580 52655 30340

ziat/ 3/46 4231 W48

937803 401463 252922 446695



Chicano

ILLINOIS " 1545188 678601 393569 168491 106149
INDIANA

648634 284663 165104 70679 44528
IOWA 1_59251 157714 91474 39159 24610
KANSAS--

! 291051 127115 .14109 31725 19987
MINNESOTA 471011 206776 119930 51341 32345
MISSOURI

731421 121094 186234 79725 50221
NEBRASKA 204997 89994 52196 22345 14077
NORTH DAKOTA

.98611 43141 25310 10860 6842
SOUTILDAKOTA 141622 62112

.36000. 15437 .9125
WISCONSIN

Regional Total

LORI 127224 :att.

544225

:Mil

342862

_219351,

4992893 2191880 1211290

ALABAMA 904164 396928 230218 98554 62089
ARKANSAS 532061 233516 115474 57995 36511
FLORIDA 1614828 108910 411168 176016 110890
GE0801A.. 1107686 486274 262039 120138 16065
8P4001(1_ 766676 345352 200304 85746 54011
LOUISIANA 959697 421307 244358 104607 65902
MISSISSIPPI .211658 323832 187822 10605 50655
NOM CAROLINA 1053805 462620 268320 114865 12365
$01/11.CAROL1NA 627561 275499 159790 . 68404 . 43095
TENNESSEE 1811 406018 215491. 100811 gal

Regional Total 9249011 4060316 2354983 1008142 635130

Denver

AR1Z0NA_ 441371 193762 112382 48109 30309
COLORADO. 357853 157097 91117 39006 24514
NEW MEXICO 283282 124361 _72119 30818 19453
OKLAHOMA 494112 .117105 125919 _51130 -33976
TEXAS 2551409 1122702 651161 278158 115617
UTAH

81620 41340 1 12111

Regional Total

.185923

4320609 1896747 1100113 470946 296696

San Francisco,

3298995 1448259 839990 359590 226542
CALIFORNIA

NEVADA JillA Jail AU/ ..1111

Regional Total 3385241 1486121 861950 368991 232465

61561

25826

14309

11592

18160

29131

8165

3968

-5641

al
198860

36012

1100

64316

44118

11331,

38223

29380

41912

24995

Ala

368315

17519

14253

11283

-19706

101858

40

112084

131394

Jill

134829



Tots! Population 141122118 1-/1

Beluw_ In Owner Affected _Below 1n _Owner Affected

Poverty Occupied by L$C Poverty Occupied by JSC

Pl'6p081
in 111-1111Jd19211ii

Seattle

ALASKA
52269

HAWAII
115090

IDABO__
146133

MONTANA
118411

0REG0N____
344374

WASBINGTON
496931

WYOMING
jgg

Regional TOW 1319314

22946 13309 5697 3589 2082

50524 29304 140 7903 4584

64416 37361 15994 10076 5844

51983 30150 12907 8131 4716

151180 -87684 37531 21648 13116

218155 126530 54166 34125 19792

J01 11600 4966 1111

519205 335939 143812 90601 52549 Sum

utith STATES TO 34398003 15100723 8758419 3749382 2362111 1310024 sum

aBita were sot available for all
states/territories in thiii tigions,
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STATEMENT OF E0WARO I. Kiicii, MAYOR, CITY OF' NEW YORK, ON PROPOSED LEGAL
SERVICES REGULATIONS

The_fecieral.Legal Services Corporation has proposed new regulations which
tam drastic changes -in the rules governing the eligibility of low-income citizens fOr
free -legal services. These regulations-would jeopardize the ability of the elderly, the
disabled and the recently unemployed to vindicate their legal rights.

The regulations establish eligibility standards_ which are unrelated_ to an individ-
ual's actual ability_to_afford adequate legal counsel. For example; the regulations
require that liquid and non - liquid assets be taken _into account in determining
bility, Even if nn income-is below the "maximum income level," the reg-
ulations- require that the individual is not eligible if the "liquid and non-liquid
assets of all members of the applicant's household exceeds $1;500."

This section is_illegal_in that the Legal Services- Corporation statute only allows
Itquidassets to_be_munted. It is also unrealistic and would _make most of the elderly
and recently unemployed population in New _York City ineligible for services. Miiiiy,
if not most elderly citizens, even-those with low-or fixed incomes, will have accumu-
lated during the course of their lifetime over $1,500 in non-liguid assets. Similarly,
the uhempleyed and many of the working poor will have over $1,500 in non-liquid
assets. It is not realistic, nor fair, to -expect that these individuals will sell off their
necessities_teg, _homes-_ specially equipped vehicles for the handicapped,_ etc:)
order to_pay_ for an attorney if they need one Nor is it realistic,- particularly in the
cases -of the elderly and disabled; to-presume, as-the regulations Jo that the assets of
the other members of the household will be v.vailable to the individual seeking legal
services.

The proposed regulations appear to be part of the Reagan_ Administration's_ con-
tinuing attempt to cutback on the.social welfare programs upon which many of our
citizens-depend for their survival. These regulations fit neatly into_the Administra-
tion's strategy of creating_a new group of poor persons called -the "hilly needy." By
redefining poverty, the Administration hopes to justify its unfair and mean-spirited
cuts in beeefit&-And,- perhaps the most insidious aspect of this scheme is that since
the proposed eligibility requirements for free le_gal services. are_more,Testrictive
than the eligibility_ requirements_ for other benefit programs; many individuals will
not_be_ able to_securelegal_ representation if their entitlement to other benefits -is
threatened._ Many such individuals- will _lose their entitlement -to federal benefits
such as SSI and will apply_ for and receive -locally-funded public assistance to the
fiscal detriment of New York City and other localities.

We urge that the federal government meet the obligations it has to provide sere-
ices to those in need and to make adequate legal_ representation available_to those
who can not afford it. In order to meet this obligation; the Legal Services Corpora-
tion should _withdraw_ its proposed regulations, -

We will submit a statement for- the-record with more specific data as to hb0;, theie
regulations will adversely affect the citizens of New York City.

CONTRAST BETWE_Ell CURRENT AND PROPOSED- LEGAL- SERVICES CORPORATION
REGULATIONS AND EFFECT ON NEW YORK CITY RESIDENTS

I. Maximuniincotne level limit exceptions
current: Maximum income level can be as high as 125 percent of federal poverty

level. Current regulations allow lewd services to any person over the limit if there
are exceptional circumstances such as health- care costs, disability related cost& etc.

Privosed: Sets an unbreakable limit. Any person whose income is 150 percent of
maximum level can never receive services; even if exceptional circumstances are
present.

Effect: Looking at one specific, though not unique, example: $6,i550 represents ap-
proximately 15_0 percent of the maximum annual income level for one individual
over the age of 65 (assuming that the recipient program sets the maximum income
level at 125 percent of the Federal Poverty Income Guidelines). It costs _an elderly
person in New York City approximately $1,325 per month to have a full time home
attendant._ If an individual with a home attendant has an annual income of $8;360
($780 per month) and is participating in the Medicaid Surplus Income Program, that
person is paying approximately $380 per month towards his home care, leaving him
with only $400 per month for all living expenses. Yet this person would he ineligible
for legal setvites under the proposed regulations, even though his annual income
after paying for home care is only $4,560 a year or $380 a month.
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Assets test Liquid/non-liquid
Oirrent: Current_ regulations allow the "taking into account" of only liquid assets.
Proposed: Establishes unbreakable liquid/non-liquid assets test of $1500. If liquid

and non-liquid assets of household exceeds $1500, must deny legal services regard-
less of individual's income level. This is lower than standards for SSI ($1500 per in-
dividual) and Medicaid 1$_2700 per individual)

Effect: For example; to be eligible for Medicaid, an individual is allowed to have
$2,700 in assets. This inconsistency of standard& will have the anomalous effect of
making an individual who is considered poor enough to be eligible for Medicaid las
well as for SSI and Food Stamps) not poor enough to be eligible for legal services.

Assets testPresumption of availability of household assets
rent: Current regulations allow taking an individual's liquid assets into ac-

count when determining eligibility.
Proposed: Assumes that liquid and non-liquid assets of a household are available

to prospective legal services client, whether related or whether the assets are in fact
available:

Effect: According to 1980 census figures, approximately 620,000 disabled New
Yorkers live in households with others. The median income of the disabledindivid-
uals living in such households is about $4,000, which would snake them eligible for
legal Services, provided that the members of the household they live in do not have
assets exceeding $1,500. Rut, the regulations presume that such assets are available

ito the disabled individual. Such availability is not necessarily- the case, particularly
in light of the fact that the households within which the disabled persons live have
a median income of only $12,000. Even those disabled and elderly who live with
their families do not necessarily have access to the liquid and non-liquid assets of
the other family members. In addition, the regulations might have the opposite
effect of discouraging families from taking in elderly or disabled relatives if the
income and assets of such relative could be counted against the family.

4. Assets testHomes
Current: Equity in a home is not taken into account when deter mining eligibility.
Prvosed: Must make efforts to sell home if equity exceeds $1,500.
Effect In New York, approximately 95000 elderly citizens own their own one-

family homes. The New York City Department of City Planning estimates that all
but a handful of these individuals _have over115,000 in equity in their homes. At the
same time, about 20,000 of these elderly homeowners have income from all sources
which is less than $7,500. Although they are low-income and would-be eligible -for
legal services under the income test; they will be denied such services because their
equity in their homes, which may represent their only savings, exceeds $15,000.

5. Assets test Automobiles
Current: Equity in a vehicle is not taken into account when determining eligibil-

ity.
Propose& Must make efforts to sell car if equity over $4,500.
Effect. In New York,_about 286,553 disabled adults have significant mobility im-

pairments which prevent them from using public _transportation. Many of these in-
dividuals have specially-equipped vehicles. The cost of_ accessible vans, hand con-
trols, and other equipment designed to address the disabled individual's specific im-
pairment is quite high. In many cases, New York State vocational rehabilitation
programs pick up all or -a portion or the cost: that the disabled individual owns the
vehicle does not mean that he is not low-income. Yet, at the same time, the unique
nature of the vehicle and the expensive equipment therein, results in their having
extremely high equity value, making the disabled owners ineligible for legal services
no matter what their income level.
a Special needs of disabled handicapped

Current: Act requires that_ recipient programs takeinto account special needs of'
elderly and handicapped. Regulations permit programs-to- represent- recipients of
public assistance without making special determinations as to individual's income
and assets.

Proposed: Makes it harder to serve handicapped and elderly: Eliminates automatic
ability to represent someone if currently receiving public assistance:

Effeet: This requirement works particular -hardship on_the elderly and handi-
capped. About 123,000 disabled adults in New York receive SSI benefit& Most, if not
all, of these individuals cannot afford legal counsel and should be eligible for legal
services. Yet, some of these individuals -night have a difficult time articulating the
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information necessary fiir determining their eligibility and others might be intiini=dated from haVing to undergo another intrusive interview.

NATIONAL AssocIATION OF AREA AGENCIES- ON AGING,-
Washington, DC, September 28, 1981.

Hon. MARI° BIAGGI,
U.S. House of Representatives, Rayburn House Office Building; Washington; D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN BIAGGI: The National Association of Area Agencies on Aging(MAI which represents the interests of 665 Area Agencies on Aging across the
country offers the following comments on the proposed rules which would revise eli-gibility for legal services through the Legal Services Corporation (LSC).

The Association realizes that the proposed rules were meant to focu§ resources_onthose most in need of Jegal services. However, we do not feel that the Corporation
fully understands the adverse impact these proposed changes would have on certain
special population groups: Our ASSoCiation represents Agencies who serve the elder-ly. we will focus our comments on those proposed regulatory changes which Would
specifically impact elderly persons.

The elderly have a special need for legal assistance because of difficulties of accessand unique legal problems. This special need was explicitly recognized by Congress
in the 1977 Amendments to the LSC Act, Which incorporated_priorities for the provi-sion of legal services. The need for legal services for -the - elderly is even greatertoday with the changes in f&deral policies for public assistance and other benefit&The fulfilment Of that special need is now_threatened by these proposed

The proposed rules set up &detailed asset test which includes bah liquid and non-liquid assets in determining eligibility: The maximum allowable assets, both liquidand non-liquid of an applicant's household, shall not exceed $1,500, except where a
household includes a persen over -age 60, the limit is $3,000. Certain exclusions from
this maximum include up to $4,500 equity in a car, $15,000 equity in a home, and
$311000 equity value in farmland.

This test When viewed in light of the circumstances of the typical linh:incOme el-
derly person will den_y legal assistance to a larger number of deserving older per-
sons. At present three million elderly home owners now live below the poyerty_line.A larger percentage of these individuals would have homes assessed at values great-
er than $15,000. They would be denied legal assistance because of their home ownerstatus:

A second harmful provision of the_proposed changes is the household assets test.For elderly persons living witn other% whether related or not the assets of the
entire household are considered in determining an individual's eligibility. While the
maximum allowable amount of assets-for a houSehold containing an elderly individ-ual is $3,000 (rather than the $1,500 general rule), this provision will exclude alarger percentage of older persons living with their families from receiving legal
services. This seems unfair in that it penalizes those elderly persons who are able tolive with relatiVe§.

N4A strongly supports the current regulations- which require that only a client'sliquid net assets be taken into account before they are given legal assistance. No
maximum asset level is set nor are non-liquid assets considered.

Section 1611.5(c) of the propos,d ruleS changes the provisions on group represents-
Lion. -The- proposed regulationS limit representation to groups primarily composed ofeligible clients. The current regulations permit representation by groups who lackfunds and whose primary purpose is to further the interests of eligible clients.

The proposed changes would adversely affect those older persons in nursinghomes, ,oiter homes,_ or homebound situations because LSC-could no lenger repre-sent those advocacy groups that represent their interests. N4A therefore, supports
the current_ provision in the rules regarding group representation.

These proposed changes will significantly impact Area Agencies on Aging and
OAA-Title 111-B Legal Service providers. Persons that will no longer be eligible
under these proposed rulei will be looking to other legal service agencies for legalneeds.

The OAA Title III-B program_ which funds Social Services (including legal sere=
ices) has not received m_creases for three year& There is no way that Title HI-B can
be expected to fill the gap that will exist if these proposed rules are implemented.

The Network on Aging and LSC have coordinated their efforts to fund the most
cost effective legal services program for the elderly. These proposed rules will ad-versely impact the system that currently are in place across the country.

10
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N4A believes our recommendations are reasonable and realistic. We appreciate
the opportunity to comment and will continue to work with LSC to address the legal
needs of our nation's elderly.

Sincerely,
RAYMOND C. MASTALISH, Executive Director.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE UNITS ON AGING,
Washington; D.C, September 28, 1983.

Hon. MARIO BIAGGI,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Human Services, Select Committee on Aging, U.S. House

of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN BIAGGI: The National Association of State Units on Aging

would like- to commend you for holding a hearing on the proposed rules on client
eligibility issued by the Legal Services CorporationYou have clearly brought to
Congressional and public attention the very negative impact that these proposals
would have on older persons. We would like to share with you our comments which
we have submitted to the Legal Services Corporation:

The National Association of State Unite on Aging believes that the provisions cif
the proposed rule will unfairly restrict the access of older persons to legal services.
In its 1977 study of age discrimination,the U.S. CommiiSion on -Civil Rights found
that LSC grantees -were greatly underserving elible persons. One reason sighted
for this discrimination was the tendency of some programs to rely on funds provided
under age-categorical programs, such as- Title III of the Older Americans Act, to
substitute for, rather than supplement, the use of Corporation funds to serve older
persons,

In the last several years, the aging and legal services networks have worked to-
gether to meet the legal service needs of older persons. The Legal Services Corpora
tion is to be commended for its role in fostering cooperative and coordination efforts
between aging and legal services programs. For the last two years the Corporation
has sponsored conferences on the _delivery of legal services to the elderly in conjunc-
tion with the annual NASUA/N4A training conference. This past July twenty-five
State Units participated in LSC's conference. If the proposed regulationi are imple-
mented,- however, the progress which has been made by LSC in serving older

j
per-

sons will be severely jeopardized. It has been estimated that between one-half and
two ithirds of the elderly poor now eligible for ICS service will be excluded under
the proposed regulations. NASUA finds proviSions in the following areas to be espe-
cially harmful to older persons:

Maximum income level;
Maximum allowable assets;
Group representation ; and
RepreSentation of clients receiving benefits from a governmental income mainte-

nance program.
Maximum income level, (Sec. 1611A): The proposed regulations impose a maxi-

mum gross income leirel (187.5 percent of the OMB Poverty Guideline) ahove which
no client could be served regardless of other factors which_ would make the client
unable to obtain legal services. Currently, factors such as medicaL expenses and
fixed debts can be taken into consideration in- determining a-person's eligibility for
legal service& The proposed provision would haVe a particularly adverse affect on
the oldest and most frail persons who are also most likely to have the highest_unedi-
cal bills. This group, which ispresently eligible b.caurie their high medical expenses
greatly reduce their spendable income, would no longer he able to obtain legal serv-ices.-

Maximum allowable assets. (Sec. 1611.6) The proposed regulations establish mod-
mum allowable assetS, both liquid and non-liquid, of 0,000 per elderly household.
Currently only liquid assets are- considered in determining eligibility. (No maximum
level is set.) The Act States that client eligibility should be determined on the basis
of factors which include "the liqUid assets" of the client. Congress could have speci-
fied non-liquid assets if it intended these to be considered,___

The proposed rule provides that-the-assets of the applicant's entire household be
considered. Notwithstanding the $3,000 limit for households with _a member age 60
or over, the effect_of this regulation Will be that most older persons who_live with
otherseven if they maintain separate budgetswill not be able to obtain legal as-
sistance.

In computing assets, the proposed rule would eiclude only $15,000 in equity held
in a home. Over 3 million older persons living in owner occupied homes have in-

11 0
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comes below 100 percent of the poverty level. Considering that only _4 percent of thenation's owner occupied single-family homes are valued at under $15000 and that
70 percent of all older persons own their homes, this provision will exclude millions
of older persons from obtaining legal services.

Further, the proposal that a house_be counted as an asset is in conflict with -the
eligibility requirements of other federally funded programs like SSI and Food
Stamps. In fact, in 1976 Congress passed an amendment to the SSI statute which
excluded the total value of a home in determining eligibility. This action was taken
by Congress because older persons were being forced to relinquish their homes inorder to receive SSI or attempt to survive without any income,

In computing assets, the proposal woultalso exclude $4,500 equity in -a licensed
vehicle. This provision could-prevent handicapped adults and seniors who require
expensive vehicle adaptations in order to maintain mobility from obtaining legal
services. In contrast, the SSI regulations totally exclude one car if it is necessary for
employment or for medical treatment or a regular or specific medical problem or ifit is modified for the operation by or transportation of a handicapped person.

Finally, the assets test would include the total cash value of IRA or_ Keogh plans
(minus any penalty for early withdrawal) among the countable assets of an indiVidu=
al. Consequently, many persons could be forced to liquidate their pensions in orderto obtain legal services making them even more dependent on government pro-grams.

Group representation. - (Sec. 1611.5): The proposed regulations would allow reprs-
sentation of a group only if it is composed _prrimarily of eligible clients. The current
rule allows representation of a group if it hasas its primary purpose furthering the
interests of eligible clients and if it cannot obtain funds to retain priVate counsel.This change will have a particularly adverse affect on nursing home residents'
access to legal services. Many nursing home residents are isolated from the generalpublic as a result of poor health or immobility.

These person may not be able to organize to adequately represent themselveswithout the assistance of outside organizations. Having concerns expressed through
a community group is also a way to protect themselves from possible retaliation.
Throughout the country there are hundreds of local nursing home ombuclaman pro-
grams which in resolving the complaints -of- nursing home residents, rely on the as-sistance of legal service programs. If a LSC grantee cannot assist these organiza-
tions, the rights of nursing home residents may go unm.otected.

clients receiving benefits from a governmental income_maintenance program The
proposed regulations (Sec. 1611.4) eliminate the current provisions that permits LSC
programs to represent clients who are receiving benefits from a governmental
income maintenance program; such as SSI; without additional incpiiry into their
income level. The proposal would require potential clients Who have already docu-
mented their eligibility for other- need -based programs to submit to another eligibil-
ity determination procedure to document their financial need for legal assistance.
Since it can be assumed that anyone poor enough to be receiving. Food Stamps, SSI;
or other assistance cannot effort legal assistance, the effect of this provision will be
to- divert valuable resources from client representation to unnecessarily analyzingeligibility.

While NASUA agrees that limited resources should be focused on thoie in most
need, we also believe that there should be sufficient flexibility for local pngrams to
make judgements about -which potential clients should be served. These judgements
should be based on the facts of the particular cases rather than on rigid federal for-
mulas. The current regulation on client eligibility provides the necessary local flexi-bility and at the same time adequately ensures that only the most needy clients re-
ceive assistance. Through the current regulation local programs currently- have the
authority to establish case priorities and to set income limits below- existing maxi-
mum levels in order to serve those most in need. In addition, local programs are
governed, by a local non - profit -board of directors which can tailor their program to
the needs of the local community.

The effect of the proposed regulations if enacted, will be to undermine, the Con-
gressional mandate that LW grantees adopt procedures for determining and imple-
menting case priorities which take into account "the needs for services of clients
With special difficulties of access to legal services or special legal problems (inelud-
ing elderly and handicapped individuals)". The proposed regulations establish new
barriers to access to legal services for older persons. We, therefore, recommend thatthey be withdrawnin their entirety.

Thank_you_for this opportunity to express our Concerns on this critical matter.
Your leadership role in protecting the rights of the poor elderly to receive legal as-
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sistance is fully appreciated and supported by the National Association of State

Units on_Ang.
Sincerely, DANIEL QUIRK, Executive Director.


